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Tho past IT years have witnessed a rapid and extensive growth. In 
the number, sisse, functions and spheres of Influence of governmental 
agencies, particularly at the Federal level# This development has inten­
sified many of the problems of effective public administration, such as 
those involved in organising, coordinating, and administering organisa­
tions of substantial sis© in a manner that will most efficiently and ec­
onomically accomplish the end purposes for mich they were established.
In recent years, such problems have occupied alike the increased atten­
tion of alert administrators and that of serious students of public ad­
ministration in an effort to improve acbsini strut ion in this important 
area and make it more precise and effective in the public interest*
Prominent in this situation 2ms boon the problem of making most ef­
fective us© of the staff and auxiliary functions* such as those concerned 
with th© personnel, budget, fiscal, and administrative services areas of' 
administration* That such staff and auxiliary functions, Y&ten properly 
administered and used, can materially increase tho effectiveness of an or­
ganisation lias boon well established, particularly in recent year®* That 
such functions con also present serious and disabling administrative prob­
lems and pitfalls, if not soundly coordinated with the needs, purposes, 
and functional operations of the organisation, 3ms become equally apparent# 
Administration can perhaps best be defined as a system of working to­
gether to get things don©. In such definition lios th© key to tho proper 
and most effective use of the staff and auxiliary functions. Careful and
well thought out organization is -vital to any activity, whether private 
or public, and is imperative, of course, in the successful admimi strati on 
and op oration of the largo governmental agencies which w© have today.
One of the most characteristic and significant aspects of modem 
government is tho development in recont years of a sharpened specialisa­
tion of function and assignment* Such specialisation is continuing to 
broaden and deepen, partly as a- normal growth of administrative need and 
experience and partly as a result of the increased availability of nor© 
specialised education and training in tho various aspects of public ad­
ministration# Xhus, in practice, a personnel mtm today nay bo not merely 
a broad expert in all phases of tho personnel fields he is more likely to 
be a specialist in employee relations or classification or recruitment*
A budget man is more likely to bo a specialist in budget justification 
or budget control % the property i.m a specialist in procurement or prop­
erty records or space control or one of the other specializations which 
have been developed in this field*
Such sharply defined specialization can be a two-edgod sword to an 
administrator* It affords him an excellent opportunity for clearly delin­
eating the areas of responsibility end action in the units of his organi­
sation* This can work for an increased mass production of one results and 
for more efficient production* It develops special talents among his em­
ployees, enables than to work on specialised assignments which they m y  
profor, and thus can bo a potent influence on morale* it also affords an 
excellent opportunity for identifying end correcting problem areas in the 
organization* On the other hand, unloss carefully handled, such special­
ization can develop an exaggerated opinion of the importance of a specific 
function* It can build up the foe ling that the function is of most im-
tributes to th© whole operational program# It can develop misfits and 
submerge talents in the organisation and thus materially unde ranine both 
performance and morale#
To reap the full benefits of the specialisation of function and as­
signment which has been developing so rapidly In recent years, two major 
responsibilities fall upon the successful attain!strutor* In tho first 
place, he has the imperative task of coordinating the services and func­
tions of the various specializations of his organisation in such a way 
that they all contribute effectively to the end purposes for which the 
organisation has being# As white points out, !,fo secure an adequate de­
gree of coordination in large organisations requires sound structure,
skillful management, and a wholesome so usa of cooperation widely held at
1all levels of work.” This responsibility a top administrator cannot es­
cape. He also has the responsibility for directing the activities of his 
organisation toward the accomplishment of its end. purposes, policies, and 
goals# He must see to it that the objectives of the organisation are 
clearly established and that the purposes toward which it is to work are 
clearly understood and appreciated throughout tho organization so that 
all effort Is being expended effectively in the same direction* In this 
connection he lias tho further responsibility of developing a flexibility 
in the use of specialization and a propor balance between such functional 
assignments that will permit of maximum contribution to tho organization1 s 
objectives and make impossible tho over-dovelopment of any of them* And, 
finally, all administration is conditioned by the setting in which it op­
erates# It must be geared carefully to tho situation in which It Is
^Leonard D. thite, Introduction to tho Study of Public Administration 
Third edition# Tho "iacnillan Company, Hew York, 1948, p# 210#
placed# Any organisation trill be conditioned by the purposes it servos 
and the environment in which it operates# The alert administrator will
constantly be alive to the operation of his organization in this light#
Application of Public AdninistratIon Principles
Slowly at first, but more rapidly in recent years, certain basic 
principles of effective policy formulation and planning, organisation and 
management, and budgetary planning, execution, and control have been form­
ulated and com© generally to have broad application In the field of public 
administration. To the student of public administration, no loss than to 
tho active public administrator weighed down with the responsibilities of 
his assignment, such principles have come to bo extremely useful not only 
for a clearer understanding of their offactive application to public ad­
ministration problems, but also as practical yardsticks against which to 
noasure tho degree of effectiveness of the organization, management and 
operation of units of government, at whatever level, to accomplish the ul­
timate objectives for which thoy exist.
Thus, as government has come to occupy a place of increasing import­
ance in th© life of every citizen, tho study of public administration prob­
lems end procedures has broadened and deepened, with increased effectiveness 
in improving the efficiency and economy of the conduct of the public busi­
ness. As the science of public administration has developed, the useful 
principles of organization and administrut 1 on that have thus come to be 
recognized as generally applicable to the efficient conduct of any organi­
zation afford tho progressive administrator a means of evaluating the ef­
fectiveness of his organization in the accomplishment of its assigned 
purposes. They provide measurements that th© alert administrator will use 
periodically, at least, and preferably constantly to check his organization
aad correct vro&k spots of structure, purpose or management*
It is, for example, a basic principle of effective adnini strati on of 
any organization, however large or however snail, that its v/ork should be 
carefully and systematically planned# It should bo planned not only in 
terms of end objectives and purposes, bub also in those of ami lab lo re­
sources of financial support, time, personnel, materials, and supplies# 
f’ithout careful and effective planning in the so respects, waste and inef­
ficiency cannot help but rosult and ae casp 11 shnonto be reduced*
Irqjortanee of the Staff and Auxiliary Functions 
In an organization, of any size, it is obviously impossible for any 
single top administrator, no natter what his capabilities or energy nay be, 
to keep all the threads of daily adsini str at ion flowing smoothly and ua- 
knottcd into the fabric of over-all accomplishment by his o\m efforts 
alone. lie inevitably requires tho considerable aid of competent assistants 
and orgaaizational units to help him rdth the constant task of planning 
and evaluation of effort and vkLih that of maintaining a smooth flow of 
funds, persoimcl, materials, and supplies to tho various units of his or­
ganisation, vkicli are adequate to the task at hand# There has thus come 
about an increased use of specialization of function in organisations of 
any size which, while in goncral established outside of tho strictly fuac-
v i  Oixul r o s  ■ «i.ll3L O X  O S  Oj, vi,lO ij $ Ovi *w ■s.liUJL 3 vie U X  O  ̂  u O  v,Q.O C U v Q Q —
utive in tho accamp 1 islinent of basic assignments* Under such an arrange­
ment the head of the organization, for example, can thus nafe© full use of 
the services of personnel specialists, of budget specialists, or property 
r A- C2 C*' cJO* C3 >.»i a ̂ d> lists to take care of the day-by-day ^housekeeping^
problems and procedures of routine operation of all his operating units* 
And, "kietlicr established as a separate formal unit of his organ! zati on, or
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consisting instead of Ills principal assistants and officers in charge of 
liis major organizational units with definite operational responsibilities* 
lie can also havo invaluable assistance in the constant planning and coord­
ination necessary to keep his functional program alive and keenly geared 
to tho over-changing conditions under which it must operate to be effec­
tive and justify its existence —  tho functions of an efficient staff*
There lias boon sora© tendency to class all functions of an organ!cation 
falling outsido of its major substantive responsibilities as staff func­
tions* In some respects this may bo an effective and thoroughly adequate 
differentiation, for it separates for most practical purposes the so-called 
line functions for which the organisation was established from th© strictly 
internal operating functions vhich assist th© lino units in accomplishing 
their basic purposes* Vihito, however, believes that this differentiation 
is too broad for most effective application and that tho needs of effective 
administration require a more exact definition of tho staff function* He 
thus defines a staff as
an organ advisory to a responsible official, but without operat­
ing responsibilities. * . . * The function of a civil staff is 
to study administrative problems, to plan, to advise, to observe, 
but not to act, A staff unit may bo attached to a chief execu­
tive or to other principal administrators. The staff service of 
advice and counsel operates upward, downward, and outward, and 
across organizational linos. It is always advice, her/ever, and 
never command.4"
Prom tho purely staff functions as thus defined, ho differentiates tho 
operating or r,housokoeping” functions, such as personnel, budget and fis­
cal, proem'ement, etc., as auxiliary services, in this manners
Auxiliary agencies do not servo the public, although they may 
deal with citisens. • • • • Thoir cllentoio is tho line 
agency, which they aS 3 1 3 " G  by performing necessary common func-
2Ibid, p. 31
?
tions —  buying goods and supplies, contracting for public 
printing, purchasing real estate and the like*0
THiil®, as tti.ll be brought out later, it is possible for personnel engaged
in the so-called auxiliary functions to contribute effectively to the
strictly staff functions of an organisation* tho differentiation in the
sphere of operations of the two as pointed out by White id 11 broadly be
followed in th© present study*
Application to the Bureau of Animal Industry 
If, then, th© premise is tenable that a proper us© of the staff ©aid 
auxiliary functions can materially aid a functional organisation to ful­
fill its basic objectives more effectively and efficiently, this same 
technique should be extremely useful in the administration of such a func­
tional agency as the Bureau of Animal Industry of the United States De­
partment of Agriculture* This Bureau, a component part of the Department * a 
Agricultural Research Administration, has boon serving th© American public 
for the past 65 years in some very well known and many relatively little 
known, but important, ways* Its siso and range of subject-matter opera­
tions, the fact that it serves th© American livestock and meat industry in 
so many ways and that th© results of its activities reach Into every home 
in tho land whore meat is eaten that has been processed for transportation 
across a State line, makes the effective administration of th© Bureau a 
heavy responsibility and a public trust* There is urgent need for and 
ample opportunity to make oxtonsive us© of ovory administrative or organi­
sational aid that will help make its operations more effective and economi­
cal to the ond that th© basic objectives expected of it raay be attained as
SIbid, p. SO.
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rapidly and efficiently as possible*
The fact that the basic work program of th© Bureau of Aniiml Industry 
has boon so long established, .is so extensive, and is so varied in subject- 
matter field and application, should male© worthwhile a critical study of 
the Bureauf s use of the staff and auxiliary functions in effectuating its 
program* It has from its inception 6b year® ago maintained constant and 
highly successful warfare against th© ravages of disease in th© notion's 
herds and flocks and against the introduction of new diseases into this 
country from foreign lands* It has been successful in improving th© ef­
ficiency of production of farm livestock and poultry flocks —  and thus in 
increasing the food supply of the country —  through productive research 
on the problems of sanitation, health, breeding, feeding, and managonont 
of th© various classes of farm livestock and poultry* Through its main­
tenance of a wholesome and safe meat supply it has boon equally successful 
in safeguarding and promoting th© public health and wo If arc* The so are 
still the basic functions of th© Bureau and ovory available rosouro© is 
bent toward their successful accomplishment*
How, then, do the staff and auxiliary functions operate at this —  
th© Bureau —  level of government arid how do they servo ' V-ai® UClw ic adminis­
trative needs of such an agency? To what extent and how effectively are 
those functions utilised at th© Bureau level in helping attain the end 
objectives of the Bureau*c program? How and to what extent are they co­
ordinated m t h  the functional activities of the Bureau? Arc they over­
emphasised In the Bureaus organization and program activities or under- 
emphasised? has the Bureau boon, helped or handicapped by too much or too 
little dopondonco upon the staff and auxiliary functions in the promulga­
tion of its program? In short, do they serve their purpose adequately and 
fulfill thoir potential role of usefulness to tho Glilof of ill© 'Bureau and
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other top administrators as aids to a more effective administration of
th© organ! zati oaf
Purpose and Scope of This Study
Against this background, and within the framework indicated, it is 
the xrorpocc of this study to examine carefully and in some detail how 
staff and auxiliary functions ar© being used in current administration 
of the Bureau of Animal Industry. Attempt will b© imd© to trace the de­
gree to which these functions hav© been used through the relatively long 
history of the Bureau, the extent to which they ar© being used in Bureau 
administration today, their place in the organizational hierarchy of tho 
Bureau, to what extant, where, and by whom they ar© coordinated with tho 
line functions of tho Bureau, and what, if any, contribution they ar© 
making to the Bureau’s substantive program.
Such a study should be fruitful from several standpoints. In the 
first place, there appears to bo a real scarcity of any available mater­
ial on tho subject at one of the important working levels of national 
govoramont —  that of tho sub jeet-m&tter bureau and its component parts, 
tho divisions. To a considerable degree, the literature on this and moot 
other phases of public administration devotes itself to a consideration 
of such subjects as they apply to top units of government —  the depart­
ment or independent agency —  and not to tho bureaus or other component 
units of government which really carry out the specific functional assign­
ments of th© larger agency. Tdiilo it is true that the basic principles of 
affective public administration, including those governing the us© of 
staff and auxiliary functions in an organization, should apply equally 
well at the lower level of tho governmental hierarchy as well as at the 
higher, it should be rewardingly informative to investigate their use at
10
the bureau IotoIi since this apparently has not boon done before. It 
could bo that some aspects of their use by a subordinate unit of a lar 
department might possibly differ from those of the parent organization 
and possibly oven offer problem, areas peculiar to tho Bureau level of ad- 
mini strati 021 that have boon relatively unexplored*
The Bureau of Animal Industry would seem to offer a fortilo field of 
study in this connection in that it Is a bureau of sciao cousi dor able size 
and diversity of work program* It is probably as well known to its own 
clientele and to the public at large as any other unit of government at 
the Bureau level* Its activities are headquartered in Washington and 
scattered throughout the country, so that it has its generous share of th© 
problems of effect!vs fashington-fiold relationships* It has been in ex­
istence sufficiently long to afford an opportunity for a study of tho 
changes that must of necessity occur in an organization of this kind to 
meet changing conditions*
One further characteristic of the Bureau of Animal Industry affords 
an opportunity to study tho use of the staff and auxiliary services in 
functional programs within an agency that are at host only broadly related 
and in some cxbrono aspects arc considerably diverse and specialized in 
tho nature of their needs for some of tho services provided by such func­
tions* As will be developed later, the Bureau of Animal Industry's func­
tional responsibilities fall into two rather distinct fields of endeavor, 
the re search and tho regulatory fields* The one is a search into the un­
known for new knowledge in the breeding, feeding, and management of live­
stock, and in controlling disease and parasitic infestations* The other 
is a regular, day-by-day adsaiini strut ion of prescribed laws, regulations, 
and directives designed broadly to control tho incidence and spread of 
diseases in the field and to insure a wholes one neat supply for tho public*
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Two such direr so functions operating in the same agency would seem to pre­
sent c am widely different requirements for auxiliary assistance* for ex­
ample* and to pro sent their own inherent problems in such matter a as 
personnel requirements* to mention but one of the more obvious lines of 
demarcation between the needs of the two basic functions. Thus a caroful 
study of the Bureau* s operations m y  be able to throw soao light on the 
problems involved in the use of the staff and auxiliary functions in a 
relatively self-contained agency having several basic functional assign-
vvs *?»*'*■> "-t* *"?A liVU  +
As pointed out above* material is scarce or non-existent on tho spe­
cific us© of these functions at the working bureau level of governmental 
operation. Tills is also true of published material devoted specifically 
to the operation of the Bureau of Animal Industry. Tho literature is full 
of published reports on tha results of its research and regulatory activi­
ties over th© years, but careful search has brought to light only two 
studies which have been mad© on tho actual organisation and operation of
tho Bureau —  material useful in any degree to a study of public adminis-
4tration. Beitkor of those ar© more recent than 23 years ago. Houck con­
ducted the first of those, which ho published privately in 1924. This 
study for the first tin© brought into one document the early history and 
acoamplishnents of tho Bureau. It broadly sketched the organisational 
development of tho Bureau* but omitted son© of the detail that would bo 
pertinent and highly useful in the present study. In effect, the study 
covered what the Bureau had done to that date, but offers little or no
4TJ. Houck, The Bureau of Animal Industry of tho United States De­
partment of Agriculture t Its Establishment* Achievements, and Current Ac­
tivities, ITashington* 1924, 390 pp.
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information on how it was don© and practically nothing on tho planning and
5"housekeeping" functions of the Bureau’s activities* Powell followed this 
closely with his able monograph on tho Bureau of Animal Industry prepared 
for and published by the Brookings Institute for Government Eosoarch as one 
of a series of studies of various segments of the national government. 
Powell was more concerned with some of tho public administration aspects 
of th© Bureau’s activities than was Houck* but in general both studio® are 
of interest today chiefly as historleal background and record. To a con­
siderable degree* th© Bureau of Animal Industry they portray has only a 
relative resemblance to tho Bureau of today. Tim© brings material changes 
to a unit of government* it would seem, as it does to the individuals who 
compose such a unit at any given time. Sine© both of these studies are no 
longer accurate portrayals of the Bureau as it is now constituted and oper­
ated, there should be little or no duplication of effort in a review of 
th© situation as it stands today.
Lacking, then* a backlog of any considerable literature on th© sub­
ject of this study* it has been necessary to base it mainly upon actual 
firat-liand study of th© Bureau and its operations. Tho various pertinent 
aspects of Bureau administration* operations* and procedures included in 
the study were meticulously discussed with key officials of the Bureau 
charged with administering such activities# In following this procedure* 
no attempt was made to keep an exact chronological record of the Interviews 
and discussions upon which a substantial portion of th© material is based.
Prod Hilour Powell, Th© Bureau of Animal Industryi Its History* 
Activities* and Organisation ̂ service Monograph of the ifniteS’ States 
Government Ho. 4l,* Brookings Institute for Government He so arch* Th© 
Johns Hopkins Press* Baltimore, 1927* 190 pp.
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Those wore numerous, Involved most of the key administrators concerned 
with the staff and auxiliary functions in the Bureau, and, sine© they were 
busy men, varied in length from as little as ten or fifteen minutes to as 
much as several hours, as occasion afforded# These interviews took place 
over a period of six months# from November, 1949 to April, 1DG0, inolu- 
sivo# In addition, such varied source material as Bureau organisation 
charts, job statements, letters of instruction, official working; directives, 
rules and regulations of the Department of Agriculture, and similar rather 
minute and specific sources not ordinarily available for a t®Jk of this 
kind have been reviewed and studied*
It is hoped that th© study will develop s 02.10 useful and up-to-date 
; Information on the application of the -principles of staff and auxiliary 
operations in a unit of government at a direct filnetlomal writing level 
with the public, an area apparently relatively little explored thus far 
by students of public administration* It is hoped, too, that such a study
can throw s<xue light on th© difficulties involved in serving rather diver-
v\ *. I* ~gent functional ends, as those functions are called ̂uibon to do in the
nBureau of Animal Industry* v ^  -■  ̂ y
CHAPTER II
HISTORY AHD FUUCTIOIIS OF THE BUREAU OF AIIIMAL I1BUSTRY 
It would bo difficult, if not impossible, to examine? the place and 
us ©fulness of th© staff and auxiliary functions in administration of the 
Bureau of Animal Industry without first inquiring briefly into the pur­
poses for which it m s  established and its present responsibilities* This 
background is needed for any clear understanding of the development which 
1ms taken place in its organisation and operational techniques over the 
years for th© more complete and precise discharge of its services to the 
.livestock industry and th© public. It is needed, too, for making any 
©valuation of the effectiveness of its present organisation and adminis­
tration to these ends. Any organisation is conditioned by th© purposes 
it serves and tho environment in which it operates. Th© Bureau of Animal 
Industry has been no exception to such an experience.
Early History and Bevs-lopment 
1 2Houck and Powell have ably traced the pressing conditions in th© 
livestock Industry 'which brought about tho establishment of th© Bureau of
Animal Industry and Its early history and development. Ho real purpose 
would be served in covering this ground in the sane minuto detail. There
U* G. Houck, Tho Bureau of Animal Industry of the United -States Do- 
parteasmt of Agriculture?: Xtn Establishment» Achievemonts, and Current Ac. 
•civxtxQS, 1 Washington,’ 1924, 390 pp.
£j».Fred Ailbur Powell, The Bureau of Animal Industry! Its History, 
Activities, and Or garni melon. Service Honograph of th© United States 
Government ho. 41, Brookings Institute for Government Research, Th©
Bohns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, 1927, 190 pp.
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are, however, certain pertinent aspects of the Bureau*a early history and
development which definitely set the pattern of its ©volution through the 
65 years of its existence* These should not b© overlooked in any current 
study of the Bureau’s organisation and operation.
Bureau Bstablishod to Ifeet Specific Heeds 
It is necessary to remember, for example, that oven in its original 
inception, the Bureau was given very specific and moro than ordinarily 
well defined objootivos. With these went also a heavy and broad responsi­
bility for safeguarding tho health and welfare not only of the livestock 
industry but of tho general public as well. It was thus given an unusual 
and distinctly advantageous opportunity to measure its activities and ac- 
comp 11 ahmenta against the conditions and difficulties of specific problems 
and in terms of rather clearly delineated goals and objectives. Thus, 
also, as its long history show®, tho Bureau has had little opportunity to 
remain static. There has been a constant growth and development over th© 
years to meet changing conditions and new problems. Tho Bureau has had 
the rare opportunity to grow and dove lop as a living, purposeful entity —  
indeed has boon forced to do so from the very nature of its assignments. 
Th© fact that it has boon possible to organise so much of its work toward 
clearly delineated ends has made for an impressive accumulation of spe­
cific accomplishments over the years, so that the Bureau now occupies a 
position of recognised eminence in its service to the livestock industry 
and to the national economy. As Poire 11 points out
With a long record of accomplishment, the Bureau today occupies 
a position unrivaled in any country in the world. It has grown 
with the industry which it was established to fostor, changing 
its emphasis as that industry has developed. It is no loss con­
cerned with th© quality of the export surplus than it was in the 
eighties • * • •$ but since 1906 it has been increasingly active 
in th© interest of the domestic consumer, and this without loss on-
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lag Its effort to serve the stockmen, 'whether through combatting 
disease or promoting more eoonomical^and efficient methods of 
production and utilisation • • • •
Th© Bureau of Animal Industry m s  established on I,Jay 29, 1884, by an 
Act of Congress entitled, "An Aot for the Establishment of a Bureau of 
Aniiml Industry, to Prevent the Exportation of Diseased Cattle, and to
Provide Sfeana for the Suppression and Extirpation of Pleuropneumonia and
4Othor Contagious Diseases among Domestic Animals•" On© of tho very few
bureaus in the Federal service established directly by a Congressional
organic act, th© very title of the act creating it indicat©s a clear
directive for work in specifically delineated problem areas, a condition
which has been generally characteristic of tho Bureau*s assignments
through tli© years*
Establishment of the Bureau of Animal Industry m s  not th© first
attempt of Congress to fostor and improve the livestock industry of th©
country* For the first time, however, it established one organization
into which such activities could center and be promulgated. As early as
1793 Congress had taken steps to improve the quality of livestock in the
country by removing th© tariff duties on "useful boasts imported for 
5brood," a regulation in operation to this day. Under the provisions 
of tliis act Barbery sheep were imported as early as V/ashingtou's second 
administration and iierino sheep as early as l&di son's first administra­
tion, with brooding hogs from China and Franc® following a few years 
after.
3Ibid. p. 30*
S  use 391*
°l St at. L. 324.
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Til© Bureau, however, grew out of a desperate need to combat the 
ravages of disease in th© flocks and herds of the country and to protect 
against the introduction of livestock diseases from other countries. The 
need for preventing the spread of and reducing th© losses from contagious 
pleuropneumonia, which was introduced from T&xgland in 1843, and had a ser­
ious outbreak again in 1859$ the spread of Texas fever$ British discrimina­
tion against American cattle and meat products because of the presence of 
diseaso$ a growing concern over the prevention of cruelty to animals in 
transportation! and a start toward tho quarantine of imported cattle 
against th© introduction of diseases in 1883, all contributed to the es­
tablishing of tho Bureau tho following year* As early as :My 1, 1883, as 
a matter of fact, a Veterinary Division had bean established in th© Depart­
ment of Agriculture to handle livestock matters* That same year saw th© 
establishment of a pathological laboratory, which 8 years later became
the Pathological Division of the Bureau and a disease experiment station,
th© forerunner of tho present Animal Disease Station of the Agricultural 
Research Center, Beltsvillo, IM*
The organic act for the establishment of the Bureau required that it
be headed by a competent veterinary surgeon, a requirement still in effect* 
It provided for tho establishment and enforcement of rules and regulations 
for the suppression of comcxuaicable diseases* It is important to not© that 
provision m s  also made for cooperative relationships with State authori­
ties involving the expenditure of money appropriated by Congress, a pattern 
for tho extensive and voluminous cooperation with State and other agencies 
so characteristic of Bureau work at th© present time* The act provided 
for investigation into the cause and control of livestock diseases; into 
tho condition, protection, and use of domestic animals $ and for the ©stab-
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lishment of such regulations as night b© needed cowring the proper trans­
portation and exportation of Hire stock* It also charged the Bureau with 
the responsibility of collecting information on. those subjects useful not 
only to the agricultural but to commercial interests of the country# a 
fortilo field for the future dovolopment of real service to the industry*
The effectiveness of the Bureau in accomplishing its assignments m s  
©arly established in its efficient handling of the contagious pleuropneu­
monia problem* This disease, first introduced to the eastern seaboard in 
1843, was by 1834 ravaging the cattle herds of How York# Hew Jersey# Mary­
land# Virginia# k&at Virginia, Connecticut, and the District of Columbia 
and by tho following year had spread into Delaware* Its eradication was 
undertaken at once by the infant Bureau* After five years of strenuous 
and concentrated effort on the problem, the Bureau had succeeded in eradi­
cating this disease in this country at a cost of about l£- million dollars* 
Tho United States thus became the first nation in the world successfully 
to eliminate this disease once it had bocomo extensively established*
7/1 thin the first fivo yoars of the Bureau’s existence was thus established 
tho pattern of successful control of highly infootious diseases# an accom­
plishment whibh was to be duplicated lator with other diseases# notably 
Texas favor*
Another aspect of the Bureau’s history pertinent to this study was 
the ©arly recognition of the effecti1venesc of a high degree of speciali­
sation in a successful attack upon the problems being faced* Although a 
divisional organisation for the Bureau was not officially recognised until
the Agricultural Appropriation Act of 1897# the nood for an organisational
°Act of April 25, 1398$ 29 Ota* L. 99, 101*
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separation of responsibilities and assignments along specific functional 
lines was apparent almost from the day of the Bureau’s establishment, and 
organization had proceeded quietly in this direction long before this time. 
According to Houck, a Veterinary Division had been established in the Office 
of the Commiesionor of Agriculture as early as Hay 1, 1803, and a patholog­
ical laboratory established as a part of this division had become the 
Division of Animal ĵ athology. On August 1, 1886 a zoological laboratory 
%\rae established in the Veterinary Division which l&to in 1901 became the 
Zoological Division.
As of April 1, 1891, Bureau organization consisted of four divisions, 
to which, as noted, the Zoological Division was added that same year. The 
Inspection 'Division was responsible for the eradication of contagious dis­
eases, the inspection of export and import animals, meat inspection, ves­
sel inspection and the regulation of the movement of southern cattle. The 
Division of Animal Pathology conducted scientific investigations on the 
nature, cause, prevention, and treatment of animal diseases. ‘Hi© Division 
of Field Investigations and Miscellaneous Dork was responsible for field 
investigations on the location, character, and prevalence of outbreaks of 
the various livestock diseases. The Division of Quarantine issued permits 
for the importation of animals, the supervision of livestock at port of en­
try, and quarantine for specified periods.
In 1895 a Dairy Division was established (since 1925 the Bureau of . 
Dairy Industry.) The Agricultural Appropriation Act of 1897 provided for 
an Inspection Division, a Dairy Division, a Pathological Division, a 131 o- 
chemic Division and a Miscellaneous Division, the work of iThich will be 
considered in some detail lator in this study. In 1903 this IIIsoellaneous
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7Division was abolished, only to b© reestablished in 1014 in order to 
re Hove the specialised divisions of general correspondence and adminis­
trative matters# It was again abolished in 1021. In 1904 animal husband-
8ry investigations were first authorised, to become the Animal Husbandry 
Division six years later# Federal meat inspection service was first es­
tablished in a small way in 1890 by the Act of August 30, 1890, but did not
obtain authority for real work in this field until 1908 and did not become
9a division until 1911 f lick Eradication and Tuberculosis Divisions were
established under the organic act in 191?, Hog Cholera Control and Virus*
10Sanaa. Divisions in 1919, and by Act of May 29, 1924 the Miry Division 
was removed from the Bureau and established as the Bureau of Dairy In­
dustry, effective July 1, 1328#
Change- in the organisation of the Bureau has continued la more recent 
years# The Inspection and Quarantine Divisions have become the Inspection 
and Quarantine Division# The functions of a Division of Hog Cholera Con­
trol, Stockyards inspection, Tick Eradication, and control of various dis­
eases of sheep and cattle, such as scabies, have boon combined into the 
Interstate Inspection Division, The Biochemic Division has been abolished 
and, with the rapid growth of canned foods for small animals, such as dogs, 
an Animal Foods Inspection Division has been added# Since 1946, the func­
tions of information, personnel, budget and fiscal, and acteinistrativ© ser­
vices, such as property and procurement, have had divisional status as the
  .
7Aet of Mrch 3, 1903? 52 Stat. L# 114?* 1181*
8Act of April £5, 1940; 33 Stat. L. 276, 281.
9Aet of June 30, 1906{ 84 Stat* L. 674-079.
10Act of M y  29, 1924s 45 Stat# 1# 245#
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Information Division, Personnel Division, Budget and Fiscal Division, and 
the Admini o t r at i vo Services Division, a radical departure in Bureau admin­
istrative organisation and management which this study proposes to explore 
carefully.
This highly condensed segment of the Bureau*s history and development 
should make it readily apparent that Bureau administratorz have been highly 
alert to the need for keeping its organisation sharply aligned to th© prob­
lems being handled and to changing conditions Involved in them. The fre­
quent charge that, once established, governmental agencies have a tendency 
to continue unchanged long after circumstances indicate th© need for shifts 
in organisation and operation would seem, on the face of it to have no very 
real validity in this case. Certainly change in functional organisation 
has occurred throughout the Bureau’s entire existence, a condition which 
may do much to account for its impressive record of accomplishments in its 
field.
11Present Functions and Responsibilities of the Bureau 
As has been th© cas© throughout its history, the Bureau of Animal In­
dustry is still primarily eoncernod with a program of research and regula­
tion directed to th© protection and development of th© livestock, moat, 
poultry, and related industries in the United States and to th© protection 
of th© national health through its supervision of the meat food supply*
Its policy of vigilance against livestock diseases and that of improving 
the efficiency of farm livestock and poultry through research on sanitation,
A detailed report of the current lines of work is presented in 
Report of tho Chief of the Bureau of Animal Industry, Agricultural Research 
Admiaigtration, Govenara©nt Printing Office," Bashing;ton, 1949, 97 pp. Th© 
subject is discussed in detail in tho next chapter and legal authorities 
for the various lines of work ore presented there•
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health, breeding, feeding, and management problems has continued unchanged 
through th© years, no natter how much changed tho mode of attack, the bet­
ter to effectuate these policies*
When on© examines in greater detail the present functions of th© 
Bureau, however, the degree to vihich functional specialization is now 
called for becomes readily apparent* The Bureau*s present functions read­
ily divide themselves into a broad category of research and one of protec­
tive measures. The research responsibilities include experiments on th® 
development of all classes of farm livestock except dairy cattle, poultry 
and domestic fur animals, together with studies of methods of improving 
the quality and usefulness of their products* They also include investi­
gations of diseases and parasites affecting all classes of livestock, 
poultry, and other domestic animals*
A wide variety of protective measures are being conducted by the 
Bureau and form a major part of its current work load* Animals and ani­
mal products and materials are inspected at all ports of entry into the 
country to guard against th© introduction of diseases of foreign origin, 
particularly such destructive diseases as foot-and-mouth and rinderpest* 
Livestock offered for oxport are also regularly inspected, as well as tho 
transportation facilities of tho vessels carrying thorn to assure their 
safe shipment. Imported animals are also inspected to identify purebred 
animals eligible for free entry from customs duty as breeding animals.
A careful control is maintained over the interstate movement of 
livestock to prevent tho spread of diseas© and to prevent cruelty to 
animals in transit. Because veterinary biological products are so es­
sential to the prevention and control of livestock diseases and the main­
tenance of animal health, the preparation of such products is carefully
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supervised to assure their purity and potency. In this connection, also, 
a marketing agreement and order designed to maintain adequate supplies of 
hog oholora virus and anti-hog cholera serum, is administered, intensive 
campaigns are currently 'being conducted to control and eradicate livestock 
disease© throughout the country, such as tuberculosis, brucellosis, cattle 
fever ticks and tick fever, cattle and sheep scabies, hog cholera and re­
lated swine diseases, and dourinc of horses.
Federal meat inspection is conducted throughout the country under the 
Meat Inspection Act, the Horse heat Act, and th© Imported I'feat Act. All 
moat entering inter-state trade is required to pass such inspection. Be­
cause of the growth in rocont years of the manufacture of canned animal 
foods, designed ©specially for the feeding of pets such as cats and dogs, 
such products arc now inspected and certified upon application of the manu­
facturers •
Cooperation is maintained with Mexico in tho fight to control and 
eradicate tho rocont outbreak of £oct-and-mouth disease in that country#
Ihis includes research studies on this disease in Duropeon laboratories 
(introduction of the virus of this disease is not permitted into this 
country even for research study). A program is also being conducted 
through the Production and ilarlceting Administration for tho purchase of 
canned meat and meat products in Northern Mexico. Protective measures in 
th© United States ar© also pursued, which include patrol of the l.loxico- 
United States border to prevent entry of animals susceptible to tho dis­
ease or of any materials wldeh might harbor tho virus, as well as strength­
ened inspections at public stockyards and in the field to detect immediately 
any possible introduction of foot-and-mouth disease into the United States.
12Work of th© bureau is Widely Scattered 
The work of th© Bureau of Animal Industry is widely scattered at 
points throughout the United States, and in one way or another it directly 
touches the life and well-being of nearly every citizen* The bureau is, 
of course, headquartered in the United States Department of Agriculture in 
Washington, D, C., but most of its work is conducted in tho field and most 
of its employees are scattered widely throughout the country. It Ima sta­
tions, substations, or laboratories located in or near 453 cities and towns 
in the United States and Territories, and at or with the 43 cooperating 
State agricultural experiment stations, 'fork of one kind or another is in 
operation under Bureau auspices in every Stat© in the Union* Work is also 
conducted in the field in I.Sexico and at three European research laborator­
ies. Bureau employees are engaged in work on farms, ranches, ports of en­
try into tho United States, meat packing establishments, public stockyards, 
establishments licensed under the Virua-Seruza Toxin Act and at many other 
points.
When one stops to consider the variety, magnitude, and dispersion 
of the Bureau*s activities, the importance of the proper use of the
staff and auxiliary functions ~<j o ax q. six d further such a program, indeed 
the Kiagnitude of tho chore of orderly and effective "housekeeping” in 
such an agency, can be readily appreciated.
12Ibid.
CIIAFTiS III
ADI ilUISTRATIVE AID FUHCTIQhAL QRGAITIZATIOIJ
Having examined tho 'broad functional responsibilities of the Bureau 
of Animal Industry* it remains now only to examine briefly its present ad- 
raini strative and functional organization before inquiring specifically 
into the us© of the staff and auxiliary functions in its administration 
and program activities.^ Shis is essential to a clear understandimp of 
the present work program and the scops and magnitude of the need for these 
functions. Against such needs it should bo possible to determine vliether 
staff and auxiliary functions are well or ill used in adiainistrative opera-
\j X OiX3 •
The Bureau of Animal Industry at present is mad© up of an Office of 
th© Chief, nine subject-matter divisions, and four auxiliary divisions.
In addition tho emergency Ifexican-Unitcd States Commission for liradica­
tion of Foot-ond-rlouth Disease functions as an adjunct of the Bureau.
Of the nine subject-matter divisions, six operate in tho field of regula­
tory or control activities or in that of direct control and eradication of 
animal diseases and parasites. Those include the ’.feat Inspection Division, 
the Virus-Serum Control Division, the Tuberculosis Eradication Division, 
the Inspection and Quarantine Division, the Interstate Inspection Division, 
and the Animal Foods Inspection Division. The other throe, tho Pathologi-
1The material upon which much of this chapter is based is adopted, 
in some instances verbatim, .from official organization charts of the 
Bureau, from pertinent official job statements, working directives, and 
similar material not ordinarily available to the public, and from inter­
views and discussions with key Bureau personnel.
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eal Division, tho Zoological Division, and the Animal Husbandry Division, 
are primarily research units. The remaining four divisions of the Bureau, 
tho Personnel Division, the Budget and Fiscal Division, the Administrative 
Services Division, and the Information Division, are primarily concerned 
with auxiliary services to the line divisions, although in many respects 
the Information Division functions as a line unit in th© dissemination of 
information, as will presently be seen*
Office of th© Chief of Bureau 
The Bureau of Animal Industry is directed and administered by a Chief 
of Bureau who is required under the terns of the organic act -which estab­
lished the Bureau to be a qualified veterinarian. He is the officer in 
charge, th© official finally responsible for every phase of the Bureau1s 
activities. He is assisted In his task of top administration by four 
principal assistants, designated ae assistant chiefs of bureau, two of 
whoa are professional veterinarians, one a professional geneticist, and 
on© professionally trained in the field of public administration, A small 
office staff completes the unit serving in the Office of the Chief,
The Chief of Bureau has full responsibility for directing and co­
ordinating the broad programs designed to protect and develop the live­
stock and poultry industries of the country. To accomplish this, he i® 
responsible for the effective administration of all Federal laws regulat­
ing animal quarantines, transportation and interstate shipment of live­
stock, production and shipment of meat and moat products, control of the 
manufacture of veterinary virus, serum, and toxin biological products, 
and exportation and importation of livestock and livestock products.
He is responsible 'Tor formulating and carrying out policies end plans 
designed to provide an effective long-term program of research on numerous
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livestock and poultry diseases, and for directing or cooper at ini;' in their 
control and eradication* He ic expected to furnish effective leadership 
in the Bureau*a programs for the improvement of livestock through research 
in breeding, feeding, and management, including studies of methods for im­
proving tho quality and usefulness of their products* lie has responsibili­
ty for developing -with other Federal units, the various States, and other 
agencies, effective programs for the control and eradication of livestock 
disease© on a nationwide basis and for the extensive cooperative research 
programs -which are an integral part of the Bureau*s work* In addition, he 
is required to furnish technical direction and assistance to the American 
Section of the Mexican-United States Commission for Eradication of Foot- 
and-LScuth Disease in the successful prosecution of this program, and to 
report progress thereon to th© Secretary of Agriculture, the Congress, 
and the public*
Even this broad a summary of tho duties and responsibilities of th© 
Chief of Bureau indicates clearly that no one administrator, no matter how 
willing or how able, could possibly hope to carry tho many details of such 
an assignment successfully without tho services of capable assistants and 
a considerable specific delegation of authority and responsibility in the 
various subject-mat tor fields involved in tho work* This necessary dele­
gation is accomplished through th© services of his principal assistants 
and those of th© heads of the various divisions* Under tho broad direction 
of th© Chief of Bureau, each assistant chi of is assigned responsibility for 
a specific segment of ‘th© Bureau's activities. There is thus an assistant 
chief in charge of research, one in charge of disease eradication and con­
trol, on© in charge of raoat and animal food inspect ion, and one in charge 
of tho administrative functions of personnel, budget and fiscal, and ad-
m n i shrative services. In Bureau organisation* the Information Division 
reports directly to the Chief of Bureau* (Figure 1*)
As lie outlinos his duties* tho Assistant Chief in Charge of Research 
shares with the Chief of Bureau the responsibility for top-level planning# 
formulating# organising* and directing all of the research functions of the 
Bureau.* H© is responsible for coordinating the activities of the Patho­
logical* Zoological# and Animal Husbandry Divisions of the Bureau and for 
developing and maintaining effective cooperative relationships with tho 
State agricultural colleges and experiment stations, and other cooperating 
agencies in tho conduct of tho Bureau*s cooperative research projects* 
During the absence of tho Chief of Bureau he may be called upon to serve 
in that capacity with full responsibility for 'the work of the Bureau during 
such periods.
In like manner tho Assistant Chief of Bureau in Charge of Disease 
Control and eradication shares with th© Chief of Bureau the responsibility 
for top-levol planning# formulating* organising* and directing all of tho 
disease control and eradication functions of the Bureau. His is tho 
responsibility for coordinating the activities of the Interstate Inspec­
tion* Inspection and Quarantine* Virus-Berusn Control# and Tuberculosis 
Rra&Icaticm Divisions* II© is responsible for rmintaining effective 
liaison between the Bureau and foreign countrios on problems of control 
and eradication of caxsnunicable diseases and for developing and maintain­
ing off©ctive cooperative relationships with Stat© and other agencies in 
tho disease control and eradication activities of the Bureau, lie also 
is frequently called 'upon to servo as acting Chief of Buroau in the ab­
sence of the chief*
The Assistant Chief of Bureau in Charge of Food Inspection made it
Figure u m o f the m u  o f m b & l in d u s try
Staff Services*
4 Aset* C hiefs* 
IS D iv is io n  Head 
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clear that ho servos also as Hoad of the ISoat Inspection Division, by far 
the largest sub ject-mattor division of the Bureau, As assistant chief of 
'bureau ho shares with the Chief the responsibility for directing and co­
ordinating the administration of all of the food inspection functions of 
the Bureau* lie is rosponsible for keeping the Chief of Bureau advised on 
all matters of overall policy and operation relating to the food inspec­
tion programs* Ihirtliormoro lie advises the Head of the Animal Foods Inspec­
tion Division on policies and problems involved in tho administration of 
that function* In tho abaonce of tho Chief of Bureau he, too, may be 
called upon to serve as acting Chief of Bureau with all of the responsi­
bility entailed therein*
2o the Assistant Chief of Bureau in Charge of Administration is as­
signed full responsibility end authority for tho management of all admin­
istrative functions, activities, and operations of tho Bureau, an assignment 
which ho discussed with the writ or on numerous occasions* As ho pointed 
out, his is the responsibility for organising, coordinating, and directing 
the budgetary, fiscal, personnel, procurement, and related administrative 
functions of TJasliington and field offices* In addition lie is expected to 
anticipate the operating requirements of technical programs and to develop 
broad administrative policies, procedures, and methods to moot these re­
quirements* Ho directs and coordinates the activities of tho Personnel, 
Budget and Fiscal, and Administrative Services Divisions of tho Bureau*
As r o pro sent ati vo of tho Chief of Bureau, ho represents the Bureau at 
Agricultural Administration and Departasnt levels on all natters concern­
ing administrative management, with authority for making determinations 
and decisions eorxnitting Bureau adasinistrativo action* Ho also servos 
as advisor and consultant to tho Chief on the administrative asnects of
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program planning* As do tho other assistant chiefs, he also servos as 
acting Chief of Bureau upon occasion*
Since no unit of government* no matter horn well organised or self- 
contained* can operate in a vacuum or fail to bo conditioned to a largo 
degree by the encouragements or restrictions of its next higher level of 
authority, we should not leave this brief discussion of th© functions and 
responsibilities of the Office of the Chief of Bureau without considering 
briefly the place of the Bureau in Bepartaaental organisation* The Bureau 
of Animal Industry is one of the component parts, along with th© Bureaus of 
Agricultural and Industrial Chemistaryi Dairy Industryi Entomology and 
Plant Quarantine! Human Nutrition and Horn© Economics % Plant Industry, Soils, 
and Agricultural Engineering! and the Office of Experiment Stations, which 
make up the Agricultural .Research Admini strati on. of th© Department of Agri­
culture* This grouping of the research and subject-matter units of the 
Department tinder the direction of a research administrator makes the Chief 
of tiie Bureau of Animal Industry directly responsible to th© research ad­
ministrator in all matters of buroau operation* It creates an additional 
level of authority through which bureau matters must clear on their way 
to tli© Secretary of Agriculture and other top levels of departmental or­
ganisation* In matters flowing upward in the Department hierarchy, tho 
Chief of Bureau is thus called upon to advise and consult with the Re­
search Administrator on th© various phases of Bureau activity and respon­
sibility* In this respect he stands in much the some relationship to the 
Research Administrator and, through him, to the Secretary of Agriculture, 
as do his own assistant chiefs and heads of divisions to him in hi© own 
organisation, in advising on and formulating policy and program planning 
at top levels of departmental administration.
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Heat Inspection Division 
That the programs of the Bureau are of ouch scope, complexity, and 
diversity to demand exceptional professional and technical administra­
tion and the most expert organisation of function possible will be readily- 
seen from examination of the specific assignments carried by its subject- 
matters divisions*
It is, for example, the task of tho Ibat Inspection Division to ad­
minister th© federal I,bat Inspection Act, tho horse I bat Act, and the
2Imported Heat Act, and the regulations promulgated under these acts*
It is the basic duty of this division to prevent tho use in inter­
state or foreign commerce of moat and meat food products -which are unfit
for human food. It also sees to it that horse meat is properly identi­
fied as such in commercial trade channels* The division conducts Federal 
meat inspection at packing and processing plants according to established 
and publicised rules and regulations. This work involves both ante-mortem 
and post-mortem inspection of meat animal, disposal of diseased carcasses 
end parts of carcasses, and th© enforcement of sanitary control measures 
of slaughtering and other operations necessary for the production of whole- 
some meat and meat food products* It tests and analyses samples of neat, 
meat food products, and materials used in such products to detect any us© 
of harmful or prohibited substances or adulterants * This division sots 
tho standards for plant facilities and sanitation which packing plant® 
must moot to obtain or keep Federal meat inspection* Through a review of 
trad© labels, it enforces standards of terminology listing tho exact com­
pos it ioa of meat food products on such labels. It also enforces r© gala­
s'Act of march 4, 1907, as amended and extended by Acts of June 30, 
1914, July 24, 1919, and June 29, 1938; 21 USC 71-79*, 83-91, 95-96$
7 USC 431,
tioas governing import moat, ©sport moat, :aeab food products, animal 
casings, and "gIi.0 interstate traileportation of moat and moat food products. 
As is the caso with all repilatopy or control functions of tlm Bureau, the 
regulations of tho I.feat Inspection Division arc published for the full in-
T?
formation of tho interested public.
The lisat Inspection Division is organized, into tho Offic© of th© II©ad 
of the Division and sisc specialized subject-matt or sections. The latter 
include a laboratory section, with field laboratories located at Chicago, 
Kansas City, Hew York, Omaha, St* Louis, and San franc iscoj a trade label 
sections an Inspection facilities sections a recording sections an inspec­
tion procedures sections and a special projects section* Hi© division is 
directed by a head of Division, who is also Assistant Chiof of Bureau in 
Charge of food Inspection. He is assisted In tho admini strati on of his 
division by an assistant head of division and three staff assistants*
These staff assistants and tho section heads serve also as area directors 
of the regionalized field service into which the division*s activities are 
divided. The division imint&ins 155 imia field stations and 215 substa­
tions throughout tho country and furnishes Federal moat inspection service 
at 996 neat packing and processing establishments located in 547 cities 
and towns in 47 States, Puerto ilieo and Hawaii, whore approximately 
34,000,000 head of food producing animals are slaughtered and more than
A13 billion pounds of moat and moat precincts arc manufactured annually.
aUniiura'berod Booklet, Peculations Governing tho hoat Inspection of 
the United States Department of Agriculture* Government Printing Office, 
fashington, D. C., January, 1947.
4deport of the Chiof of the Bureau of Animal Industry, Agricultural 
&o soar ch. Admai at rat i on» Government Printing' Office, Basliingnon, D* €., 
1949, p. 65| also unpublished Division records.
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That this service is effective in assuring tho American public a
wholes ora© moat food supply is shown by tho fact that during the fiscal
year 1049 more than 286,000 animals, including 85,869 cattle and 106,452 
hogs, wero condemned as being unfit for human food and were removed from 
trade channels by rendering them useless for food or food products. In
addition, more than 1,400,000 parts of carcasses and 1,542,567 cattle
livers and 61,032 calf livers were condemned on post-mortem inspection 
and destroyed. Hie work of this Division furnishes also a good example 
of how the activities of tho various units of the Bureau of Animal Industry 
inter-mesh effectively. Through a system of reporting, diseases of animals 
detected by Bureau neat inspectors in neat packing plants are identified 
as to origin. Those reports are then used by Bureau animal disease con­
trol and eradication officials in the field to locate and eliminate danger­
ous or hazardous livestock infectious at their source.
ViruB-Serum Control Division 
It is the responsibility of the Virus- 6©rum Control Division to regu­
late the preparation, sale, or shipment of any virus, serum, toxin, or 
similar product manufactured In the United States and the importation of 
such products intended for us© in tho treatment of domestic animals.'" It 
plans and directs tho administration of the Yirus-Serum Control Program 
designed, to prevent th© production and marketing of hog cholera and other 
veterinary biologies which or© useless, harmful, or contaminated. It ad­
ministers the Hog Cholera agreement of December 7, 1936, under which the
r
^Ibid, pp. 67-70.
GAct of march 4, 1913% 21 USC 151-153 and Sections 56-60, inclusive, 
of the Act of August 24, 1935; 7 USC 851-855.
production of liog cholera virus and serum is controlled. The object of
this agreement is to stabilise the virus-scrum industry for the purpose
of insuring an adequate supply of those products for preventing outbreaks 
7of hoc; cholera*
This Division develops and directs tho enforcement of rulos and retal­
iations controlling the cossnoroial production and distribution of other
r*>
veterinary biological products» It directs tho inspection activities in
this field unci tno installation of procedures and methods at manufacturing 
laboratories to assure the proper production and distribution of veteri­
nary biologies* It also conducts investigations of alleged violations of 
regulations and orders in this sphere of activity, and makes administra­
tive dctenainations of that action should be taken vdiore violations arc 
found, and gives export technical assistance to the Department of Justice 
in the prosecution of violations. It maintains liaison with other govern­
mental agencies, industry groups, and professional organizations for the 
purpose of keeping apprised of advancements in the biological field, of 
modifying inspootioa methods to moot now production techniques, and of 
encouraging industry self-regulation and cooperation in achieving tho es­
sential regulatory objectives of the program,
Th© production of hog-oholera vims, anti-hog cholera serum and hog- 
cholora vaccine in 3G plants in the country is supervised through a staff
713*A* 1* Order 301* Order iloculating the handling of Anti-Hog Cholera 
Ssmra and Hog Clio lor & Virus and Approved llirkcting Agreement for Handlers
of Anti-Hog Cholera Serum and nog Cholera Virus* effective December 7,
1DSC* Government Printing Office, Vashington, 1057*
0Hules and Peculations Helating to Viruses, Co runs, Toxins, and
Analogous Products and"to Cor tain Organisms and Vectors* Effective harclx 1, 
1349* TJiinuaborod. Government Printing Office, hasliington, 1049*
of veterinary inspectors who oversee and pass upon the adequacy of pro-
Oduction methods, techniques of testing products, and sanitation# " In 
addition, the production of veterinary biologicals is controlled in all 
plants manufacturing anti-anthrox oerm, anti-canine dictompor serum, 
anti•swine erysipelas serum, rabies vaccine, blackleg bacteria, and re­
lated products for interstate commerce# In all the production of 111 such 
biological products was supervised last yoar#^
Commercial firms desiring license to produce such products are re­
quired to submit for approval a comprehensive statement of production 
plans showing th© type of organism, method of production, typo of tost 
used and tost results on the finished product, and plant construction, 
layout, and equipment proposed for use in production operations. Tho 
Bureau further requires reports of production and results of tests on 
finished products in these plants and, as necessary, inspects and investi­
gates operations to ascertain whether actual production is in full con­
formance with approved production plans.
A relatively small unit, tho Virus-Sorum Control Division is ad­
ministered by a Head of Division# Its work is divided into two sections, 
an inspection operations section and a licensing section, whose duties 
and responsibilities are clearly indicated by their names# Iloet of the 
staff of the division is of necessity located in th© field#
deport of tho Chief of the Bureau of Animal Industry, Agricultural 
hosoarch Administration# Government Printing Office, Washington, 1949,~
Tuberculosis Eradication Division 
TIio Tuberculosis Eradication Division has the task of controlling and
•working toward the eradication of bovine and avian tuberculosis in cattle, 
swine, and goats and of paratubcreulosis and 'brucellosis or Bang's disease 
in eabtlo. In those programs, it •works in close cooperation with livestock 
sanitary officials of the Staton under State laws and regulations and pro­
vides partial eompensation to owners of cattle condemned and destroyed be­
llcause of being -affected with those diseases. Tinder these programs, most 
of tho porGonnol of the Division are located in the field. Trained staffs 
of veterinarians aro maintained in each of the 43 States and in Puerto 
xtioo, Tho relatively smll headquarters unit located in bashinuhon and 
the field programs aro administered by a Head of Division and three pro­
fess! onal staff assistants.
That the Bureau's program for the eradication of livestock tuber­
culosis has boon highly effective is shorn by the fact that tho incidence 
of tuberculosis in cattle lias been reduced to less than one-fifth of one 
percent from an original infection of approximately five percent when the 
program \ms started. ".'Then tlio eradication program was begun the Ifeat 
Inspection service m s  condemning more than 4-5,000 whole beef carcasses 
annually as unfit for human consumption. During the past fiscal year loss 
tlian 1,400 whole bocf carcasses were condemned for this cause. The dif­
ference represents the saving of a huge amount of food for the people of 
this country. To maintain tho low incidence of bovine tuberculosis, a
11Sections 3 and 11 of tho Act of ISay 29, 1834, as amended| 21 USC 114 
end 114a, Section 2 of tho Act of February £, 1903, as amend©d; 21 DSC Ills 
tmd tho recurring provision in the annual appropriation act for the De­
partment of Agriculture for the payment of claims growing out of the pur­
chase end destruction of animals and smte rials affected by or expo sod to 
foot-and-mouth disease, pleuropneumonia, rinderpest, and other contagious 
or infectious animal diseasess 21 DSC and Supp, 129.
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continuous program of tost and slaughter is conducted throughout the
country* which requires the testing of more than 0 *000*000 animals an­
nually* ̂
Tho need for the eradication of brucellosis* a disease which at­
tacks mankind as well as livestock* is a problem of equal i&mgnitudo*
This work lias been under way on an organised basis for only a few years. 
The annual loss to -the livestock industry from this disease is huge. It 
has been conservatively ostixaatod. that the annual loss from, premature 
birth of young* sterility or slow breeding, and decreased milk production 
adds up to well over a hundred million dollars. Tests made for brucel­
losis on 6*671*347 animals during the past fiscal year showed that four
13per cent were infected with this disease. In the work to dato there 
lias boon a gradual but slow reduction in the incidence of brucellosis* 
but its control and ultimate eradication is still a most difficult end 
complex problem.
Inspection and Quarantine 'Division 
The Inspection and Quarantine Division* as its title would indicate* 
is concerned mainly with conducting tho programs involved in the domes tic
and international inspection and quarantine of livestock. It directs tho 
administration of Section 306 (a) of the Tariff Act of 1930 which pro­
hibits the importation of livestock* meats* and animal by-products from, 
countries whore foot-and-mouth disease or rinderpest exist. In this
12Report of the Chief of the Bureau of Animal Industry* Agricultural 
Re 3 car oh Adnini strati on. Govonmont Printing "office, 'Washington* i"$4D* 
pp. 609 37 and 8 8.
^ibia, p. 92.
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activity it directs tho inspection of livestock and the sanitary control 
of animal by-products and other regulated eormaodiiies offered for impor­
tation, to prevent the introduction of coamiuni cable livestock diseases
14of foreign origin. It establishes quarantines and other measures designed
to preclude the introduction of livestock diseases from other countries.
It administers the provisions of Paragraph 1606 of th© Tariff Act of 1330
for the certification for free entry of purebred animals Imported for breed- 
15ing purposes# and the several laws covering the inspection and certifi­
cation of live animals offered for export and the inspection and qua.-'mtine
16of animals offered for import.
This division, directs the investigation of reported outbreaks of dis­
eases among livestock. It also directs tho programs for controlling and 
eradicating such livestock diseases as foot-and-mouth disease and rinder­
pest which may be introduced from foreign countries, arid plaguing and de­
veloping the technical and operating requirements of such projects. It 
conducts field studies of foreign livestock diseases, such as foot-and- 
mouth, as preparation for combating outbreaks of such diseases, both 
domestic and foreign. In planning and executing domestic and cooperative 
foreign disease control and eradication programs, the division coordinates 
and applies data obtained by field investigations and research performed 
by the Pathological Division and other research agencies*
14Act of August 30, 1890, as amended and extended by Acts of Febru­
ary 2 , 1903, march 4, 1907, July 24, 1919, June 28, 1926, February 7,
1923, and February 28, 1931; 21 DSC 30-02, 96, 101-105, 111.
15Section 201, Paragraph 1006 of th© Act of June 17, 1330* 13 US0
1201, Par. 1606.
16Section 306 of the Act of June 17, 1330| 13 USC 1306.
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This division cooperates with foreign governments by furnishing
technical assistance to them in programs to control and eradicate live­
stock diseases and participates with other governments in planning and 
developing the technical and operating requirements of such projects in 
their countries* It administers tlic regulations covering the humane
handling and saf© transport of export livestock and directs the incpec-
ITtion and testing of livestock for export. Finally* this division pro­
vides th© necessary liaison for the Bureau with all other governmental 
agencies and private organisations on all matters of importation and ex­
portation of livestock and Bureau participation in foreign and domestic 
disease control and eradication programs*
Tho activities of the Inspection and Quarantine Division are ad­
ministered In hashing ton by a Head of Division and throe assistant heads* 
with the assistance of a relatively small staff of specialists and cleri­
cal help* Hero, again* a major part of the division is permanently sta­
tioned in tho field. Tno activities of this division have been successful 
in protecting the livestock industry from the introduction of such plagues 
as foot-and-mouth disease* rinderpest* and contagious pleuropneumonia, as 
Yfoll as further outbreaks of tuberculosis* brucellosis, tick fever, dourino, 
anthrax,anaplasiaosis, fowl pest and many similar diseases of bacterial, 
virus* and parasitic origin. Livestock from this country are accepted in 
all the countries of th© world upon th© certification of an inspector of 
the Bureau of Animal Industry because of th© universally recognised leader­
ship of the Bureau in the field of animal disease control*
17Act of march 3* 1391, as amended by Act of Msy 28* 19383 46 UtfC 
466a-466b.
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Interstate Ins poetion Division 
The Interstate Inspection Division plans and conducts the program 
and recommends policies, regulations, and procedures governing tho inter­
state inspection of livestock* It administers the laws and regulations
controlling the interstate movement of livestock, including public etock- 
18
a■ards inspection and the 23—Hour Law requiring the feeding, watering,
and resting of animals at stated intervals while in Interstate transporta-
19taon*
This division also conducts the field work on the control of hog 
cholera and other communicable diseases of swine and, in cooperation with 
the States involved, conducts the Bureau’s work on tho eradication of 
cc&bios of sheep and cattle, dourinc of horses, and various other diseases 
of livestock and the eradication of cattle fever ticks* And, finally, it 
provides necessary liaison for tho Bureau with other Federal, Stat©, and 
private agencies on such programs*
The spread of contagious, infectious, and communicable diseases is 
prevented in the country by detecting the presence of any livestock dis­
eases at public stookyard3 and treating the animals, the premises, and the 
transporting vehicles* Information on the incidence of disease at the 
stockyards is furnished Bureau veterinary and State livestock sanitary 
officials, which materially assists then in locating and eradicating out­
breaks of disease at point of origin* The work of the division includes
18Act of may 29, 1884; 25 Stat* L* 51, as amended by Acts of hay 31, 
19205 Stat. L* 894, 899 and Jim© 28, 1926; 44 Stat* L. 774; Act of Feb­
ruary 2, 1903; 32 Stat* L* 791 and Act of IS&rch 3, 1905; 32 Stat* L* 1294, 
as amended by Act of l-Sarch 4, 1913; 37 Stat* L* 831.
19Act of June 29, 1906; 45 IJSC 71-74*
supervision over the application of diagnostic tests and treatment to pro­
tect aainals against contagion during shipment » and the investigation and 
preparation for prosecution of case a involving violations of anirsal quar­
antine laws*
hast year over S3 million cattle, sheep, goats, and swine were in­
spected at public stockyards* Approximately 4,120 eattl© and 134,438 
snoop were dippod for scabies and 238,436 swine were immunized against hog
oholora to comply with tho regulations of tho Bureau and of the various
, 20states to which they were destined.
The division is administered by a Head of Division and two assistant 
heads of division, with a small professional and clerical staff in. the 
Washington headquarters* Because of tho nature of its work, most of the 
staff of th© division aro located permanently in th© field.
Animal Foods Inspection Division 
Thor© has been a rapid growth in very recent years of the manufacture 
and canning of animal foods for small animals, such as dogs and cats. This 
business 1ms become so important that an Animal Foods Inspection Division 
was established in February, 1947, to provide an inspection and certifica­
tion service over such foods. This service is not compulsory, but is 
available to all manufacturers who request it, who will pay the actual
cost of th© service to them, mid who will comply fully with Bureau regu-
21lotions and requirements covering the service.
To be eligible for this inspection and certification service, th©
20Report of the Chief of the Bureau of Animal Industry, Agricultural 
Rose arch Adzaini str at ion. C-overranent Printing Office, Washington, 1049,
pp. 33-84.
2XTitle II of the Act of August 14, 194Gj 7 XISC 1622.
plant and prom sea nntst be constructed and equipped to asset definite 
standards of sanitation to assure proper cleanliness in the preparation 
of certified foods® Only sound, wholesome ingredients can be used in 
manufacturing tlie animal food® Since the canned foods are oor uXx as 
to nutritional value, the finished product must represent a level of 
nutritional value at least equal to the standards for which tbs food is 
certified, in other ■words, it must contain the kind and amount of protein, 
vitamins, minerals, and other food elements known to produce this nutri­
tional level# ike labels on the cans must carry complete and accurate 
information as to contents® Division inspectors also see to it that the 
containers for suck products are properly closed and sealed and that they 
are processed at sufficient toiapcratures to insure stability of the canned 
product# They also see to it that the distinctive division seal of cer­
tification, accompanied by an identifying plant number, appears on all 
labeling material® ibis seal is the buyer*s assurance that the product 
on which it appears has a nutritional level equal to the standard included 
in the certification statement# Frequent laboratory analyses are made in 
meat inspection laboratories of both ingredients and finished products to 
maintain the high standards sot and to detect any deviations from them®
As would bo expected, most of the staff of the Animal Foods Inspec­
tion division is located in the field, with the division being adrainistored 
at Fashington Bureau headquarters by a Head of Division and clerical as­
sistance# This inspection service of the Bureau has grown fro: a a production 
of slightly over a million pounds of animal food under its certification
during the first month of ope rations in 1947 to a total of nearly 37y
22million pounds in September of 1949# During the past fiscal year the
22jupublished Division records#
44-vT*a?
volume of production under this service amounted to more than 36-3 
million pounds of animal food produced at 24 inspected plants located 
in 18 cities
The Pathological Division 
cane now to the Duraau*a second —  and -.widely different —  basic 
function, that of research* This is the main occupation of three di­
visions, the Pathological Division, the Zoological Division, and the 
Anhnl husbandry -Division, with their m  do spread facilities and eosmt- 
nonts for this loighly specialised type of activity.
the Patliological Division, the oldest in point of continuous service
in the Bureau, conducts research studios on the various diseases of live-
24stock aad poultry and on methods and treatxaents for their control* In 
the latter connection, it produces and standardises diagnostic and im­
munological products for uso in disoase control work. It cooperates m t h  
other Federal, 3tato, and private agencies in research planning and pro­
grams and fosters research by such agencies on diseases of livestock and 
poultry. In addition, it oxercises laboratory control over commercially 
prepared biological and chemical products required to conform to Bureau 
regulations. An important part of its duties is to publish its scientific 
findings for the benefit of other research workerc, the re dilatory di­
visions, and general veterinary practitioners•
deport of the Chief of the bureau of Animal Industry/, Agricultural
iw©search Administration* Government Printing Office, Washington, 1049,
ruary /, IDBb, oep- 
C 80-82, 105, 111-
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The most important diseases under Investigation at the present time 
Include oquiae Infectious anemia, Infectious equine ouoopbalomyelitis, 
plasaosis, hr ox, Jolme * s <11 o a w jl s , in a.oo 1 jL o ̂ x* s ox caub 1 o,
swine, and goats, tuberculosis, vesicular diseases simulating foot-and- 
mouth disease, hog cholora, swine enteritis and erysipelas, rabies, 
cholera, and typhoid, pullorun disease, and virus diseases, including 
Newcastle disease of poultry. Such an impressive list ©Alphasisos the ex­
tent of tliis division’s efforts to aid the nation’s livestock and poultry 
industries.
The Pathological Division, which is administered by a Ticad of Division 
and two assistant heads, is organized into the Office of the Head of Di­
vision, a virus and rickettsial diseases section, a bacterial and mycotic 
diseases section, a non-infectious diseases section, a pathology section, 
a chemistry and physics section, and a serology and immunology section. 
Those arc headed by exports in their respective fields. The division also 
operates a number of field stations and offices, the principal one of which 
is the Animal Disease Station, located at the Agricultural Research Center, 
Boltsvillo, '.Id.
The Animal Disease Station at Belbsvi11© is espocia lly designed and 
equipped for conducting largo-scale disease Invest!gatIons with large 
animals. HIth the exception of diseases of livestock due to nutritional 
deficiencies, almost every known animal disease has at one time or another 
boon studied at this station. Among it3 many duties and responsibilities, 
special laboratories here prepare and standardize Brucella antigen and 
vaccine used in Fedoral-Sbato brucellosis control work and tost all such 
vaccine produced coixaorcially. They also make periodic tests of the tuber­
culin produced and sold under Bureau license for use in the nationwide
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Fedora 1-Stat@ campaign to eradicate tuberculosis in livestock.
Tho Zoological Division
The Zoological Division has the assignment of conducting research 
studies on the geographical infestations of parasites* methods of diag­
nosis, infective stages, mod© of transmission* and methods of control* 
and to conduct- experiments with drugs and chemicals to determine their 
use for the destruction of parasites. It is the specific responsibility 
of this division to develop practical methods of controlling the numerous
parasites that produce stunting* untkriftiness, and deaths in livestock
25and poultry* a largo order.
In this program, the division conducts research studies on para-? 
sitie diseases of livestock and poultry, their causative agents and 
methods of control* In this connection* it studios the life history* 
ecology, morphology* and pathogenesis of numerous parasites hanaful to 
livestock and poultry in an effort to develop practical and economical 
control measures. It cooperates with other Federal, State* and private 
agencies in its research program and publishes its experimental finding® 
for the benefit of other research workers, tho regulatory divisions, and 
livestock producers generally.
The Zoological Division is administered by a XXe&d of Division and 
one assistant head. It is organized into an Office of th© Hoad of Di­
vision, a poultry parasite section* a ruminant parasite coction* a swine 
parasite section* & miscellaneous parasites section, a section for treat-
^Aot of Day 15, 1QG2 - E.S. 520 and Acts of February 9, 1839 and 
.April SO, 1946s 5 bSC 511-512} 7 USC 433, 434} also Act of June 29, 1935, 
as amended by Hecoarch end liarkotiiig Act of 1946} 7 USC 427-42?d, 427h- 
427J, 1621, 1629.
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meat of internal parasitos, and a section for treatment of esrtornal para­
sites* It also maintains a number of field stations, the principal one of 
which is located at the Agricultural Research Center at Beltsvillo, l-kl*
Tho division also cooporatos closely with the u* S* Regional diso&sc Re­
search Laboratory at Auburn, Alabama, in tho study of parasitic diseases 
of livestock and poultry and :x>tbods for their control*
In tho course of its Ions service to tho livestock Industry, the Zo­
ological Division 1ms made many highly usoful discoveries on parasites of 
cattle, swine, sheep, horses, dogs, and poultry* The more important of 
these achievements includo development of the swine sanitation system to 
control roundworms and kidney worms in swino; discovery of carbon tetra­
chloride and totrachloretliylcno as offoctivo remedies against hookworm 
disease and of phenothiasin© for tho removal of gapeworms from poultry; 
the effectiveness of using feed medicated with sodium fluoride for the 
removal of roundworms from swinej standardisation of most anthelmintic 
treatments in us© throughout the world; formulation of offoctivo meat 
inspection procedures for controlling trichinosis and tapeworm infoctions 
of rum3 and discovery of tlio common human hookworm in the United States*
The Animal Husbandry Division 
The Animal Husbandry Division has the task of aiding with the improve­
ment of livestock, poultry, and thoir products through tho development of 
improved methods of breeding, feeding, and management* It conducts re­
search investigations of nutritional, physiological, genetic, biochemical, 
and other factors involved in the improvement of livestock and poultry 
production, inany of thorn iJation-wid© in erst ant and involving esroonoivo 
cooperative- working agreeiacnts with Federal, State, and other organise-
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Of.tiona, In such programs it furnishes technical and administrative
direction and guidance to field offices and cooperators participating in
projects and coordinates such work* It administers regulations for the
improvement of poultry and turkeys in cooperation with ftate authorities
and in compliance with the provisions of the national • Poultry and Turkey
27Improvement Plans*
The division is charged with tho to 8-pons ibility of developing ro- 
search criteria for the evaluation of research plans and results# an im­
portant function# and for publishing and disseminating the results of its 
research studies for tho benefit of other research workers and the general 
public* In addition, it directs the administration of 'the if. 3* Swino 
Brooding Research Laboratory at Amos, Iowa, and the U. S, Regional Poultry 
lie so arch Laboratory at .Bast Lansing, Michigan, and participates in tho work 
of the U* S* Southwest Sheep Breeding Laboratory at Fort Dingate, Ifew Iasi- 
co, a Department of tho Interior establishment devoted to the interests of 
the Hava .jo Indians*
The Animal Husbandry Division is directed by a Head of Division, two 
assistant heads of division, and. a considerable staff of specialists 
headquartered at th© Agricultural Icesoarch Center at Boltsvillo, Id* It 
is organized into an Office of the Head of Division and eight subject** 
matter sections* These include a beef and dual-purpose cattic husbandry 
section, a swine husbandry section, & sheep and goat husbandry section, 
a poultry husbandry section, a nutrition section, a iseat section, an ani­
mal fiber section, and a poultry and turkey improvement plans section,
26Legal authority cited under Zoological Division above,
27Act of September 21, 1944$ 1 'DSC 429.
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the designations of mieh ar© clearly indicative of their basic functions. 
In addition, nine regional field experiment stations aro mintainod in 
various sections of the country and, as pointed out above, tlire© regional 
laboratories aro administered. Ibrbc naive cooperation is ?:mintainod with 
the various State agricultural experiment stations and other agencies in 
project studios on important basic problems concerned td.ih tho production 
of bocf end dual-purposo cattle, horses, shocp, goats, swine, domestic fur 
bearing animals, end poultry. Cooperation is also maintained -with the 
Fedora! Extension Service and with stato extension workers in the estab­
lishment end furtherance of projects in animal and poetry husbandry.
In the division’s extensive research activities, brooding investiga­
tions are mainly devoted to studies of the application of fundamental 
principles of genetics in tho development of superior strains and cross- 
brod typos of livestock and poultry and study of new methods for deter­
mining superiority in livestock, including the us© of roeord-of-perforraanc© 
and progeny tests. In this work principles of animal brooding are being 
formulated and tested In an effort to improv© domestic breeds and 
of livestock and poultry. Xh© nutrition investigations ar© broadly con­
cerned with problems of tho fundamental nutritional reguiromonts of animals 
for reproduction, lactation, growth or fattening, Including the inproved 
production of such end products as moat, milk, eggs, wool, and fur, and of 
measuring the nutritive properties of foodstuffs In order to develop im­
proved methods of using foods to obtain maximum results in the production 
of livestock end poultry* Tho studies aro designed to assist farmers, 
livestock non, and poultryraen in producing livestock and poultry sioro 
profitably and efficiently and to develop superior food products for tho 
American public. They have been appreciably effective in accomplishing
30
those basic purposes*
Ilexican-IJnited States Canmission for rJradioation of Foot-cuad-riouth Disease 
The outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease in UesdLoo in 134G and tho throat 
of this destructive disease to our livestock indust ry at such close quarters 
dumped into tho Bureau1s lap an emergency responsibility of disease control 
and eradication that lias some aspects both of rosearch and regulation* fhe 
Bureau m s  almost overnight assigned responsibility for developing and ef­
fecting coordinated research, on foot-and-mouth disease for the specific 
purpose of furthering the eradication campaign and of quickly securing ad­
ditional scientific information for use in it* It m s  given also tho re­
sponsibility of coordinating the cooperative efforts with. Ibnico for the 
eradication of tho disease in that country through tho ibxican-bnited 
States Commission for Eradication of Foot-and-mouth Disease, tho American
participation in this effort being assigned to the Office of tho Chief of
20Bureau* In this activity the Commission represents and acts for tho 
United States Department of Agriculture in directing, in collaboration 
•with representatives of the Ifoxioon government, a prorreua to eradicate 
foot-and-mouth disease in iiexico* It coordinates all available facilities 
of the Bureau and other departmental agents useful in this all-out attach 
on one of the most difficult diseases of livestock to eradicate and con­
trol that is known*
Because of the oxbrezic emergency nature of blie eradication program, 
it has raised numerous special problems of personnel recruitment and
P aW Act of February 28, 1947s £1 BBC Uupp# II, llCo-lld-dj also Acts 
pertinent to the Pathological, Inspection and Quarantine, and l&ab In­
spection Divisions cited, above covering protection from foot-and-mouth 
disease and importation and transportation of livestock and livestock 
products exposed or thought to have boon exposed to this disease*
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assignment, budgeting, and general administr ation which mil bo considered 
in some detail later in this paper*
The Information Division 
The Information Division exorcises some of the functions of both a 
staff and en auxiliary agency* In tho main, however, its basic function 
may well be considered that of a line agency in tho production, preparation, 
and dissemination of information based on tho activities and accomplishments 
of the other lino divisions of the Bureau*
The Information Division develops Bureau informational policies and 
procedures and cooperatea with Federal, State, and other agencies and in­
stitutions in formulating inforaaiional policies and procedures relating 
to tlio Bureau*s cooperative programs* It develops informational and ©du- 
cation&l programs for the public benefit based on material developed by 
Bureau operating programs, utilising press, radio, television, motion 
pictures, trade journals, periodicals, and other media for this purpose.
An important part of the work is to furnish technical assistance to all 
informational activities of th© Bureau, including those of the individual 
divisions* It maintains the necessary working relationships with the De­
partment Office of Information, representatives of the press, radio, agri­
cultural periodicals, extension service, agricultural colleges and other 
State, Federal, and private institutions or groups interested in tho re­
search, service, and regulatory programs of the Bureau* Finally, it col­
laborates with officials of tho Department, Agricultural Ho search Adminis­
tration, Bureau, and hcxican-lkii'bed States Commission for th® 3radication 
of Foot-and-Ikjuth Disease in the formulation and execution of major infor­
mation policies and procedures affecting ilao affairs of tho American Sec­
tion of that Commission and in the solution of its Information problems*
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Tho Auxiliary .Divisions
Sinoo It Is tho major purpose of this study to explore in sosno detail 
tho organization, functions, operations and use of th© so-called auxiliary 
divisions of th© Bureau, it should ho necessary here only to identify such 
divisions to complete th© over-all picture of present-day 'Bureau organisa­
tion, Those divisions include the Personnel Division, the Budget and Fis­
cal Division, and the Administrative Services Division, to each of which 
a chapter of th© present study mil be devoted*
Sosa© Observations on Bureau Organization and Function 
This, then, is a brief background of Bureau function and organisation 
against which to examine and attempt to evaluate the use being made in the 
Bureau of a onus of th© ordinary staff and auxiliary functions of a largo 
organisation. From even this brief a discussion of Bureau activity, sev­
eral points of importance to the pro sent study become readily apparent 
and should be kept in mind in labor consideration of the use of tho staff 
and auxiliary functions in the Bureau*
It is apparent, for example, that the Bureau is a largo, ramified, 
widespread organisation with both Washington and field activities and 
responsibilities and the inherent problems that go with them# It is seen 
that th© Bureau*s basic program depends upon the successful promulgation 
of two rather widely divergent functions —  research and control or regu­
lation —  with, in many respects, considerably differing needs and require­
ments of administration and operation* It is equally apparent that th© 
Bureau organisation is based on a very precise subject-matter organisation 
of specific fields of endeavor, with a clear and reasonably concise de­
lineation of function, authority, and responsibility at the division level* 
It is clear that formulation of policy is not reserved, entirely to top
Bureau adnini s tr at ivo personnel but that it is a oloarly and specifi­
cally delegated responsibility at tho divisional level, as well* Tho 
high dependonoo placed by the Bureau in cooperative effort, both between 
Bureau units and between then and outside agencies, both public and 
private, to roach desired goals runs' all through the Bureau1s delegation 
of duty and responsibility to tho component divisions. In this connec­
tion, it is also apparent that such cooperative effort is sharpened. and 
specialised and thus made more clear and exact by being effected for all 
practical purposes by the divisions and'at that level rather than exclu­
sively at th© Bureau level, even though always, in the last analysis, re­
quiring top Bureau approval*
Finally, it can bo fully appreciated that Bureau activities ar© in no 
way planned or intended to bo a fton© man show"* It is readily apparent 
that leadership, or>portunity, and professional tasks and responsibilities 
©ro placed on the shoulders of division heads sufficiently challenging and 
authoritative to demand and attract outstanding talent and abilities and 
to offer attractive professional opportunities at th© divisional level, a 
matter contributing heavily to a strong and forceful Bureau organisation 
and functional program and to a high morale.
bith over-all Bureau organisation and those points in mind, we may 
now proceed to a critical examination of the use of tho staff principle 
and function in th© Bureau of Animal Industry*
CiiAPTKR IV
TUB STAFF FUIJCTIOM 
From what has boon presented, it is apparent that the Bureau of 
Animal Industry and its extensive work program, are "big business®* by any 
standard of measurement* Exclusive of tho additional funds being expended 
directly by other Federal agencies, State, and other organizations coop­
erating with the Bureau in its research projects and disease control and 
eradication programs, the Bureau’s current basic annual budget totals ap­
proximately 50 .million dollars*^ Fiore than 7,000 regular, fall time em­
ployees conduct the work of the Bureau (7789 as of July 1, 1949), stationed 
in all of the 48 States, tho District of Columbia, Alaska, Puerto Rico, 
Hawaii, and the Virgin Islands, as wo 11 as in England, .Denmark, Holland, 
and Hexico. Uore than 300 field locations aro .imintained in the so wide­
spread field activities, with from one to as many as 300 employees at oach# 
Some 1200 employees, including professional, technical, clerical and labor, 
are currently serving in IJexico in tho effort to eradicate foot-and-mouth 
disease in that country*
The Hole of tho Chief of Bureau 
It is equally apparent that tho successful oporation of such an ex­
tensive and. diversified public program would require expert and skillful 
application of all available basic principles of organization and manage­
ment* It is clear that a heavy responsibility is placed upon th© Chief of
1Those data are adapted from various official Bureau operating records 
and reports not generally available to the public*
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Bureau for tho effective adraini strati on full dis-
ohargo of its dirties and functions. As top administrator, his is the final 
responsibility for what the Bureau does and how it does it, for whether 
Bureau work programs are sound and produce dosir odd o and useful results or 
whether Bureau efforts fall short of optimum attaizsacnts. This is a heavy 
and could be a mnkilling task, if it had to be carried entirely alone.
But a review of any top executive1 s basic responsibilities and tho moans 
available for spreading then effectively through an organisation emphasises 
the fact that no top executive ueod walk alone in the accomplishment of 
his appointed tasks unless he deliberately chooses to do so.
There appears to bo quit© general agreement among leading authoritios
of the basic cosipr©hensiv© functions or responsibilities of tho top admin-
2istrator. Fayol considered these to include tho basic tasks of planning, 
organizing, commanding, coordinating, and controlling. He considered that 
the administrator of a large governmental activity required in high degree 
tho basic qualities of administrative ability, professional competence in 
the field being administered, a good idea of essential functions involved 
in tho operations, and stability. Gulick^ outlined tho primmry tasks of 
tho administrator as being those of planning, organising, staffing, di­
recting, coordinating, reporting, and budgeting. In either caso the broad 
responsibilities charged to tho top executive aro all functions basic to 
the orderly and effective administration of an organization and in full 
accord with accepted principles of offoctivo public administration. To
Henri Fayol, ”Tho Administrative Theory in tho State*1 in Luther 
Guliek and L. Uraioh Papers on the Science of Administration, Institute 
of Rib lie Administration, Hew York, 1957, mm* 102-107.
r?
Ĵaither Gulick, **Th© Theory of Organi zation** in ibid, pp. 12-15.
tlaoso, Stockborger, dA s t iaguished fomor personnel officer for tho 
united Statec Department of Agriculture, would, add the function of leader­
ship. V-it'll everything else essential to the operation of a program, pro­
vided for, he points out, it requires able leadership • CO 0 Filip, G ffactive 
order and coordinated effort into the organization. Able acbainistrativ ©  
leadership is the guiding influence which conditions tho progress of th© 
organisation in attaining its ultimate objoctivos, It is an offoctivo 
means of obtaining maximum effort from tho personnel. Fur the more , it 
is an offoctivo uiodiuu for conserving and making tho fullest possible us© 
of available material and human resources. It generates and maintains 
the high degree of morale necessary to a dynamic working organisation. 
Leadership, he bolioveci, is an appreciable part of the responsibility,
primarily* of the top administrator and secondarily of his key subordinates
4at every level of authority in tho agency.
It should be noted, however, that while those basic responsibilities 
aro considered to apply to tho task of tho top administrator generally, 
tkoro is a vast differ once betvroon ackainistering a large govornmental 
agency and ono of comparative} size and complexity in private industry, 
thoro are several pertinent differences between governmental and industrial 
administration which considerably complicate and make difficult the task 
of tho governmental administrator, Legislative restrictions, spolled-out 
procedures, and the meticulous framework within which governmental admin­
istration must bo conduct©d make the task of the governmental adninistra- 
tor anything but an easy ono. Stone puts tho situation succinctly, when
A• ■*GL**̂aC3]L** - m & Ci OOiJw1/OiTj n) ” in Public Lanagoaont in the Hew
Democracy, Edited by Frits norstein larx, Haroor and Brothers, How Yorka
1940, pp. 53, 60, a-id G7,
>-ryOf
he says
The specialized conditions surrounding governmental programs 
put extraordinary deniancis on their directors in terns of 
’mowing h o w  to weave th© competing and disparate elements into 
a unified whole and producing an organisation capable of ac­
complishing its mission. Public pressures, the need to ad­
just to the views of legislative bodies, the rigidities in 
procedures attendant upon ̂ ^anagomont according to law aid 
executive regulations are elaments prosent in any public ser- 
vico enterprise. All of those aro related to that control 
characteristic that distinguishes executive positions in the 
public service from those in private management —  the fact 
that th© government executive is the guardian of the public 
interest and is accountable to tho electorate, directly or 
indirectly, for what ho does® 1'liis is very different from 
the concern for tho public which the private executive has 
in relation to tho marketability of his product and the good 
name of his firm*0
In such a setting, therefor©, it could not reasonably bo expected 
that any top executive, particularly on© in tho governmental setting, 
would be able to carry the ho avy burden of ateinistrativa responsibility 
alone and unaided. Hie pros sure of time and detail would defeat him, at 
tlu? vory outset of his task. Few, if any, would seriously dispute his 
need for corapetoni assistance in one form or another. In an organisa­
tion of any size only a small segment of its affairs can hope to receive 
the personal attention of the top adninistrator• In the main, what is 
accomplished will bo th© result of an effective teamwork in the organi­
sation Itself. Ill© admini str ator > theroforo, mist be kept fully informed 
of what is going on in his organisation so that ho can bo in position to 
aot upon tho problems and issues which absolutely require his attention, 
ho cannot hope to cop© with all tho details, however, flics© could easily 
swamp him. his span of leadership and control must be broadened through
Donald C. Stone, "IJotcs on the Oovoraicntal dxccutivo, Ills hole and 
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assistants responsible for other duties as well. Perhaps hayol summar­
ized tho general viewpoint as well as any other authority when ho wot©
khatovor their ability and their capacity for worlc, the heads 
of groat enterprises cannot fulfill alone all their obliga­
tions « . . .  i’hoy aro thus found to ’mvo reeour so to a group 
of non who li&ve tho strength* competence * and tine which tho 
Hoad nay lack, This group of ':20a constitute e the staff of the 
management* It is a help* or ro-enfor comont* a sort of exten­
sion of tli© manager*s personality, to assist kin in carrying 
out his duties, the staff operates as a separate body only 
in largo undertakings and its importance increases with the 
3XiportaiT.ee of the imdertuking. ?
fa© Staff Function 
Having considered briefly the basic need of the top acteiaistrator for 
comp©tout staff assistance, before attempting to exasino th© staff func­
tion as it operates in the Bureau of Animal Industry, it would seen advis­
able to consider some of tho basic concepts of this phase of adraini strati on 
held by various authorities in the field of public administration with a 
view to establishing some reasonable framework of the type of service it 
can bo expected to render in an organ!gatian. Considering the importance 
of tho subject and tho apparent general agreement on the potential value 
of this function to tho top atbiiniotrator, such »rt&t©rial seems surprisingly 
brief and fragmentary compared to that devotod to other aroas of adiainis- 
trativo organisation and ^management.
'Hhitow, for example, considers tho staff function properly to be on© 
of purely advisory service to the top administrator, without operating 
responsibilities of any kind, ho views it fundamentally as an iastnaaont 
of planning, one designed for study and observation of organisational
Bayol, on* cit., p. 104.
uIooaard !>. .7!iite* Introduction to the Study of Public Atfaiinistration, 
Third Edition, The /Sacllillon Co., how York, 1048, p* 31.
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problem© and operation, bid; not ono of action or line command. Pointing 
out that the fmidosaental uses of this function in Ariry organisation, r&ere 
it originated, is to assist tho oooianding officer to plan, to advise, to 
supervise, but not to command, ho believes that the proper use of tho func­
tion in civil agencies is the same- —  to plan, to advise the top oat©cutive, 
to study and analyse administrative and. organisation problems and procedures, 
but never to act in terns of actual command.
iiooney and .tieilly also sec tho staff function as a service of advice 
or counsel to tho top administrator and novcr one of authority or cosxiaad, 
in the sons© of regular lino comrnad* They portray tho staff function as 
a purely auxiliary service of information and advice, and, as staff acts 
not from any inherent right of command of its own, but in tho nano of tho 
administrator, with same supervisory aspects relative to both plans and 
their cxocutian. Tho otaff collects and coordinates tho information which 
tho administrator must liavo upon which to base decisions and offers actual 
counsel and advico, based upon such information, as m i l  be holpful to 
their ohief• They consider staff service to bo basically a service of 
knowledge and. a necessity in a real coordination of organized effort in an 
agency. Coordination and infiltration of information and advice thus bo- 
coiac :.iiajor contributions of the staff function to administration. As they 
sum it up
It is evident that there are two prim© necessities in an ef­
ficient staff services coordination, and infiltration • • . . 
without such coordination the practical result would bo only 
a confusion of counsel, that line authority requires of its 
staff is a complete and correlated picture, for such a picture 
is an absolute necessity in the maiding of sound decisions.
Th© t o m  coordination” describes the necessary method of 
sound staff procedure, but Infiltration of knowledge is the 
ultimate purpose of all staff activities. Staff sorvico is 
not alone for the top leader* It comes to him first, for he 
needs it in the making of bis ovju decisions, but the subordi­
nates in the scalar chain, down, to the rank and file, likewise
Cl
T‘*ii , , nX 0* * * 0  is*-* ji*JuOt uf C U ' * * 0 0 \ - i u X O U  d  sv * j L  1  )1 ^ . - * *
Pointing out also how a proper use of tho staff fmiction cXoooly 
parailc Is tfs&t in Ariajr organ! sat ion. in helping the top executive die- 
efiarge liis rosponsib£lities for gleaming* organizing# eon »ndlru;;* ooordi* 
imtlng, and e embroiling il&o operations and arooeuitroo of ids organisation, 
aimyo with tho final recognition that tho oscoeutivo or co u *a iflng offi­
cer carries total responsibility* Coilott emphasises id-at
fiio staff plans and attempts to foretell* It develops spe­
cific raoaxu* of imQoting dotoriaiiiad objectives; it sees ‘to it 
timi ax details of oooraand aro effectively cnocutod —  Ifxsb 
ardors tuxl ins ur net tone aro prepared to ensure putt lag into 
effect tno broeta outline of tli® comandod purpose* and that 
orders cyan instruction!© aro in fact being carried out* how- 
cvor, it acta in tho naae of the ooapguadlxtg officer and is 
identified with
:- '-hon properly used as planning* orop-reesaing* analysing* deploying
11and coordinating arms of tlie top administrator* ..'ton© considers tho 
staff function to bo an inmltmble Instrument for isaprovonent of an agen­
cy* 3 orgeuaisational set-up* operations, and procedures* %• this rmoans
procedures can bo sharpened, -tho efficiency of operations Quhaneod and 
tho or g€udss&ticmaX framework of the agoiscy modified as noodod to moot 
precise needs and cimogiag conditions to increase attainment of end ob­
jectives* y*& further views tlic staff function as a poboah 00000 of 
achieving tlic degree of aduinistr at Ivo control necessary to the success­
ful acbsdaishrahlon of a large gawrauoutal operation* the iunpcrtouc©
''Janes uu . ioonotf f *d Alan C* hoilly, Tho Prlnolpio Of Organisation,
. jar /Oi* c»i?»u u*jyvne4. ■■»* *or̂ * l*.aK'>* r* ...a*
10h'iorrlXl J* Collett* dole of budget claiming and rorcoanoi as
ftaff --orvices21 In Public Adndnistratloii Aeviow* Volurio 0, do* 5* Oiaiaor, 
1015, p* £27*
11tonald C* 3tone* wAd oniabrativc delf-Lp̂ rovouoivt̂  in Alojaoirts Of 
Public ■Aduinistratica* fdiuod by frits forstelii faro:* Prentioo^SBSr^&c*, 
hew York* 1046* p* ISC*
v/hioli he attaches to this benefit of effective staff operation la apparent
in. his statement that
Perhaps the nost important sinpie control the executive has 
in harnessing his organisation and hooping it in focus is 
lils general staff* . , • The staff divisions provido re­
sources for tiie analysis and development of solutions of 
problems coninan to the whole organisation* Thoy provide a 
source of highest counsel and advice on matters about which 
tlio executive is uncertain or lias reason to doubt the solu­
tion offered by ci:i operating subordinate* Thoy provide a 
general rather than a specialised viewpoint in review both 
of proposals made by tho operating subdivisions and of evalu­
ating tlio results of tlic xvorlc of such subdivisions* They can 
do israch to help tho executive briny tho objectives of the or­
ganization into focus and pot consistency of action* • * •
Th© executive moods tlio benefit of a group of staff advisors 
functioning in this position to help him in anticipating basts 
to bo done. In planning to meet contingencies that may be 
around tho corner, in . capping out policy and program, and In 
working out fundamental organizations and .uothods• Their 
value depends, however, on th© m y  in which thoy function*
They must stay In the staff role of advising, consulting, 
end coordinating, and must avoid imposing their personal 
judi;yiont on line officials on operating matters*^
tans and V.alcott ° also stress the value of tho staff function as 
an effective neons of attaining and 'maintaining tho degree of administra­
tive control necessary to successful administration, particularly in, a 
largo organization* They emphasize tho point tliat when an organization 
is complex the top administrator, because of hie necessarily limited 
span of attention and control, cannot hor.>e to handle all of 'bho necessary 
control -procossos and must Ixavo help in this important task of administra­
tion* This ho gets from tlic operation of an effective staff function*
They consider yoiiorc.1 staff activities to be directly related to all aspects
12 .hio.nalcl 0*Stone, ‘ botes on the hovernmantal Ux©cirbive, his dole and 
his hotliods” in Public Administration deviow, Tol. 5, ho* 3, Sumner, 1345,
O sp ig o :-t
j j  ;J e (h &,< £ tb 1-* 'Q #
lb. .uonn . t. faus and Leon 0* • .alcott, Pud lie Adraimi s t rat x on And The 
United States Department of Agriculture, Public AcLaini str at ion Service, 
Chicago, 1340, pp* 231-233*
of administration, such as policy making, pleiming, budget, personnel, 
reporting, or conization and all control implements usod in the agency's 
operations# Yhcy feel that properly executed staff functions servo to 
maintain effect ivo central control end to facilitate coordination, •which 
•imlacs control possible* Among tho specific cervices that the staff func­
tion can contribute to on organization thoy include tho collection and 
analysis of pertinent information on organizational and administrative 
problems, policies and procedures, followed by specific recomiyendations to 
the top administrator on tlio points in question or means of their disposal* 
they consider tho staff function so important to an agency's woIfaro that 
thoy call it not simply a desirable aid to top management, but a highly 
necessary one.
One further point among the generally accoptod concepts of tho staff 
function should bo stressed, that of tho importance and scope of planning 
in this area of administration# fho importance of the planning process at 
top administrative levels has been well established and its place in the 
staff concept thoroughly delineated by various authorities# But there ap­
pears to bo same tendency, at least, to ignore the fact that planning is 
an integral function of successful adsziaistrution and management at any 
level, whether of staff or liny© operators and to tend to elevate tho plan­
ning proeoss to a rarified atmosphere of remoteness in an organisation*
•j /jLAs Bvaith”'4' reminds us, planning is one of our most simple and natural moans 
of attaining any desired goal# It is an integral factor in tho management 
of any enterprise# Plans, to be worth the biroo and effort it takes to 
make tliom, should be put into action else they remain only aa indication
14Harold D# Gmth, flic management of Your Government, .-.jeuraw-iiill 
Co#, Hew York, 1045, pp# IS, 13, and 24#
of intentions, rather than ’blueprints for effective accomplishment.
It should bo clearly recognized, nonetheless, that planning is a
foremost and highly essential coutribution of tho effect!re staff func­
tion* It b00on.es an essential aid to top administration provided it
is goarod closely to the assigned basics of the organization and to its ob-
15joctives and goals, l-lillett calls it tho first responsibility of mn&go- 
liiont. Ho emphasizes the fact that such preparation for action is not only 
a vital part of administration but an indispensable one as noil, for from 
planning must flow, in turn, many other phases of irumagenont. In order to 
make sure that tine plans developed are fully in balance, that thoy are 
thoroughly coordinated and synthesised, and that ovary aspect of tlio situ­
ation lias boon adequately considered, staff planners at top levels of tho 
agency must stimulate and coordinate planning at lower staff and operating 
lovols* Short-range plans must "00 geared effectively to long-range work 
program object Ives and tho planning teclm.iqu.es utilized should bo effective 
in developing work programs to moot tho desired objectives.
hillctt suns up both sides of the planning situation in able fashion, 
when 1'ic says
Planning —  th© preparation of specific govcraaontal programs 
and the raising of various policy issues —  is a part of the 
work of any operating organization. It cannot bo divorced 
from such operations, fix© question *who plans* is simply
answeredt administrators plan. Tho degree of planning auth­
ority enjoyed by any administrator in the organisational 
hierarchy depends upon th© wfoolo system of do legation of 
responsibility In that organization. . . .  All of this is 
simply another way of stating that planning is a staff ac­
tivity which must bo performed always In cooperation with 
other staff work undor an administrator. Planners must as­
sist budget officers, organization planners, short-range or
15John Dm LllXlett, "Planning and Adraini strati on” in bloLiorrt a Of Public 
Administration, baited by Fritz horstolii garx, Prentice I. Sail, Inc., !Tow 
York, 1346, pp. 163-139.
program planners, personnel officers, and others. But the 
• essential nature of planning Is not altered by this need.
Tho first task remains tlmt of determining the course of ac­
tion which is to bo undertaken. All preparations for execu­
tion must follow fron this*^
Mlllett*s views aro thus quoted in some length because they will be 
found pertinent to the analyses of tlio staff function in the Bureau of 
Animal Industry shortly to follow.
Organisation of the Staff Function 
The above discussion indicates that there is rather general agreement 
among various authorities on th© values of tho staff function said tho type 
of service it performs. As pointed out earlier, however, there appears to 
be no such mooting of tlio minds as to precisely what units of an organi­
sation should be included in the nstaff” designation, ’.'diether such units 
as personnel or budget and fiscal should bo considered "staff” or t&uxillary" 
services would appear to depend upon which specific authority one chooses 
to follow.
In his able discussion of staff and auxiliary agencies in government,
17ihite differentiates sharply between functions that aro purely advisory 
and without operating responsibilities and tho so that arc concerned with 
procurement of supplies, personnel, and similar services. lie calls the 
fornor staff functions and the latter auxiliary services, as, he points
-| Qout, do 'flllourhby and G-aus, On tho other hand, Collett-' considers tho 
s or vices of budget planning and personnel as staff functions and G-aus and
1 g
“ John 1). hillott, The Process And Organisation Of Government 
Planning, Columbia University Press, ITer̂ /orfe, i947, p. BP,
6t*o
baloott, include not only policy making and planning 1& ‘̂ i0 staff func­
tion, but ‘budget* personnel, ropcrting, and similar activities as well.
Some business loaders also appear to tal:o a fairly all-inclusive 
view of tlio staff function as including nest of trio cervices lying out­
side of direct line operations. Xu this connection henry $• >Filos, Sec­
retary of the Daltiaoro Life Insurance Company, states that
An increase In the size of the organisation or in the complexity 
of its purposoc brings more than proportionate increases ins (a) 
specialisation, and subdivision* (b) or genii zati onal problems of 
human relationships * (c) the importance of coordination. In­
creased specialization loads to the establishment of staff ser­
vices and these will have functions falling into one or more of 
four aaia classes? (a) Porneating functions giving administrative 
assistance to- the organization. —  for oxanplo, personnel, planning, 
budgeting. The influence of tho specialist in those divisions must 
be felt Ysdiere ho has no line responsibility* (b) Specialised ad­
visory functions* such as legal and rnoclical t/ork, infonaation, 
public relations, and sometimes re soar oh; (c) Auxiliary services, 
such as purchasing supplies, raaintonanco* and stenographic work*
(d) lie lief of tho line, p  x. i. s o Ct *3j/ ̂  a c n i x i i x  s s  r a s  «l v e  cl s 5  x  3  o  c-mrc s  , 
such as an assistant to an officer.
In practice, it appears to be a fairly common practice to speak 
loosely of such units of an organization as its personnel office, its 
property and procurement offices, or its budget and fiscal unit as staff 
units. This custom prevails to a considerable extent in tho daily opera­
tion of the bureau of Animal Industry. As stated above, however, it has 
Gociued to this writer that hliito’s differontiation between tlio real staff 
functions and the maintenance or support functions, organized outside of 
the strictly functional or line activities of an organization to furnish 
essential services oconon to the needs of all, offers a more precise
19* C&us arid ralcott, op. cit., p. 202.
2QllGriry h. lilies, MPrinciples of Or ganizaiion and f&nBfoziDnif* in 
Processes Of Qr rani sat leu and ixmagonorrb, hditcd by Cathoryn beckler- 
Hudson, Public Affairs Press, Washington, 1940, p. SO,
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evaluation of their respective uses and purposes in agency administration 
and management. For these reasons this study has been so organized.
Operation of the Staff Function in the Bureau
On the basic promise, then, that the staff function is properly one 
of over-all study of administrative problems, of planning, of coordination 
of information and suggestions necessary to the making of administrative 
decisions, of participation in the formulation of broad policy, of advice 
and counsel, in short that it is a service of knowledge and guidance not 
only to the top executive but to key administrators at responsible levels 
in the organization, precisely how does th© function operate in th© Bureau 
of Animal Industry?
Careful study of the organizational framework of tho Bureau and of 
the methods in current use for its effective administration and operation 
discloses at once that the Bureau does not have a segregated general staff 
or "ivory tower" planning unit completely divorced from operational func­
tions in tho conduct of the Bureau’s work program. It does show, however, 
that top Bureau administration enjoys to a considerable degree the benefit 
of th© services performed by the staff function in a manner generally 
suitod to Bureau needs and perhaps unique to it. As will presently be 
seen, all of the services of broad study of administrative problems, of 
planning both for functional progress and for administrative precision, 
of coordinating information and material for both functional and adminis­
trative purposes, and of counseling and advising at top levels in the ad­
ministrative hierarchy are integrated with operating responsibilities at 
key levels of Bureau organization. In the sense and to tho degree that 
key administrators participate in and contribute true staff services in 
th© strict sens© of tho term they operate in the name of th© Chief of
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Bureau and not from an authority inherent in their line responsibilities* 
as should properly b© the case*
To obtain an accurate picture of the operation of the staff function 
in this organization* two basic facts should bo kept clearly in mind# The 
first of those is the basic organization of the Bureau itself into highly 
specialized functional lines involving the operation of intensive and highly 
professional work programs by each of the line divisions of the Bureau* 
These* while broadly related in their application to problems of the live* 
stock industry* are quite diverse in their respective functional responsi­
bilities and professional subject-matter fields* From the very nature of 
things, therefore* both functional organization and the operation of ef­
fective work programs immediately break up into well-dofinod professional 
areas* This permits a reasonably precis© delineation of administrative 
and operational techniques and procedures best adapted to the needs of 
the different line segments of the Bureau*
Stemming from this situation* and basically a logical development 
from it, the second fact having a distinct bearing on the operation of the 
staff function in the Bureau is the extremely specific and inclusive dele­
gation of functional and administrative authority delegated from the Chief 
of Bureau directly to the heads of the lino or operating divisions* This 
includes not only authority for the management of their divisions and the 
conduct of their programs of work* but also to a considerable degree for 
a staff relationship with him and his principal assistants in the consider­
ation of over-all Bureau administrative problems* of planning* and of ad­
vice and counsel in matters affecting their individual professional areas 
of the Bureau* a work program* As would be expected* the heads of the 
auxiliary, or "housekeeping** divisions in a similar manner aro also con-
stantly called upon to furnish a considerable volume of purely staff ser­
vices to the Chief of Bureau and his principal assistants la the daily ad­
ministration of Bureau affairs*
On a strictly functional basis, the individual divisions of the Bureau 
group themselves logically into four broad categories, research, animal dis­
ease control, food inspection, and service or business smnageinent facili­
ties in support of these line functions* Each of these divisional groups 
are under the broad direction and supervision of an assistant chief of 
Bureau* To the extent that any readily recognizable ft general staffn exists 
in the Bureau, these four specialists constitute a staff group at top level 
through which the many divers© programs of the Bureau and the heavy flow 
of material to the Chief's office are integrated and coordinated under the 
general supervision and administration of the Chief of Bureau himself* To 
infer, however, that all th© services and benefits of an affective staff 
service are confined to the activities of tills group ■would be to over­
simplify th© picture. The fact must also be taken into consideration that 
from the subject-mattor specialists heading the various divisions stems an 
appreciable portion of the direct and useful staff service utilised by th© 
Chief of Bureau in keeping on top of his voluminous and pressing adminis­
trative problems.
In discussing the broad concept of Bureau staff operation with the 
writer. Dr* A* R. Hiller, Assistant Chief of Bureau in chargo of Food 
Inspection and Head of the Lb at Inspection Division of the Bureau summed 
up the situation in this manners
Th© strength and effectiveness of the Bureau's organization 
storn from the philosophy that th© Bureau is only as strong 
and effective as th© program divisions which make up its 
total functioning. Th© Chiof of Bureau has delegated to each 
program division head sufficient power to permit each division 
to function with a high degree of autonomy. This arrangement
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is a frank recognition of the obvious fact that th© Chief of 
Bureau cannot possibly handle personally th© many programs 
that male© up the functional operations of his Bureau* At th© 
sam© time it places the running of oach program in the hands 
of administrators who are exports in tho subject-matter in­
volved and who can give their full time and attention to im­
proving their proficiency in their particular line and increase
ox i>ux"ouu m£us.«?£» wkw u r o s  puius jlu  aw •
In th© normal course of operations, the various division heads report 
to tho Chief of Bureau through the Assistant Chief responsible for their 
particular sphere of activities* Thus the heads of the research divisions 
normally report through or with full cognisance of the Assistant Chief of 
Bureau in charge of research functions; those of the auxiliary divisions 
through th© Assistant Chief of Bureau in charge of management functions; 
those of th© animal disease control divisions through th© Assistant Chief 
of Bureau in charge of this segment of Bureau operationsj and those of 
the food inspection divisions through the Assistant Chief in charge of 
food inspection activities* Such an organizational and operational arrange­
ment effectively points up for the chief’s office tho affairs of these broad 
segments of Bureau activity*
In tills connection, however, it should be pointed out that tho linos 
of communication between the Chief of Bureau and his principal assistants, 
including tho divisional heads, ear© intimate and informal and the working 
relationships ar© direct, close, and cordial. This is true also of th© 
linos of communication and working relationships between the assistant 
chiefs of Bureau and the heads of tho various divisions and their princi­
pal assistants. This situation makes for cooperative and effective admin­
istration and operation of Bureau affairs at the several levels of auth­
ority.
ram for which th© Chief
Personal interview with th© writer, February 2, 1950
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In actual practice# th© frequency with which dim si on heads are 
called upon to consult and advis© directly with the Chief of Bureau not 
only In matters applicable to their specific subject-matter, but also on 
problems of adraini strati on, policy formulation, and planning broadly ap­
plicable to th© Bureau as a whole, must be taken into account* Since 
each of th© division heads thus renders readily identifiable staff ser­
vices to the Chief of Bureau on innumerable occasions, it would perhaps 
be more exact to say that the assistant Chiefs of Bureau end the division 
heads constitute in tho Bureau what might be identified as th© general 
staff* Certainly it is this group in the Bureau who perform the staff 
functions so useful in relieving tho top administrator of burdensome ad­
ministrative details, as well as the lino functions of administering# 
commanding and controlling tho operations of specific fields of endeavor 
and authority*
Planning and Policy Formulation in tho Bureau
It is now, and 1ms been throughout its long history, a basic policy 
of the Bureau to delegate responsibility for initial planning and policy 
formulation to th© actual working level charged with the responsibi lity 
for getting a specific lino of work done* This is a full recognition 
that with any real delegation of authority must go also th© elbow-room 
of authority and means necessary for conducting effective work on th© as­
signed task*
Thus, initial planning in the Bureau, not only of subject-matter work 
projects and programs which in many instances involves also the develop­
ment of basic policy for the sphor© of activity concerned, and also that 
of matters of budgeting, staffing, organisation, and procedures, is largely 
conducted by th© divisional heads, with full participation of the assistant
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ho ads of divisions, section heads, and project leaders concerned* This 
broad opportunity for participation in initial planning gives to those 
loaders -who will actually conduct tho work a specific and clearly delin­
eated delegation of authority for assistance in its basic planning and 
for its later conduct and regular and orderly review of progress and ac­
compli shraonts* Thus, in the very beginning there is broad participation 
of subject-matter specialists in basic planning for the efficient and 
economical conduct of Bureau work programs, with equally broad opportunity 
extended for effective work on them* This places both responsibility and 
broad authority for the planning and development of each work program and 
its necessary administrative aspects in the hands of specialists who are 
expert on the problems and potentialities of their specific professional 
field*
In this connection, it should be noted that the various functional 
divisions ar© so organised as to provide opportunity for effective plan­
ning, coordination, control, and review of its projects and operations as 
a continuous and constant process of administration* In practice, each 
division head spends an appreciable portion of his time in the administra­
tion of his unit’s work program and in divisional operations generally* 
This involves constant attention to matters of planning, coordination, 
control and review, as well as to necessary revisions of procedures and 
policies to improve the leadership of divisional activities* Depending 
on the sis© of the division, each division head is assisted by one or 
more assistant heads of professional grade. These assistants are directly 
charged with the continual planning, administration and review of di­
visional technical programs and of operations, such as field station 
needs, personnel requirements and utilisation, budgetary planning and
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administration# and similar matters of concern to tho c3i vision’s opera­
tions and managemont* Bach also Ims an administrative officer# usually 
heading up a fair-sized divisional business unit, who is continually con­
cerned with the orderly and efficient application of business procedures# 
procurement, accounting of divisional resources, and similar matters# 
Program and operational plans formulate,.' ,uid initiated at the di­
visional level are# of course, subjoet to the review, appraisal, and ap­
proval of the appropriate assistant Chief of Bureau, or assistant Chiefs 
if th© proposals are of a nature and scox>e involving coosideration broader 
than a single subject-matter area, before being passed on to tho Chiof of 
Bureau for final disposition* Thus, at this level, before reaching the 
attention of the Chief of Bureau, all proposals are fully integrated with 
existing Buroau policy or work programs and completely coordinated with 
plans and programs of other Bureau units*' In practice, much of this basic 
coordination will have been accomplished directly through tho cooperative 
effort to th© divisions concerned in the original planning process* At 
the Buroau level, too, the proposed plans or© reviewed by the assistant 
Chief of Buroau in charge of administrative immgement as a final check 
against budgetary resources and organizational and material needs, although 
hero, too, most of such details will have been worked out directly between 
the operating division and tho auxiliary units in developing the plans 
proposed and may require only his review mid approval*
In actual practice, this coordinating activity by tho Chief’s princi­
pal assistants, as th© proposed plan of work, organization, or policy be* 
comes one that is accepted and authorised by the Chief of Bureau, is gen­
erally concerned more with the relation of a new policy or activity to 
the over-all Bureau program and its effective integration with that program
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than it is with th© efficacy of the proposal from the subject-matter stand­
point. This emphasises again th© high degree of responsibility and. auth­
ority that is delegated by the Chief of Bureau to the heads of his operating 
divisions, upon which foundation a strong and effective functional Bureau 
has been built*
Further evidence that the Buroau of Animal Industry follows a definite 
policy of locating basic responsibility for authoritative operations at the 
actual functional working or divisional level is furnished by th© fact that 
in tli© consideration and review of divisional plans at the Bureau level, 
th© division head concerned is given ample opportunity to discuss and defend 
his proposals and win support and approval of them* lop level decisions on 
such matters are never arbitrary or merely authoritative• They are the re­
sult of mutual consideration of possible divergent views, a situation 
highly desirable in tho effective administration of any large organisation 
and possibly too infrequently encountered in th© administration of many 
governmental agencies* A® would be expected, final Buroau approval of 
proposed plans and procedures rests with th© Chief of Bureau*
In addition, over-all Bureau planning, particularly in matters of 
organization, policy, and procedures, can bo and is frequently dono at 
top Bureau levels* Planning of the substantial organizational changes in 
Bureau structure in 1946, for example, which resulted in th© elevation of 
the personnel, budget and fiscal, administrativ© services, and informa­
tional functions of the Bureau to divisional status and a considerable 
expansion of their duties and responsibilities, was don© by th© Chief of 
Bureau and his principal assistants in collaboration with departmental 
specialists in these fields*
One further word should bo added regarding policy formulation in
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this organization, While the divisions, as has boon shorn, have a con­
siderable latitude for developing and winning support for policy deter­
minations of direct concern to their work and in some instance® affecting 
all units of the Bureau, there are many matters of policy of a broad 
nature affecting tho whole Bureau or substantial portion® of it which must 
bo developed and formulated at th© Bureau level and are so formulated*
In this sphere, the assistant chiefs of Buroau, individually or collec­
tively, and frequently in consultation with one or more of th© Bureau* s 
division heads, function in a truly staff service of aiding th© Chief of 
Buroau in developing, considering, and deciding the policy to be adopted 
and established. Such policies are publicized and put into operation by 
Bureau Circular betters issued for the information and guidance of Bureau 
and divisional administrators and field officials of ©very level as the 
noed arises. They rust, of course, bo in line with and conform to es­
tablished policies of the Agricultural Research Administration and the 
Office of the Secretary or win the approval of these higher levels of 
authority before going into effect*
Th© Staff Function of Coordination 
What lias been said about the operation of th© staff function of plan­
ning in th© Bureau applies with equal validity to that of coordination and 
integration of all kinds of material flowing into th© Chief * s office.
Such coordination as will furnish the Chief of Bureau the salient facts 
on important matters, with some analysis or indication of the views of his 
principal assistants theroon, is essential to their expeditious considera­
tion and th© formulation of accurate and efficacious decisions for their 
disposal. Full us© of this technique is made in th© Bureau for conserving 
th© time and energies of the top administrator, for increasing th© span
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of attention and control which ho can exercise in th© adnini strati on of 
Buroau affairs, and for speeding tip tho flow of the heavy volume of busi­
ness through his office, a flow that would otherwise bog down to the 
frustration of Bureau administrators at all levels and the heavy detri­
ment of the work program*
As is the case with planning, integration and coordination of Bureau 
work programs and other material essential to orderly and efficient ad­
ministration is accomplished at several levels of authority* A high de­
gree of integration and coordination on both work programs and adminis­
trative proposals and problems in the various functional fields is effected 
at th© divisional level ©von when such matters cross divisional linos of 
interest and concern* As has already been shown in discussion of tho as­
signed responsibilities of its various units, the Buroau expects and gets 
a high degree of cooperation among its various units in th© consideration 
and solution of problems of mutual interest and concern* This provides 
opportunity for and actually does accomplish a high degree of integration 
and coordination of working material at the divisional level that effect­
ively reduces tho work load in this rospoct at the Bureau level, Evon at 
host, however, this loaves tho task of review and, when needed, that of 
sharpening and pointing up tho degree of coordination and tho amplification 
of informational material at the Bureau level before crossing the Chief*s 
desk# Such integration and coordination is performed by the four assistant 
chiefs of Bureau responsible for specific segments of the Bureau’s program. 
There would thus appear to bo an adequate mechanism in tho Buroau for 
the effective operation of the staff function of integration and coordina­
tion, and much is accomplished in this direction* In the considorod 
opinion of a number of key Bureau administrators, however, including the
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Assistant Chief of Bureau in charge of -lesoarch, the Assistant Chief in 
charge of Administration, and the assistant head of th© Personnel Di­
vision, among others, the operation of this function still leaves some­
thing to b© desired* In their opinion too few Bureau staff meetings are 
held to provide a free interchange of discussion and experience at the 
top Bureau level on 'many critical problems of common interest and concern* 
There is sometimes a failure to appreciate all implications of a proposal 
and how It affects other interests in the Buroau, thus needing broader 
consideration than it sometimes gets* On the other hand, th© subject- 
matter divisions are often unaware of the broador implications of a prob­
lem than they so© in relation to their own field of activity, nor do they 
always take advantage of existing facilities and techniques for effect­
ing complete coordination within th© Bureau* Occasionally* therefore, as 
they point out, an important proposal will slip through without sufficient 
coordination and broad consideration to iron out all of its inherent dif­
ficulties, to the later embarrassmenfc and concern of both its proponents 
and the Bureau administrators*
Several readily understandable reasons for such breakdown In th© co­
ordination function were advanced by these officials* Th© heavy work 
program being carried and the pressure of time makes it difficult to hold 
more than a bare minimum of the staff conferences needed. The situation 
is complicated, too, by the fact that key administrators must be in a 
travel status much of their time and thus unavailable for such confer­
ences when they should be hold. Th© constant and heavy volume of reports 
demanded of th© Bureau by higher levels of departmental authority appre­
ciably cuts into the available working time of the top Bureau administra­
tors and too drastically lessens the attention they can dovot© to important
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Bureau problems* while some of those factors are largely beyond Buroau 
control* the problem of mar© effective coordination at the Bureau level 
is a matter of real concern to Buroau officials and ono to tvhich consid­
erable attention is currently being devoted*
It is the further responsibility of tho assistant chief® of Bureau 
to coordinate tho Buroau* s activities and programs with those of th© 
Agricultural hesearch Administration* A close and constant relationship 
is maintained with th© subject-matter assistants of th© Research Adminis­
trator and with him and his principal assistants on matters of concorn to 
tho Bureau, and th© Buroau is represented by the Chief or one or more 
assistant chiefs at the weekly staff conferences of tho Research Adminis­
tration* At this level, again, coordination consists principally of th© 
integration of Bureau programs and proposals into established or desired 
policies and programs of tho Research Admini strator and of th© Secretary 
of Agriculture, so that all activities of th© Bureau may be kept geared 
closely to the broador policies and programs of the higher levels of 
authority* It is thus th© responsibility of the Research Administration 
to coordinate the Bureau's programs and policies with over-all depart­
mental programs and policies and those of constituent agencies of th© 
Department*
The function of Advice and Counsel 
As th© Bureau is now organi20d and operated, the Chief of th© Buroau 
is amply provided with the machinery necessary to utilise to the full the 
staff function of advico and counsel* Hot only through th© services of 
his four assistant chiefs and the heads of his line divisions, but through 
the heads of his auxiliary or management divisions whose interests and. 
activities permeate the whole Bureau organisation and at every point cross
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divisional and functional linos of operations, do the essential services 
of advice and counsel operate for him* Hie men upon whom. he leans for 
such assistance are ail experts in their respective fields, with long 
years of successful governmental experience behind them, of recognized 
standing in Bureau activities and in their professional fields* The 
three assistant chiefs of Bureau responsible for the functional or line 
groupings of activities, for example, have all como up to top Bureau ad­
ministrative status from long careers as successful heads of subject- 
matter divisions. The assistant chief in chargo of administrative manage­
ment, while relatively now to the Bureau, is not only professionally 
educated and trained in the field of publio administration but with a long 
career of successful accomplishment in this field in other governmental 
agencies, the counsel end advice of men of such stature and of that of 
the divisional heads successfully administering the Bureau* s work program 
can bo of very material assistance to a top administrator in the consider­
ation and solution of his problems. Careful study of tho Bureau*s admin­
istration and operation at the present time would indicate that considerable 
use is being made of this technique in keeping the Bureau operating smoothly 
and efficiently and in furthering its work programs • Ho evidence was dis­
covered of any tendency to operate tho Bureau as a one-man show; rather 
th© evidence indicates that it is being administered as a well-organized, 
coordinated team working together toward tho accomplishment of well de­
fined objectives and goals.
Buroau Use of the Staff Function Broadly Effective 
Theoretical purists of staff organization and operation may choose to 
question th© fact that in the Bureau* s us© of the function it is not com­
pletely divorced from lino operations and responsibilities. It is true
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that there is no segregated staff* as such* in th© bureau and that with­
out exception the officials m o  perform, functions of a purely* staff na­
ture also carry substantial operating responsibilities* As operated in 
the Bureau, this arrangement would appear to have several distinct ad­
vantages and few, if any* readily apparent disadvantages* either to -’die 
free and effective application of the purely staff services in Bureau ad­
ministration or to the effective administration of line operations.
Bnough lias already been said to show clearly that administrators in 
the Bureau at the divisional level carry an unusually large delegation of 
the authority of command and control in their respective fields of en­
deavor. i’his is in no sons© a theoretical delegation of authority, but 
a very direct and real investment of the power to operate their organi­
sations authoritatively within the framework of Bureau and governmental 
rules and regulations and the responsibility of being held accountable 
n&inly for th© results obtained. Hor are the assistant chiefs of Buroau* 
with tboir assignment of specific operating responsibilities, lacking the 
necessary delegated authority of command and control in their respective 
professional fields, as examination of their job statements has shorn.
Tho fact is fully recognised that the basic authority of command and di­
rection rests with the top administrator, in this ca.se the Chief of 
iuw man* and that in effect everything that is done in the Buroau is ac­
complished by his authority and in his none. As these key administrators 
at th© Bureau and divisional levels perform the staff functions they ac­
tually do perform in Bureau operation and administration, they function 
strictly in the name of the Chief of Bureau and not in tho inherent auth­
ority of their operational assignments. In actual practice* however, 
whether acting as the alter ©go of the Chief or in their capacity as 
line officers, tho effect is the same in accomplishing desired results*
The real authority of' top command in tho execution of administrative pro­
cedures, plans, or programs of work, whether expressed in an "acting” 
capacity or as inherent line authority, is rarely, if ever, questioned 
nor do occasions apparently very often arise for doing so, as far as this 
investigation could determine. As has been indicated, lines of communi­
cation in the Bureau are so free and cooperative that differences of 
opinion which could possibly result in questions of authority are quickly 
dissipated in conference and a full weighing of differences in point of 
view. It is a cardinal principle of good admini strati on to confer upon 
an administrator at any level tho full authority needed to get the as­
signed tasks accomplished and this principle is followed in the Buroau 
to a commendable dogroe.
The fact that the key personnel of tho Buroau who render services 
of a purely staff nature also have substantial operating responsibilities 
should, on the face of it, be an advantage rather than a disadvantage 
in Bureau administration. Their experience and familiarity with opera­
tional problems and procedures should sharpen their value as staff offi­
cers, by conditioning their staff services with a practical awareness of 
the operational needs and problems involved in th© final application of 
their staff activities. It is a recognised occupational hazard of the 
strictly segregated staff unit that it too often has difficulty keeping 
its feet on the ground and its plans and proposals closely enough geared 
to practical realities. Tinea, too, th© fact that Bureau personnel who 
perform the dual role of staff and line operators are proficient special­
ists in a subject-matter field should be an advantage in an organization 
carrying such a highly specialized functional work load as does the Bureau 
of Animal Industry. Th© combination of professional knowledge and ad-
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ministrative aptitude and experience should be and, in practice, is an 
ideal one in such a situation.
It is difficult, therefore, to see how a more effective and useful 
operation of tho staff function could be obtained in tho Bureau of Animal 
Industry through establishment of a segregated staff unit in the Office 
of the Chief for the performance of th© recognized staff functions of 
study, of planning, of coordination and integration, and of advice and 
counsel entirely outside of Bureau operational lines, B© that as it may, 
as operated in the Bureau at th© present time, integration of th© staff 
function with direct operational responsibilities at division and Bureau 
levels appears to add up to an effective method of obtaining most of the 
practical advantages of capable staff work in reasonably efficient and 
economical manner* In any ©vent, a tremendous amount of purposeful and 
useful work and an effective Bureau administration is being accomplished 
under this arrangement.
CHAPTER V
THE P2E3QM2I3L FOHCTION 
llo Biatter how precisely the organizational structure of an agency m y  
be worked out for its specific functions and objectives or how effective 
the leadership, coordination, direction, and control of its top management, 
in the final analysis ultimate accomplishments will depend in large measure 
upon the caliber, ability, enthusiasm, and effort of the people by whom it 
is staffed* Ho effective army is evor composed entirely of top brass*
Its fighting strength must of necessity depend upon a capable, well-trained, 
alert rank and file. It is the people who actually do tho work at every 
level of responsibility in the organ! sation, who pub life into the ac­
complishment ai its objectives. Thus, it is not surprising to find tho 
personnel function permeating the Bureau's activities at every stop*
As with the science of public adninistrution itself, the professional 
aspects of modern personnel management have developed in rather recent 
years* be now find a wealth of commonly accepted principles set up as a 
framework for the more precise solution of day-by-day problems in this 
field and the more effective staffing of an agency's working organization 
at all levels. A specialized personnel unit, with all its present-day 
ramifications, no longer concerns itself exclusively with such functions 
as recruitment and proper classification. It is also deeply involved in 
questions of training, employee welfare and safety, and tho development 
and maintenance of high moral© in any agoncy of any considerable size*
In this respect, as will be soon, personnel activities in the bureau of 
Animal Industry aro no exception.
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A Glance at the Past 
A study of the us© of th© personnel function in th© Bureau of Animal 
Industry presents some highly interesting and rather unusual aspects* 
vthile there has obviously been a need for such personnel functions as em­
ployment, recruitment and appointment, for example, ever since its estab­
lishment and equally obviously a us© of such functions, no separate 
personnel unit was provided diving its years* Personnel functions
during this period were dis char god by the operating or line divisions to
1meet their own specific needs. According to Houck, the personnel func­
tion emerged as a specifically designated unit with tho establishment of 
an appointment section in the Quarantine Division on July 1, 1903, when 
the name of the hi see llano ous Division was changed back to Quarantine 
Division, thus reversing a change in divisional designation mad© on 
July 1, 1890. On September 1, 1906, tho appointment section was separated 
from the -Quarantine Division and operated as a separate unit until it was 
combined in the new hi seel lane ous Division established July 1, 1914. when 
this latter division was again abolished on hay 1, 1921, th© appointment 
section became th© Office of Personnel. This title is somewhat mislead­
ing in that it suggests the existence that far back of a large, specialized 
personnel office. Actually it was a small group of modest grade clerks 
functioning for years as a section under the general administrative di­
rection of an administrative assistant to the Chief of Bureau. During 
this time it was concerned mainly with the rmintomnce of routine person­
nel records, personnel jackets, and tho final processing of personnel 
actions prepared largely in tho operating divisions of tho Bureau. By
1u. G. Houck, The Bureau of Animal Industry of the U. 8. Department 
of Agriculturej Its Establishment, Achiovoments and Current Activities,
^ , , ^ 1.Um ii.ui.1 »!!■» ijjM 4 . .'T-I- i.¥i./riMwmlurw ■ n. m   .Ill I   iiiw.i— umiwin— ■»— — «— jjw  LumuiUJU.VTashington, 1924, p. XIII.
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and large, this situation continued when th© administrative assistant 
charged -with tho "housekeeping" functions of th© Bureau became the 
business manager of the Bureau twelve years ago* The staff of the 
personnel office continued small, unspecialised, and without any real 
delegation of authority or responsibility in th© personnel fiold*
While extremely cooperative and helpful to the operating divisions 
to th© limit of its meager facilities throughout this period, much of 
the basic groundwork of the personnel function was still done in the 
subject-matter divisions* The Bureau personnel office functioned 
largely as a routine clearing house for personnel actions and record 
keeping*
Only as recently as 1946 was tho personnel office of the Bureau 
enlarged and specialised to meet more exacting Bureau needs. In that 
year it was elevated to divisional status on an equal. footing with all 
other divisions of tho Buroau and given a formal dolegation of authority, 
duties, end responsibilities and an organisational set-up in lino with 
som© of the modern concepts of acceptable personnel work in a large 
agency*
2Presont Organization and Functions 
It thus took a major reorganisation and expansion of the auxiliary 
service units of the Bureau —  personnel, budget and fiscal, and ad­
ministrative services —  to give the personnel function divisional status
2Tho material of this section is adapted, in some instances verbatim, 
from official organization charts of the Bureau, from pertinent official 
job statements, working directives, and similar material not ordinarily 
available to tho public, and from interviews and discussions with key 
Bureau personnel*
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in Bureau organization and to expand its responsibilities and facilities 
sufficiently to increase materially th© services available in this field 
to the operating divisions of the Buroau* This modernization of the 
personnel service in the Bureau —  and of the other auxiliary services —  
was accomplished almost ovor-night with the transfer to the Bureau from 
the Production and marketing Administration of a considerable number of 
employees who had been working in similar assignments in that organiza~ 
tion.
Bveo a casual glance at the organization of th© present Personnel 
Division and the specific duties and responsibilities of its component 
sections discloses that th© Bureau is now equipped to furnish service 
to tho operating divisions in any phase of personnel activity* Th© 
division is now organized into an Office of the Head of Division and five 
specialized sections* These include a classification and organization 
sectionj an employment section! a training relations and safety section! 
a procedures and services section! and an investigation section*
The Personnel Division is headed by th© Buroau Personnel Officer*
It is his basic task to develop, direct, and coordinate a complete pro­
gram of personnel administration for tho Bureau* Such a program must 
conform accurately to existing law% rules and regulations and to per­
sonnel policies of the Department, the Agricultural Research Administra­
tion, and the Civil Service Commission# Ho and his staff collaborate 
with and advise the other units of the Bureau on all personnel actions, 
policies, and problems and formulate progressive programs of personnel 
administration, and sound organ!zational planning for the Bureau, In 
this connection, considerable effort is expended on problems of effective 
personnel utilization and management improvement to ensure a full and
a?
effect lire us© of manpower in Bureau work programs* The Personnel Officer 
also lias the responsibility of advising the Chief of Bureau and other 
top administrators on all phases of personnel administration and manage­
ment* it is his responsibility* too, to provide the necessary liaison 
and effective working relationships in this field with the Agricultural 
Research Administration, tho Department Office of Personnel, and th©
Civil Service Coi-mission* On many matters of regular personnel actions 
and procedures he has full authority for members of his division to deal 
directly with their opposite numbers in the Civil Service Commission, 
thus greatly speeding up many personnel actions uncomplicated by unusual 
problems*
The Buroau of Animal Industry has long been committed to th© develop­
ment of an effective and attractive career service* In collaboration 
with Bureau officials and those of the operating divisions, it is the 
responsibility of the Personnel Officer and his principal assistants to 
develop and administer a Bureau-wide career service program* This pro­
gram is designed to increase th© efficiency of operations, make maximum 
use of employees* skills, abilities, and experience, provide for career 
advancement from within, and promote and maintain a high level of em­
ployee morale*
To the classification and organization section of the division falls 
th© task of applying the Federal Government * s uniform position-cl&ssi- 
fication system to all Bureau positions* In this assignment it maintains 
a continuous review of positions in ^asliington and tho field to assure 
their correct allocation and us© and administers th© application of class 
specifications and job standards governing tho allocation of positions 
in th© Bureau* In this connection it also participates in the develop-
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ment of the specifications and standards ovorning the identification 
and classification of positions by grade* classes, and occupational 
groups*
An important pliase of tho work of this section is that of conduct­
ing studies of the organisational framework of Bureau units for the 
purpose of developing improved organisation plans and administrative 
operating methods. Such surveys of organization both in Washington and 
the field are used also to determine organizational and specific position 
requirements in tho various Bureau units. This section also administers 
an inclusive program governing the compensation of personnel occupying 
positions not subject to classification. Tho section maintains liaison 
with th© Department Office of Personnel and the Civil Service Commission 
on classification, wage, and salary administrative activities. It also 
provides a continuous flow of informational and educational material to 
supervisory personnel to increase understanding of the principles, methods, 
and objectives of classification, ih;j advantages and application in better 
personnel management and utilization.
The employment section of the division handles all matters concerned 
with personnel examination, recruitment, solection, placement, appoint­
ment, qualifications, transfer, reinstatement, promotion, separation, 
and similar processes. In this phase of personnel activity it develops 
and puts into operation programs designed to anticipate, supply or ad­
just the personnel requirements of the various Buroau work programs and 
activities. It works out and applies the qualification standards by 
occupational groups needed fox’* effective appointment, promotion, reduc­
tion-in-force, and similar purposes.
This section collaborates in the establishment of Bureau personnel
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policies and in th© development and issuance of policy statements and 
operating instructions for the guidance of other Bureau units. It 
establishes and administers procedures relating to all employment mat­
ters and conducts periodic inspection of practices and methods being 
used in the Bureau to insure conformity with established policy and 
strict adherence to regulations. In addition, this section maintains 
formal liaison with the Department Office of Personnel, the Civil Service 
Commission, and other agencies on all matters concerned with personnel 
recruitment and employment. An important part of its assignment is also 
to provide administrative and technical counsel and assistance to all 
Bureau operating officials on such matters. And, finally, it develops, 
issues, and interprets the policies, regulations, procedures, and in­
structions relative to the personnel aspects of retirement, annual and 
sick leave, hours of duty, and similar matters of direct personnel con­
cern to each employee.
The training, relations, and safety section of the division lias a 
rather wide variety of duties and responsibilities, In th© first place 
it has th© task of planning and conducting training programs throughout 
th© Buroau in cooperation with operating officials. These training pro­
grams are designed to improve the Job performance of professional, tech­
nical, administrative, and supervisory personnel, as well as to enhance 
their opportunity for promotion. It works with operating officials in 
analysing actual operating problems to determine exact training needs 
and conducts th© training programs developed to solve such specific 
operating problems.
In the sphere of employee relations, this section conducts a com­
prehensive program for improving employee-supervisor relationships. For
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oases of dissatisfaction or maladjustment it provides a counseling pro­
gram to effect such employee adjustmats as can be worked out* It plans 
various employee services and conducts welfare and morale-building pro­
jects* It also conducts th© review of formal and informal employee 
grievances and complaints for th© Bureau, counsels with those involved, 
and mediates and directs solutions* It provides the necessary liaison 
with the Department Office of Personnel, other agencies, and employee 
groups on problems in this area of personnel administration*
In the realm of safety, coraponsation, and health, this section handles 
the over-all safety program of the Bureau* It advises Bureau personnel 
at all levels on safety measures, methods and techniques for more effective 
and efficient job performance, the safe operation and maintenance of equip­
ment, and fire prevention* Furthermore, it represents the Buroau with 
other agencies and offices on all matters of compensation of employees 
for occupational illnosses and injuries. It establishes first aid pro­
cedures and requirements for the Buroau and keeps all units informed and 
reminded of these* One of its primary duties is that of conducting peri­
odic surveys and inspections of all Bureau units, both in Washington and 
the field, for any sign of work Irnaard, fire hazard, or carelessness in 
operational procedures of danger to employees*
It is tills unit of th© Personnel Division that coordinates for the 
Buroau the admini strati on of the Civil Service efficiency rating system, 
serving as advisor to officials and employees alike on matters relating 
to efficiency ratings* In this assigrpaont it furnishes tho secretary of 
th© Bureau Efficiency Sating Soview Committee and represents th© Bureau 
before the Department Efficiency Rating Board of Review* It also collab­
orates in tho administration of tho employee suggestions and honor award
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programs of the Department, projects designed to develop employee in­
centives and morale.
It is tho task of the procedures and services section to review and 
analyse policy and procedural requirements of the Bureau in the personnel 
field and their conformance with Department Office of Personnel and Civil 
Service Commission requirements to determine the nature and degree of 
change needed in Bureau internal opo rat ions and work-flow. This section 
develops or collaborates in developing over-all and specific personnel 
procedures needed to raeot program, policy, legal, and other requirements * 
In this task it coordinates th© development and issuance of Personnel 
Division procedures for th© information and guidance of all Bureau units. 
It is here that tho permanent personnel and classification records and 
files on all Bureau employees are maintained, from which tho section com­
piles personnel statistics and regular and special personnel reports re­
quired by tls© Bureau, the Research Administration, the Department Office 
of Personnel, and th© Civil Service Commission. It provides the necessary 
liaison with those and other Government agencies on such matters. This 
section also takes care of tho maintenance requirements of th© Personnel 
Division. It handles th© requests for supplies, equipment, printing and 
duplicating services, office facilities, repair, maintenance, and other 
services.
VJhen Bureau employees got out of line in matters of conduct, as 
occasionally happens, it is the Personnel Division's investigations sec­
tion that takes over th© cases. This section conducts any necessary 
investigations of alleged misconduct of employees, fiscal irregularities, 
theft, misuse of Government-owned property, bribery, embesslement, race 
discrimination, and any other alleged violation of applicable Federal
statutes or of Department rules and regulations. It reviews the reports 
of field investigations and of disciplinary actions taken under delegated 
authority by field offices. This unit determines appropriate disciplinary 
penalties to be imposed under delegated authority and prepares review 
reports and recommendations for the signature of tho Chief of Bureau to 
the Director of Personnel on disciplinary actions requiring prior approval 
of that official. So that field offices may have accurate procedures by 
which to conduct field investigations under delegated authority, the sec­
tion formulates policies, standards, and procedures for their guidance to 
insure tho proper conduct of such investigations and th© just imposition 
of disciplinary penalties, This section also conducts any investigations 
needed to verify the qualifications and determine the suitability of 
prospective and new employees of th© Bureau, especially of those who will 
regularly have- access to confidential information or will handle largo 
sums of money to insure adequate protection of th© Bureau*s interests* 
Through the Bureau investigations officer, this unit maintains ef­
fective liaison with Bureau administrators, division heads, the Office 
of tho Solicitor, tho Department Division of Investigations, fair em­
ployment officers, and other officials and agencies of the Department, 
as with investigation units of other Federal agencies on all matters of 
investigation and misconduct. Furthermore, the investigations officer 
may be called upon to assist prosecuting officials in tho preparation 
of oases of legal action for trial and to appear before Federal grand 
juries and at court trials to testify when required.
Comparison of Past and Present Personnel Operations 
As can be seen from the detailed statement of Bureau personnel duties 
and functions presented above, the p r o  s e n t  Bureau Personnel Division is
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a far cry from the activities of this function in the Bureau oven as 
recently as four years ago# Theoretically, at loast, almost every 
conceivable phase of personnel activity is provided for in the present 
organisation, evidence that Bureau administrators recognise the poten­
tial usefulness of a strong, effective personnel service to the smooth 
and effective adbministration of the line divisions and their highly 
specialised programs. The material change and expansion of the person­
nel function which las taken place within the past four years is worthy 
of closer examination*
5As of July 1, 1926, Powell listed the entire staff of the Bureau 
Office of Personnel as consisting of one administrative assistant, a 
principal clerk, a ciork, five assistant clerks, a junior clerk, and a 
junior messenger. Tfith a staff of this si so and grad© it is obvious that 
only the most routine of personnel services could possibly be provided 
and that considerable assistance in personnel matters would, of necessity, 
have to come from the operating divisions, a condition which lias prevailed 
through most of the Bureau* s history. On July 1, 1940, with a total 
Bureau enrollment of 6,003 employees, the number of workers assigned di­
rectly to personnel work, including clerical service, totalled but 15 
employees* The section still was headed by an administrative assistant 
with but two assistants of sufficient grade and experience actually to 
perform more than perfunctory routine personnel functions. Since the 
establishment of the Personnel Division, the number of employees engaged 
in personnel duties has increased. On July 1, 1949, with a total .Bureau
3Fred Wilbur Powell, The Bureau of Animal Industry: It * s History,
■riimb »■' it illi irfc iin mhv. mkuwft «,wjrw? -ut miI'p m'MiT i 111 ■ ........  *■■■“  yl rActivities, and Organ!gation, So r vice Ilonographs of the United States 
Government Ho* 41, Brookings Institute for Government Research, Tlie 
Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, 1927, p* 41.
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enrollment of 7,789 employees, a total of 49 were assigned to til© work 
of this division#
Hot only lias there been a change in the size of the personnel unit 
of the bureau, but an even more si gulfleant change lias taken place in the 
qualifications, training, and grad© of the personnel assigned to the key 
personnel positions to more nearly meet the needs of Bureau organization 
and operation for such services. As is evident from the review of th© 
division’s duties and responsibilities, a high degree of specialization 
has been introduced, requiring key personnel not only considerably ex­
perienced in those types of personnel work, but with a considerable de­
gree of professional education and training in the field as well.
In the past, thoro was a considerable lack of precision In th© se­
lect ion of employees for personnel work in the Bureau. A high dogroo of 
ability to get along with other people and some aptitude for administra­
tive work were considered th© most basic qualifications for such assign­
ments. Bureau workers in this field become proficient in the conduct of 
their duties mainly through the accumulation of experience over long peri­
ods of tins©* At th© present time, with a more precise need for special­
ists in employment, classification, training, employee relations and 
similar phases of the personnel function, at grade levels fully compar­
able to those of other professional fields of th© Bureau’s work, person­
nel work in th© Bureau is attracting employees with at least some, and 
in many cases considerable, basic educational background and training. 
Instead of assigning th© duties to clerks with no particular training 
for such work, key positions in tho division are now filled by employment 
specialists, classification specialists, employe© relations specialists, 
investigations specialists and the like.
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From the evidence available, it would appear that the working re­
lationship of the Personnel Division to the sub joct-raattor operating di­
visions of the Bureau lias been and continues to he close, intimate, and, 
in th© main, very helpful. Thor© appears to be a considerable degree of 
harmony in th© working arrangements and contacts in this field between 
th© division and the units it is designed to assist with personnel prob­
lem® of any nature• Specialists of the division are constantly being 
called upon for service, advice, and guidance in personnel matters by 
those in charge of the operating divisions. Specialists who can keep 
up with the constant and voluminous flow of changes in law, regulations, 
and directives relating to Federal personnel havo proven to bo of material 
assistance in this field to the busy administrator already immersed in 
the subject-matter problems of M s  own projects and programs.
The improvement in personnel procedures which is gradually being
effected in personnel circles is doing much to increase the efficiency
of lino operations. To cite but one example, the inauguration of Standard 
4Form 52 for uso of the lino divisions in recommending personnel actions 
of all typos to th© Personnel Division has materially roducod the amount 
of paper work formerly involved in personnel procedures* This form, 
which has amply proven its worth in tho past few years, can be quickly 
filled in to indicate any type of personnel action desired (except 'that 
of periodic salary promotions, which is handled separately by the Person­
nel Division and is not a responsibility of tho operating, division), in­
cluding name, proposed gr&do and service, effective date of appointment, 
changes in status of present employees, and a statement of the proposed
4Standard Form 52, ’’Request for Personnel Action”, Federal Personnel 
llanual, Chapter SI*
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duties of the incumbent, upon which employment and classification experts 
can pass quickly to check the validity of th© whole proposal* Such a 
material reduction in the amount of paper work involved in the largo num­
ber of personnel actions constantly talcing place increases efficiency of 
operations in both the originating unit and the Personnel Division* Fur­
thermore, tli© standardisation of routine personnel procedures, with which 
a line operator can become and stay familiar, is apparently having this 
same beneficial effect*
It should not be inferred, however, that tho lino operator is thereby 
entirely freed of personnel considerations and problems* Any director of 
an active program will constantly be up to his ears in such problems in 
his own organisation. From experience and training, he knows and is re­
sponsible for the work to be done, its relationship with other positions 
on his staff, and the money available to cover it, so that the first pro­
posal of duties, grade, and classification aro in his hands and, within 
broad limits, his is the final acceptance of the action taken* A direct 
and close wozking relationship with the personnel specialists is thus 
essential to work out any differences in ©valuation of th© action pro­
posed. There is ample evidonco that this condition prevails between th© 
Personnel Division and the operating divisions in the Bureau.
Flow Of Personnel Material to bine Divisions 
In addition to this type of direct contact between tho Personnel 
Division and the lino divisions of the Bureau, and, of course, tho con­
stant interchange of memoranda and calls on specific problems, person­
nel information highly usoful to the lino operators at tho divisional 
level reaches them mainly in two forms* the Administrative Regulations 
of tho Department of Agriculture (compiled principally by the Dopart-
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memt Office of Personnel) and Bureau Circular Letters.
The vast differences between the handling and adtainistration of 
governmental personnel and those in private employment are too obvious 
to require more than passing mention here* fithin. broad, limits of 
decent human relationships and the requirements of his operations, the 
private employer works oub his o n  personnel rules and rcgulationc to 
fit his specific needs. In government service these are spelled out 
in minute detail by law, directives. Civil Service rules and regula­
tions, and Department procedures, within which rigid framework the 
governmental executive administers his personnel activities or is in 
isijiediat© trouble. To complicate matters, tho rules of tho game never 
remain quit© the sane, but are constantly being revised and amended, 
sometimes almost from day to day. Personnel rules, regulations, and 
procedures currently in effect at any one time are compiled in tho Do-
spartment of Agriculture *s regulations. Th© personnel section of the 
regulations is a formidable volume of 2,545 pages at this writing and 
about half the size of tho old-fashioned family Bible, These are made 
available to all responsible operating officials at 7?a«hingtoa head­
quarters and a somewhat smaller, abridged edition is placed in tbs 
hands of every field station director for his guidance, And, like the 
family Bible, these volumes should, if they seldom, do in tho course 
of the crowded days, merit daily reading as a guide to every-day per-
5Administrative Regulations, United States Department of Agri- 
culture: iitlo 8 , Personnel Adiainistratt on Regulations, m t h  amona- 
aonts, Government Printing Office,' T^^iington/'"tfiSS1 SO, 194V.
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8s0212101 matters in tho operating agencies.
The Bureau Personnel Division, as has been seen, participates in the 
preparation of material for tho Regulations as it affects the Bureau and 
directs the distribution of tho numerous amendments as they appear to 
keep the regulation books of responsible operating officials up to date* 
Bureau Circular Letters are also used to notify operating officials of 
important developments or changes in personnel policies and procedures 
or to call direct attention to some item of particularly timely signif­
icance. Such letters are prepared in th© division and ar© usually signed 
by the Assistant Chief of Bureau in charge of Administration, but may be 
and frequently ar© signed by th© Chief of Bureau himself. In addition, 
periodic Circular Letter Index-Outlines are issued to operating officials 
as a check list of circular letters of instruction currently in force. 
Brief announcements on personnel matters are also published from time to 
time in th© Bureau*s Monthly Service and Regulatory Announcements, a pub­
lication going to all Bureau units in Washington and the field.
Relationships with Department Personnel and Civil Service Commission 
'We have seen that th© Personnel Division has a very close working 
r© 1 ationship with the operating divisions of tho Bureau, not only in ac-
A glance at a few of the 70 separate chapter headings of the Regu­
lations will indicate the corapr©hensiv© coverage on personnel matters 
attempted through this means. Beginning with Chapter I, "Policy" and 
ending with Chapter 70, “Miscellaneous”, chapters are devoted to such 
subjects as “Relations Between Department of Agriculture and the Civil 
Service Commission", "Organization Review", "Position Classification", 
"instructions to Employment Officers for Effecting Personnel Actions", 
"Promotions, Reassignment©, and Transfers", "Reemployment Rights", 
"Leave", "Retirement", "Orientation Training", "Veterans* Training", 
"Snployee Organizations and Activities", "Personnel Relations Appeals 
Procedure", "Safety", "Conduct of Employees", "Investigations", and 
"Disciplinary Actions", to mention but a few.
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tually furnishing th© persona©! services necessary to th© orderly con­
duct of thoir work, but also in an advisory capacity on th© multitude 
of* personnel problems constantly arising in the course of daily opera­
tions* Yfe have seen also that there is considerable informality about 
these working relationships, that a great many of the contacts arc per­
sonal and direct, by conference or telephone call*
Likend.so, th© Personnel Division maintains constant and to a con­
siderable degree informal and direct liaison with the Department Office 
of Personnel and the Civil Service Consulssion on all personnel matters 
of concern to the Bureau. As we havo seen, specialists heading the 
various subject-matter sections of the division have a direct authority 
and responsibility for maintaining close, effective working relation­
ships with their opposite numbers in the Department Office of Personnel 
and the Civil Service Commission, a situation which tends to speed the 
clearance of personnel questions and action and makes for a high degree 
of professional stature and morale in personnel circles at the Bureau 
level. The maintenance of such close and generally cordial working re­
lationships with top levels of authority in personnel matters assures 
the Bureau of full and active participation in any activities in this 
field touching its interests and a close awareness of changing trends 
in policy and regulation, advantages which cannot help bub be reflected 
back to the welfare of all component units of the Bureau.
Bureau personnel policies, actions, and procedures must of necessity 
conform fully to those of the Department Office of Personnel and the 
Civil Service Commission and are subject to review and control at both 
higher levels of authority. Appointments beyond grade GS-9, for ex­
ample, must have prior approval of both higher agencies and rigid per-
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sonnel callings ar© imposed upon Washington employment* It is th© re­
sponsibility of the Bureau Personnel Division to keep fully informed of 
all matters requiring formal clearance with the Department Office of 
Personnel and the Civil Service Commission and to see to it that such 
matters are officially cleared before being put into effect.
Special Services to Operating Programs 
In the very few yoars of its existence as a division, the Personnel 
Division has already been called upon to render services of an emergency 
nature for the operating agencies of the Bureau. These well illustrate 
the usefulness of such a unit to action programs in th© Bureau’s diver­
sified work load*
The outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease in liexico and the Bureau’s 
immediate participation with the Ibxican-United States Poot-and-llouth 
Commission in tho emergency program inaugurated to keep the disease out 
of this country is a case in point* The Personnel Division was imme­
diately confronted with the task of recruiting and appointing for duty in 
Ljoxico the qualified veterinarians and their assistants in various oc­
cupational categories, already in short supply in this country, needed 
immediately to got the control program into action, The problem involved 
not only locating veterinarians already in Bureau service who could bo 
transferred to Mexico in th© emergency, but the recruitment and appoint­
ment of hundreds of suitably qualified veterinarians in private practice 
and others just completing their veterinary education. Tho task involved 
in staffing this program was further complicated by tho requirement that 
a large majority of the employees recruited had to possess somo famil­
iarity with the Spanish language, and by numerous details of processing
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Involved in sending employees to a foreign country, such as obtaining 
passports, inoculations against diseases, arrangements for transporta­
tion to foroign posts, and other complicating ...actors. That the control 
program w s  activated without undue delay is evidence of the effective 
handling of the personnel aspects of the problem by the Personnel Di­
vision, an emergency service of material assistance not only to the 
Commission but also to all of the operating divisions of the Bureau con­
cerned with the fight against the Mexican foot-and-mouth outbreak.
Of not quit© so stringent a nature, but none the less important to 
a Bureau program and of an extensive and hurried nature, was th© service 
rendered to the Animal Husbandry Division three years ago —  and to a 
considerable extent repeated in all its difficult aspects annually sine© 
that time. This was the expeditious appointment of numerous state per­
sonnel as cooperative agents of the Bureau for work in th© Animal Hus­
bandry Division’s extensive cooperative projects on beef oattl© and 
poultry improvement under the Research and Marketing Act. Since practi­
cally all of the Bureau’s funds for this work wore ear-marked for assist­
ing the state experiment stations to obtain and maintain qualified personnel 
for th© work at their stations, the success of the Bureau’s participation 
depended to a considerable degree upon effecting th© necessary appoint­
ments quickly and correctly as to such details as effective appointment 
date, proportion of salary to bo paid from Bureau funds and from state 
funds, length of appointment, and similar details. This task has boon 
handled by the Personnel Division to tho satisfaction of all concern©d*
As human affairs go, it can reasonably be expected that similar 
emergencies of one kind or another mil arise from time to time in th© 
future. It augurs well for the success of th© Bureau’s programs that
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the Personnel Division !ms already proven itself capable under stress 
of mooting such emergencies in tho manner in which it lias disposed of 
those which have already arisen#
Perscornel Division Program. Developments 
Since from the nature of its work a major part of tho Bureau’s need 
for professional employees falls in the veterinary field, it is not sur­
prising that the major training and recruitment programs thus far at­
tempted by the Personnel Division should apply to veterinarians• A 
considerable part of the professional staff of the Bureau has to be re­
cruited from graduates of the accredited veterinary colleges of tho 
country* In recent years there have not been enough graduates —  partic­
ularly with the foot-and-mouth campaign in full swing —  to supply the 
Bureau’s requirements and the additional demands for private practi­
tioners* This has hampered some of the work of the Bureau, notably th© 
control and eradication of animal diseases and Federal meat inspection*
To attract competent veterinarians to Bureau service, the Personnel 
Division in October 1943 compiled and published an attractively illus­
trated bulletin outlining in detail the opportunities offered young
7veterinarians for a career in Bureau work. This publication contains 
a brief history of the Bureau, the scope of its activities and its or­
ganisation into various lines of work, and a list of specific Bureau 
accomplishments in this professional field* It outlines the individual 
opportunities for a career sorvico for veterinarians, including salary 
and promotion, employment tenure, hours of duty, leave benefits, compon-
7 „Career Opportunities for Graduate Veterinarians in tho Bureau 
of Animal Industry”, LEsc* Pub. 671, Government Printing Office, 
Washington, October, 1948, 18 pp.
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sation and nodical bon©£its for service-connected illnesses and injuries, 
retirement opportunities, and the summer employment of veterinary stu­
dents* This bulletin is distributed by the division to all student 
veterinarians through contact representatives maintained by tho Bureau 
with all of tho accredited veterinary colleges in the United States*
As a further step in tho direction of broader training programs 
and as a moans of stimulating and maintaining a constant supply of 
thoroughly qualified graduate veterinarians for its work, the Bureau 
last year instituted a program for tho summer employment of students of 
accredited veterinary colleges as Veterinarian (Trainee) on a probation­
ary status leading to full civil service employment opportunities upon 
graduation* Such trainee appointments for summer work aro made on the 
basis of assembled civil service examinations. They aro at tho grade 
level of GS-4 for those students who have completed three years of 
collegiate training in veterinary medicine, including one year of pro- 
veterinary medicine (in other words sophomores of veterinary colleges) 
and GS-5 for those with four years of such training, one of which may 
be pre-voterinary work (juniors)* If their probationary performance in 
thoir summer assignments on active duty proves satisfactory, this is 
tho last competitive examination they have to pass, and satisfactory 
trainees can bo appointed directly to permanent civil service status at 
tho G£-7 or first full professional lovol upon graduation from veter­
inary college* The orogram is oroving effective from the Bureau stand- 
point in lining up for Bureau service a substantial group of well trained 
young veterinarians already familiar to some extent with Bureau opera­
tions and requirements. It is also proving attractive to many student 
veterinarians in solving while in college the important consideration
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of a job aftor graduation.
Another extensive Bureau training program “was inaugurated last year, 
according to W0 A. DeVaugha, Bureau Personnel Officer. This was tho super­
visory training program designed to give supervisors at all levels a 
bettor understanding and appreciation of th© basic principles of effect in© 
supervision of employees and a knowledge of how to avoid tbs building up 
of problems in this area* Training conferences of two and one-half days 
duration wore conducted jointly by tho Bureau training officer of the Per­
sonnel Division and the assistant head of tho Us at Ins poet ion Division 
with supervisory personnel of that division at 15 different localities in 
the country. Sessions were devoted to discussion of the recognised prin­
ciples of effective supervision, to tho characteristics of good and poor 
supervision, to the application of supervisory principles to daily opera­
tions, to a discussion of special supervisory problems such as th© hand­
ling of grievances and the pr hlora worker, and to consideration and 
analysis of specific personnel problems of the supervisors participating 
in the training conference. An equal amount of time was spent on dis­
cussion of technical problems involved in administering the Meat Inspec­
tion program, so that the conferences covered both technical subject- 
matter and personnel problems. DeVaughn states that the response to 
the training program was excellent and that plans are under way for
sextending it to other unites of tho Bureau.
In further program developments, an oxbensive study of the organi­
sation of the various Bureau units and examination of tho classification 
of ©very position, both In Washington and in the field, was undertaken
8Personal interview with the writer, April 13, 1950.
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about two years ago and lias made appreciable progress. Th© task in­
volves numerous complications of precedent* previous patterns or opera­
tions and procedures* fund and staff limitations, long;-established 
policies and similar considerations that require objective and under­
standing handling to be fruitful. A majority of the Washington posi­
tions have been reviewed. At the request of the new head of th© Animal 
Husbandry Division a complete study of the organization of that division* 
which is located at Boltsvillo, lid., was made in 1948 and ©very position 
in the division examined as to classification and organizational relation­
ship. This study resulted in the elimination of on© subject-mattor sec­
tion, the division of another large section into two more precise smaller 
subject-matter sections, the up-grading of a number of positions and the 
down-grading of several found to be improperly classified. This exam­
ination of both structure and individual position is currently proceed­
ing with other units of the Bureau.
An ©xtonsivc study of th© personnel records #aich have been main­
tained for years in the Bureau has also boon mad© in the past two years. 
This study lias resulted in the elimination of a number of personnel 
records found to be obsolete or unnecessary, such as th© narrative 
chronology of personnel actions and a chronological record of all 
correspondence! referring to th© individual employee, and the entire 
system of personnel records has been modernized and simplified.
Some Problem Areas
Several of th© more pressing problem areas in the use of the porsan­
no 1 function in th© Bureau of Animal Industry should be noted. One of 
those is the matter of providing th© broadest possible career opportuni­
ties across Bureau organizational linos for employees of outstanding
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abilities, experience, and accomplishments and in so <■'. ing of identify­
ing tho personnel eventually qualified to fill key positions and replace 
top administrators, i’ho objective identification of outstanding talent 
and potentialities is a serious problem. This is a relatively unex­
plored field in Bureau T>roeodures and operations and thore lias been a 
deepening concern over th© need for an effective career program that will 
utilise in the most efficient manner possible the potential capabilities 
of staff already available in tho organisation or which can and should be 
developed among Bureau personnel.
The problem is intensified by the need for developing replacements 
for an unusually largo number of retirements, many of top officials, which, 
will occur in th© next few years. There is a real need to develop and 
us© the best techniques available in selecting incumbents for supervisory 
positions. It is felt that a program should bo worked out to provide 
adequate facilities for assuring that all qualified employees are fully 
considered for promotion from within as vacancies occur and that final 
selection is mado of those who are best qualified for tho position to 
be filled. It is also considered essential that all employees be made 
fully familiar with the objectives and procedures for such a career 
program.
Two aspects of th© problem of establishing such a broadly organised 
career program have proven troublesome to Bureau personnel specialists 
mid operating officials alike. One of these is tho need for the develop­
ment of an adequate method for reporting to the Bureau by the operating 
agencies of cases of outstanding ©aployoos for special consideration in 
their development and advancement, including possible promotion and 
transfer to other units of tho Bureau. The other is the validity of
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actual testing; by the examination technique of such employees, as an 
integral part of the selection process for certain supervisory positions* 
Tills technique is relatively new in government and only slightly older 
in industry, although apparently being increasingly used in the past few 
years by some of the larger companies in industry in th© selection of 
key personnel* Neither of these problems would appear to bo ontiroly 
insurmountable •
Despite the fact tlmt such problems have not yet been fully worked
out, a career development program has just been announced for tho Bureau
9and is being put into operation at once* For th© present, the competi­
tive areas for promotion ar© being confined to the positions of Imported 
Animal By-Products Inspector, all grades; Livestock Inspector, all grades; 
Meat Inspector, Grad© GS-0 and below; Virus-Soruia Inspector, all grades; 
Veterinary Livestock Inspector, Grade GS-9 and bo low; Veterinary ,v »at 
Inspector, Grade GS-9 and below, and Veterinary Virus—Serum Inspector, 
Grade GS-9 and below, on a station-wide basis, and Heat Inspector, Grade 
GS-9 and above; Veterinary Livestock Inspector, Grad© GS-11 and above; 
Veterinary las at Inspector, Grad© GS-11 and above, and Veterinary Virus- 
Serum Inspector, Grad© GS-11 and above on a nation-wide basis. Hire© new 
personnel data sheets have been developed for use in the program, two of 
these, a ’’Supplemental Qualification Form” and a ’Career Service Place­
ment Form” to bo completed by tho employee and the third, a ’’Career 
Service ^Valuation Form” by his supervisor, endorsed by th© official in 
charge of th© station* It is expected that the use of th© examination 
toclmique as a factor in the selection of promising personnel for pro-
9Bureau Circular Letter No, 413.1, Career Servico Program”, oimco., 
April 3, 1950*
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motion will bo tried out on a test basis in one area of Bureau opera­
tions to determine its effectiveness under actual operating conditions 
before being applied generally in the Bureau#
Because of the large numbers involved on the ono category, the 
problem of training and recruitment of veterinarians offers sufficient 
scope for the organization and application of adequate training and re­
cruitment programs for such professionals# Conversely, in many of the 
other specialised fields of endeavor the number of employ©os needed in 
any on© professional category is so small as to make the application of 
an organized recruitment program extremely difficult, if not impossible. 
Th© needs for specialized talents for research positions further compli­
cate the picture* Thus recruitment for the research divisions becomes 
a challenging problem and one not yet entirely solved#
One further problem area in the Personnel Division itsoIf is that 
of keeping personnel activities fully geared to the needs of the Bureau 
and its operating divisions without becoming so enamoured with tho in­
triguing facets of its own xerograms as to fall into the fatal mistake of 
attempting to make them ends in themselves, rather than effective aids 
to the operating divisions# Only on th© basis of its intrinsic worth and 
value to the furtherance of Bureau operations does any personnel program 
Justify its existence# ho £>®rsannel activity, no matter how worthy or 
interesting it may b© in th© abstract, can bo justified except on th© 
basis of its utilitarian value in ono way or another to Bureau operations*
Some Internal Problems of the Personnel Division 
It is not to bo supposed that all of tho specialized functions of 
the Bureau’s Personnel Division as outlined above have arisen full-blown 
into effective action with the establishment and organisation of th©
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division as it is now constituted. It should be remembered that the 
division, as such, is scarcely four years old and, in comparison with 
most other units of tho Bureau, hardly safely out of its "shake-down, 
cruise”, It should also be remembered that the establishment of the 
fimctional r©sponoibilities of the division in such minute detail re­
flects an entirely new approach to personnel operations and management 
in the Bureau* Host effective administration of the personnel function 
will undoubtedly talc© tine and a fuller understanding and appreciation 
on the part both of th© division itself and that of the operating di­
visions of the potential usefulness and value to the orderly and effec­
tive administration of the line units of th© Bureau of the personnel 
specialization now available*
Sine© the division’s functional responsibilities represent a ma­
terial addition and expansion of services to meet practical or theo­
retical needs, Bureau personnel officials are frank to admit that their 
effective administration will necessitate the development of many in­
novations in the form of changes in policy, administrative procedures, 
and methods as well as in operating practices, still to be worked out. 
Thus, as one rosponsible official puts it, in planning the personnel 
program, it will be necessary to male© further careful and thorough 
studies to determine th© noods of tho various divisions and their field 
stations and to approach the problem of meeting those needs in such a 
manner as will gain complete acceptance and cooperation by responsible 
operating officials, Then, too, most of the key personnel of the di­
vision have boon recruited from other agencies and have had to undergo 
a period of orientation in th© program©, policies, operating practices, 
end noods of th© Bureau of Animal Industry before being fully qualified.
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to apply themselves to tho important tasks of* planning and developing 
programs of -work in their respective fields applicable to Bureau problems 
and needs.
Responsible officials of the Personnel Division feel that the person­
nel program required for the Bureau is fully as extensive and complicated 
at the Bureau level as is th© program of the Office of Personnel at the 
Department level, and there is considoratio evidence to support such a 
contention. It is their conviction that no other Bureau in the Depart­
ment lias moro complex and oxaeting responsibilities in classification, 
employment, employee relations, training, safety, disciplinary, and pro­
cedural phases of their personnel programs than does this Bureau*
Frequent and far-reaching changes in legislation, regulations, poli­
cies, and procedures governing governmental personnel administration, 
dating from tho inception of the national emergency and continuing to the 
present, have placed upon the division tho heavy responsibility of keep­
ing abreast of such changes and the operating divisions fully informed 
upon thorn.
The establishment of an employeo-relations program marks the be­
ginning of activity in a phase of personnel management as yet largely 
unexplored in tho Bureau. The development and successful conduct of 
such a program m i l  require not only the best efforts of the Personnel 
Division but a high degree of acceptanco and enthusiastic support from 
line official®, something that m i l  undoubtedly have to be won by tho 
real worth and merit of any program proposed. Such a program m i l  need 
to be carefully worked out and its usefulness to main Bureau objectives 
readily apparent to win such support very readily, it is believed.
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Importance in Bureau Administration
Careful examination reveals that the personnel function plays an 
integral and highly important part in the administration of the Bureau 
of Animal Industry* As is often the case, tho Personnel Officer and 
his principal assistants perform a considerable amount of staff service 
of advice, planning and coordination of personnel matters to the Chief 
of Bureau, his principal assistants and the heads of the various oper­
ating agencies* In th© main, however, the division performs the nec­
essary auxiliary functions of recruitment, employment, placement, 
position classification, discipline, and similar services* The di­
vision plays an important and intimate role in the personnel problems 
and operations of th© lino divisions and th© working relationship be­
tween tho personnel specialists and responsible line operating officials 
of the subjoot-matter divisions of th© Bureau ar© direct, intimate, and, 
in general, harmonious*
CHAPTER VI
THE BUDGETARY FUBCTIGI 
Probably no instrument of administrative planning and operation lias 
received more minute attention at top levels of authority in governmental 
organizations in recent years than has tho budgetary function. This is 
an understaacta.blo situation when we consider that the budget is the very- 
life blood of an agency’s operations and that, stemming from the develop­
ment of the Bureau of the Budget, it 1ms become increasingly authoritative 
in governmental procedures* Without tho necessary financial resources for 
tho job at hand, tho administrator’s effective accomplishment of assigned 
responsibilities and duties is rendered impossible at the very outset, 
furthermore, careful budgetary planning and justification has been rendered 
even more urgent in recent years bocauso of tho huge growth of tho Federal 
government’s financial coim'aitmeuts as a result of depression, a second 
World bar, end changing concepts of the role of tho government in the di­
rect welfare of its citizens, factors which have tremendously increased 
the competition between various needs and the various areas of govern­
mental endeavor for a sufficient working share of available funds*
In the administration of the Budget; and Accounting Act of 1321 "* over 
th© past 23 years, and particularly in that of th© Bureau of tho Budget 
under Director Harold D* Smith after th© transfer of the Bureau of th©
2Budget from the Treasury to the Hxocutive Office of the President in 1939 , 
the budgeting function lias been highly developed in the Federal government.
142 Stat, h* 20,
2Executive Order 8249 and Reorganization Act of 1333 (53 Stat. 561).
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It has come to be generally recognised by administrators as a highly 
effective tool of efficient management of the various governmental es­
tablishments * Budgeting, in fact, lias come a long way from the mere 
assembling of sots of figures to that of a realistic interpretation of 
those figures in terms of goals and objectives and personnel assigned 
the task of reaching them As Secklor-Ixudson has pointed out
Manageraent is primarily concerned with th© mobilisation of 
resources and their application toward the achievement of 
known goals* ' Budgeting, as an integral part of management, 
is concerned with the balancing of needs of a given group 
or groups, weighed one against th© other, making choices, 
allocating equitably portions of available resources to the 
chosen noods, and particularly controlling the execution of 
tho group activities and programs* In a very real sense, 
budgeting like organisation and management becomes largely 
a matter of division and synthesis, or of specialisation 
and coordination, Ilore and more it is being developed as 
a major instrument of planning and management*
Stone, too, puts the basic concept of federal budgeting in tho sane
terns, when he states
The Federal budget is considered increasingly as a work 
program expressed in financial terms rather than, merely 
th© arithmetical result of sharp bargaining*4*
V/riting on th© basic philosophy of budgeting, ISgtnvel defines public 
budgeting as
A plan expressing in. nanoy ton m  for a definite time period 
the operating program of a government and tho means of its 
financing* It is the general purpose of the process by
Gatheryn Soeklor-Kudsoa, "Some Problems Concerning the Budget as an 
Instrument of Planning and taiiage-ment" in Budgeting; An Instrument of 
Planning and Ijamgement, Unit IV,, Tho Relationship of Bucfeoting' to
Planning and I&nagonoirb, I’liimo,, Preparm! and Mited^by Cathoryn Seckler-
Hudson, The American University, v/ashington, 1945, p, 6 *
4Donald C, Ston©, "Federal Administrative management 1932-1942", 
in Budgetings An Instrument of Planning and l&magenenb, Unit IF, p, 12*
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■which such a plan is developed* proposed, adjusted and 
adopted, and finally executed to see that as a result of 
a governments activities, the material well-being of th© 
public it servos is maximized.^
As tho importance of budget formulation and administration lias grown 
in Federal planning and management in recent years, broad principles of 
budgeting have come to b© generally accepted as basic to tho effective 
application of the budgetary process to present day governmental needs# 
V-hile differing at times in details, leading authorities in this field 
show considerable agreement regarding the factors involved in effective 
budget formulation and administration* It is not a part of this study 
to examine those basic principles in minute detail# As an aid to the 
clear understanding of tho budgetary process as practiced in tho Bureau 
of Animal Industry, however, it should per Imps be noted briefly that tho 
specific principles of budgeting include such factors as equilibrium, 
coraprohenBivonoss, unity, clarity, periodicity, publicity and, in author­
ising, executing, and controlling the fiscal plan, such factors as ex­
ecutive initiation, accuracy, prior authorization, specification, and
6legislative audit*
_ Il>i I'M* — I— — ( M l
5Alien B* IJanvol, Th© Philosophy and Essentials of Budgeting’* in 
Budgeting;s An Instrument of Planning and Management, Unit I* The Bvolu- 
tlon of the Budgetary Concept in the $*e3eraT" Gororrcaent, Rimeo#, Prepared 
and Edited by Gatheryn Soclcler̂ lfudson, The American llnivorsity, 'Washington,
1945, p* 58.
6For a detailed discussion of these principles, b o ©  Barold D* Smith, 
’’The Budget as an Instrument of Legislative Control and Exocutive Manage­
ment” in Budgeting t An Instrument of Planning and Ijanagomcat, Unit IV.
i il i 111 ’ l lU.Wifii W..I1I'1 .tim.rTwVWWif * P'WT̂ IT M' '™*   -• -  j-- rwThe Relationship of Budgeting to Planning and Mamgemont, p p .  90-100, and 
other pertinent papers in this series of authoritative articles on budget­
ing; also, Harold D# Smith, The Management of Your G-ovormaexit, HcGraw- 
1:1 11 Book Co#, Inc., Bow York, 1915*
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Speaking of tho budget in its intimate relationship to the work 
program of the chief exeoutiv©, a relationship that holds good between, 
tho adraini s t rat or and his work program at any lower level of administra­
tive endeavor in the Federal hierarchy, Smith states
fhe budget, as recommended, rofloots tho program of tho chief 
executive* hhon cmotod it becomes the work program of the 
government, reflecting all government responsibilities and 
activities in their political, economic, and social aspects*
Budget formulation, therefore, must bo geared closely and di­
rectly to tlia formulation of the chief executive *s program as 
a whole* Budgeting and programming are the two sides of the 
same coin; both must be under the direct supervision of the 
chief executive. This holds true for all government, Federal,
State, local.
In lino with these concepts, then, the Federal budgetary process and 
the re suit ant annual budget has more and more com© to b© looked upon as 
a coordinated record of the past activities of government, an inventory 
of tho present activities currently in progress, and a plan for tho future* 
A properly formulated budget or work plan is not considered today an end 
in itself, however desirable from that standpoint, but as a vary effective 
moans of improving tho- whole administrative organisation of tho Federal 
government. It is a moans of encouraging economy; of helping to fix the 
responsibility for waste and extravagancei of eliminating the direct 
and piocomoal consideration of the budgetary requests of individual seg­
ments of government* It furnishes a moans for the continuous study of 
the organ!zation, activities, objectives, obligations, staffing methods 
of procedure, and offoctiwness of government agencies* It has, indeed, 
become an effective instrument of planning and management readily avail­
able to tho administrator of ©very unit of government.
7Harold D. Smith, Mfh© Budget as an Instrument of legislative Control 
and X&ecubive Zfenogenent,” in Budgeting s An Instrument of Planning and 
S3aaaaeoent, Unit IT, p. 95.
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Brief History of Tho Bureau Budget Function 
Despite the iiaportcmce of the azxrmal appropriation to the contin­
uity of -work in a Federal organisation and tho need for gaining sufficient 
financial support each year for tho work programs contemplated or under 
way, until very recent times tho Bureau of Animal Industry contained no
highly specialised budget unit charged with th© specific responsibility
8of this type of administrative function* T/ritiag in 1924* Houck makes
no mention of a budget unit in the Bureau* Only by inference does
Powell, throe years lator, give a clue to tho location of this activity
in tho Office of the Chief of Bureau when he says
The Office of the Chief includes an Administrative Officer* 
a Legal Advisor* a Chief Clerk* and a group of sections or  ̂
offices dealing with various phases of general administration.
Undoubtedly, the task of preparing budgets and their justification*
in one form or another, and with greater or lesser oxpertncss, depending
upon circumstances and the personnel assigned to the task, is as old in
the Bureau of Animal Industry as is the Bureau itself. The task has
been inhoront In the accomplishment of obtaining annual appropriations
for th© support of the Bureau’s work. The fact remains, however, that
up to about four years ago, no very specialized budget unit existed in
the Bureau of Animal Industry.
In actual practice over Hi© years th© preparation of the budgetary
8U. G» Houck, Th© Bureau of Animal Industry of th© if# S. Department 
of Agriculture ; Its Sstab!iahment* Aohievenonts* and Current Activities * 
Published"by the Author* Washington* 1924* 390 pp.
9Fred Wilbur Powell* Th© Bureau of Animal Industry; Its History* 
Activities* and Organization. Service llonographs of the united States 
Government rlo* *4*1, ih*odkings Institute for Government Ho search, The 
Johns Hopkins Prose, Baltimore, 1927, p. 40.
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proposals for tho specific linos of work or functions of the Bureau 
and the supporting justification material appears largely to have been 
tho initial responsibility of th© operating divisions of th© Bureau*
Such material was more or loss coordinated by the chief or assistant 
chief of the Bureau, assisted by the adainistrati'v© officer in earlior 
years mxd by the Bureau business aanagor or his principal assistant in 
more recent years, and a few budget personnel assigned to a relatively 
small budget and fiscal section of the Chief’s office* Coordination 
apparently consisted mainly in tho entire elimination of a specific 
proposed item, particularly if tho item was in the nature of an increase, 
changes in tho supporting language as required, and the editing and re­
typing of th© material submitted by the different divisions into a bud­
getary request for the Bureau* The work was usually performed under 
pressure against a shortage of time to meot deadlines* Despite the 
difficulties and interference of other duties, th© procedure was ap­
parently broadly effective in maintaining reasonably adequate support 
for the Bureau’s functional programs, perhaps in part, at least, because 
of the fact that these programs were largely of a long-time or continu­
ing nature and thus pretty it© 11 known alike to legislators and to th© 
general public, as were th© results boing accomplished from year to 
year* In addition, prior to th© considerable expansion of government, 
which began about 1934, tho relations of a Bureau Chief with Congress 
and the Budget Bureau wore on a highly personnel basis* '•'••ith tho ex­
pansion, it was necessary for Congressional appropriation committees 
to have more precis© and itemized budgetary information because th© 
members oould no longer keep in such intimate touch with the details 
of th© programs of individual bureaus*
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A further word in this connect ion is necessary* Under the stimulus
of the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921 and the subsequent growth of
authority and importance of the Bureau of the Budget under it, the Office
of Budget and Finance of the Department of Agriculture was established
as a separate agency by the Secretary of Agriculture in 1934* Director
of Finance V/* A* Jump was appointed to serve also as the Department;1 s 
10Budget Officer* Under Director Jump * s energetic leadership in the 
years that followed, budgetary requirements and procedures were spelled 
out as guides to the operating Bureaus in increasingly minute detail, so 
that, even though Bureau organisation continued for a number of years 
thereafter unchanged with regard to the budget function, the directives 
from the Department’s Offic© of Budget and Finance governing budget prepa­
ration and justification procedures were nonetheless being utilized by 
thoso actually performing this function in the Bureau* Mot until 1937 
did tin© Bureau have an employee whose solo duties consisted of budgetary 
work.
Current Bureau Budget Organization^
The fact remains, however, that not until 1946 did the budget and 
fiscal functions attain divisional status in the Bureau’s organization, 
when tho Budget and Fiscal Division was established. This division is
10 Secretary* s Memorandum Ho* 846, 1934.
11This material is adapted, in some instances verbatim, from the 
official organization chart of the Budget and Fiscal Division, Bureau 
of Animal Industry, as approved by the Director of Personnel of the 
U. S* Department of Agriculture, October 22, 1946, from pertinent 
official job statements, working directives, and similar sources not 
ordinarily available to the public, and from discussions and interviews 
with key Bureau per some 1*
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now organized into an Office of the Hoad of the Division and three sec­
tions <, Hie latter include a section of estimates and allotments (the 
budget unit proper), one for audit and fiscal control, and one for fund 
accounting* The functions of the latter tiro sections will bo considered 
in detail in the following chapters our attention here will be confined 
to the activities of the estimates and allotments section as they fit 
into tho picture of Bureau budgetary operations*
The Hoad of the Budget and Fiscal Division is th© Budget and Fiscal 
Officer of tho Bureau* As such ho carries a heavy responsibility for 
planning, organizing, and directing these activities in such manner that 
they fulfill the needs of the operating divisions for such specialised 
services and at the same time -those of tho Chief of Bureau for full and 
complete awareness, coordination, and liaison with the Agricultural Re­
search Administration and the Department Office of Budget and Finance in 
these fields* His is the task of working out over-all policies involved 
in the budget and fiscal activities and of recommending points of action 
and procedure thereon to tho Chief of Bureau* He collaborates with the 
various units of th© Bureau in tho planning of budget® and the preparation 
of budget justifications and with Bureau, Kesoarcli Administration, and 
Department officials in matters of long-range budget planning. He also 
works with these same officials in the solution of problems of budget and 
fiscal methods and procedures affecting the interests of tho Bureau and 
its work programs* In addition to which, of course, ho has th© responsi­
bility of planning, organising, and directing the work of his division.
The soction of ©stizaatos and allotments of tho division is a small 
unit with a big work load and heavy responsibility* It is this unit 
that broadly develops and rmintains a system of budgetary procedures
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for tho Bureau of Animal Industry* It is the Department * a budget office 
in miniature* Its assigned tasks include those of the formulation and 
preparation of the Bureau’s budgets, assistance with the presentation 
of tho budget at various levels in the budgetary process# preparation 
of tho specialized budgetary reports constantly called for, constant 
analysis of resources, apportionments, and allotments, of work load and 
time studios, and of Bureau personnel ceilings*
Heavy dependence is placed on this unit by Bureau administrators 
for assistance in the presentation, of Bureau budget requests to tho 
Research. Administration, the Department Office of Budget and Finance, 
the Bureau of the Budget and the Congress, particularly in the final 
expert preparation of the budgetary material upon which such presenta­
tions must of necessity be based* It should bo noted, too, that in 
analyzing th© budget requests received from the various divisions of' 
th© Bureau and in putting tho necessary Justifications into final fora, 
this unit works in close cooperation with the organizational units 
initiating th© requests, so that tho final budgetary proposals are 
matters of highly cooperative synthesis rather than the result of the 
oxerciso of arbitrary authority*
This section also designs accounting coding of vouchers for col­
lecting data on expenditures, analyzes such data, compiles the material 
and from thorn prepares periodic and special reports on th© status of 
funds for the various programs as a moans of effective management by 
Bureau and Research Administration officials* It checks th© avail­
ability of funds for current administrative requirement© of the Bureau’s 
various programs and for proposed program carmitments befor© they or© 
made. It also recosaaonds apportionments and allotments of Bureau funds
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based upon careful study of the actrdnistrative and program needs of the 
various functional units of the Bureau, thus aiding in orderly and effi­
cient maa&omonfc of the Bureau’s functional activities.
The section spends considerable time and effort on the analysis of 
work loads and tin© studies furnished it by the operating units* Al­
though such techniques imy have but limited application to research tasks, 
which are diff icult to evaluate in such terms, they are used as extensively 
as possible in Bureau operations to evaluate budget estimates in their 
formative stages and to provide a uniform manner for determining program 
and administrative expenses across Bureau organisational lines. Tho 
information obtained from a study of those techniques also furnishes 
Bureau administrators data for proper budgetary execution of the various 
programs. They also provide a basis, for the equitable distribution of 
funds and a moans of preserving tbs integrity of funds from different 
appropriations used by a unit in its program of work* there tho question 
of reimbursement of funds is involved this phase of the work provides an 
equitable basis for such charges*
This section serves as a clearing house of legislative services 
for tho operating units of tho Bureau, an important and highly valuable 
service to the functional programs in this respect. It is th© function 
of the budget unit to keep up with proposed, ponding, or recently emoted 
legislation and Congressional proceedings affecting th© interests of the 
Bureau’s work programs and of keeping interested officials of the Bureau 
fully informed on such matters. It reviews and participates in tho 
drafting of appropriation and program legislative language affecting 
the Bureau’s programs or interests. It also maintains for the ready 
us© of Bureau administrators a reference file of pertinent legislative
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documents, such as 'proposed and pohding legislation, codoe and statutes, 
and Executive orders and makes review of State legislation needed to 
carry out cooperative programs*
In tiio course of these various duties, the section naturally func­
tions as a source of effective liaison for tho Bureau with Soso-arch Ad­
ministration and Department officials on all points pertaining to budget 
matters and coordinates such natters for Bureaa operation and administra­
tive purposes*
As 1ms already been pointed out, -the annual appropriation is the very 
life blood of an agency’s activities* It is apparent that the size of 
the appropriation effectively controls the size and scope of the agency*s 
work program* flxether the necessary funds aro provided or withhold for 
specific objectives determines at tho very outset whether work can be 
performed upon thorn or whether efforts already under way must be cur­
tailed or terminated* In tho opinion of Gaus and VJolcott, therefore
The appropriation act Is probably tho single most important 
bit of legislation of a representative government* It Is a 
still photograph of every activity of the government for tho 
fiscal period* Squally important is the pr ivaduro whereby 
tho act comes to be adopted and tho means that aro taken for 
fulfilling its requirements* Much of the responsibility for 
the preparation of tho budget and for its execution rests 
upon each department, which is intimately concerned also with 
the other stages in budget procedure* Years might pass with­
out any new legislation affecting a department, yet ample 
provision for its continuation might bo found in the appro­
priation act* * * .
‘fa© budget is important as an act of authorization and also
Budgetary Procedure in tho Bureau
as an opportunity for internal., 
and appraisal of a department * s
12̂Jolm Um Gaus and Loon 0* folcott, Public Admini strati o bi and th©
United States Department of Agriculture, Public Administration Service 7TTT— — nrxK — -
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Tho budgetary process in tho Department of Agriculture ha« boon
13ably do scribed by Lewis* Pointing out that even after tho establish­
ment of the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921 and appointment of de­
partmental budget officers in many departments there lias been little 
published on budgetary operations at the Bureau level, he says
It should be remembered that the bureaus were still the key 
units in federal financial administration* Th© bureaus spent 
the moneys they kept the operating accounts 5 they originated 
the estimates s and, in the main, they defended the estimates 
before the Budget and tho Congressional appropriation com­
mittees. ^
This caroful study clearly delineates tho importance of the individual
bureaus in tho budgetary process of government* And, -while budgetary pro­
cedures at the Bureau level roughly parallel those at th© departmental and 
higher levels, for thoy rather faithfully mirror the procedures sot at the 
higher levels for th© budgetary function, the individual bureau still re­
mains a vital key in tho Federal budgetary process as indicated by Lewis*
It is not surprising, then, to find that the planning, justification, 
administration, and control of th© budgetary function is a continuous and 
pervading process in the administration and operation of the Bureau of 
Animal Industry. It is a never-ending assignment;, concerned at one© -with 
the study of the results attained under the preceding year’s budget, day- 
by-day administration of tho current year1 s budget, and preparation and 
justification of tho forthcoming year’s budget* For example, at the time 
of this writing budget officials of the Bureau are currently engaged in
13
Verne Lends, Budgetary Administration in the Department of Agri- 
culture, Public Administration Service, Chicago, 1941, 58 pp.
14Ibid, pp. 1-2*
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winding up tho budgetary affairs for fiscal year 1940 and '.Tith tho ad- 
ministration of those for fiscal year 1950* fhoy liaw jus a completed 
the preparation and justification of the Bureau’s budget for fiscal year 
1951, whioh is now before the expropriation committees of the Congress 
and have already started preparation of the budget estimates for fiscal 
year 19520
Since, under tho legal requirements of the Budget and Accounting
Act of 1921, the Department’s budgetary proposals for the noxt fiscal
year (in the case of those very soon coming up, those for fiscal year
1952) must bo coordinated and in the hands of the Bureau of tho Budget
1Gon or before September 15 of each year, so that the President may pre­
sent his coordinated budget to the Congress on the first day of each 
regular session, usually January 5, it is various that the Bureau’s work 
on its now budget must bo handled promptly and without loss of time* As 
a first stop In this process tbs Department Office of Budget and Finance 
gathers from tho various bureaus preliminary information on their po­
tential budgetary needs before any request for tho formal budget pro­
posals is imdo* This preliminary estimate is made for the purpose of 
working out a feasible ceiling for the departmental budget and usually 
is discussed personally by the Secretary and the Department Budget Offi­
cer with the Director of the Budget before any further stops are taken* 
By July 1, or before, the Bureau of the Budget issues its "Call for
1642 Stato L, 20, Section 215*
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17Effbim'bes*1* requesting the submission of tho regular fiatiual estimates 
of appropriations on or before September 15* Tho annual call for esti­
mates is then passed on to tho bureaus, Tilth a duo date sufficiently in 
advance of September 15 to provide opportunity for a complete review 
and coordination of tho Bureau material into the Departmental budget, 
usually about six weeks-*. In the case of the Bureau of Animal Industry, 
th© budget proposals must also clear the Agricultural Research Administra­
tion, which cuts down the Bureau*s available working time on tho estimates 
still further, but usually not over a week or ten days.
In actual practice, the Bureau usually issues its call for estimates 
to its operating divisions within two weeks after tho annual appropria­
tion bill 1ms boon passed by tho Congress,, whether the call for such es­
timates lias boon received from the Department or not# Thus, very shortly 
after the Bureau 1ms knowlodge of what its financial resources and work 
program will be for tho noxt fiscal year, it begins active planning for 
th© work a year or more hence* This first call for estimates from the 
Bureau to the divisions is usually in the form of a memorandum from th© 
Chief of Bureau to the division heads# This Is frequently preceded by 
a telephone call from the Bureau budget officer to th© division heads 
warning that the request Is coming up, in order to give the operating
This document is umumbered and is signed by the Director of the 
Bureau of the Budget, with the endorsement, nby direction of the Presi­
dent#n It usually contains a considerable section of instructions, il­
lustrations and advice on the preparation of the forthcoming estimates, 
with a section of exhibits or models for the guidanco of departmental 
budget officers* Such of this natorir.l as is thought will prove useful 
to the Bureau budget officials in preparation of the estimates and any 
additional guidance or advice thought pertinent Is in turn passed on to 
the Bureau budget officers.
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units as much tine as possible for their planning* At this stage tho 
estimates are usually confined to items of considerable program change, 
such as increases and doorcases* ■'.lien suoh increases and/or decreases, 
with full Justification statements for tho proposed changes, are received 
in the Bureau,, they are carefully reviewed by the Chief of Bureau, his 
principal assistants, and M s  budget staff* If questions or difference 
of opinions arise as to the validity or desirability of any of the pro­
posed changes, the division head submitting thorn is given full opportunity 
in conference or through tho submission of improved Justification state­
ments to make his case for them in th© interests of his operating program* 
Final decision at the Bureau level on tho changes in the division’s forth­
coming estimates that will bo permitted in tho Bureau’s budgetary esti­
mates for iho year rests with the Chief of Bureau, of course, but any in­
creases included by him must in turn run the gauntlet of the Agricultural 
Research Administration, th© Deportanonft Office of Budget and Finance, tho 
Bureau of the Budget, end finally tho appropriation committees of the 
Congress and the Congress itself* Thus, all budget requests and increases 
in appropriations, in particular, desired by program administrators at the 
divisional level have a long and arduous road to travel, to say the least* 
As soon as the increases or decreases to be included in the budget 
estimates arc determined and tho division heads notified of this action, 
they are given a few weeks to work up their complete budgetary proposal 
for th© fiscal year* This is made by amounts estimated for specific 
division functional activities or lines of research, together with a nar­
rative Justification of the individual proposals which includes brief 
statements of tho usoful results accomp1ishod under the specific allot­
ments for those lines of work the previous year and statements of tho
12?
magnitude, extent, importance, end need of attack on tho problems in­
volved and any change in emphasis that has developed over tho past year* 
They are thus given an opportunity to put their justification material 
in tho best fora.possible to assure that eventually, if the individual 
items are Included in the President's budget, the Congress ndll have 
before it all pertinent facts from which to determine whether an item 
will bo included or excluded in the final appropriations*
It is now tbs function of the Budget and Fiscal Division, and more 
particularly Its section of estimates and allotments, to work the pre­
liminary estimates and justifications of the individual operating di­
visions into an integrated Bureau budget proposal in tho fora prescribed 
by the Bureau of the Budget and Departmental requirements* Detailed in­
structions for the procedures and forms required for this task are issued 
In a manual compiled by the Bureau of th© Budget and placed in th© hands 
of all official budget officers of tho Departments and Bureaus for this 
purpose*^0 At this stage in the preparation of 'the Bureau budget, the 
personnel of the estimates and allotments section continue a close and 
direct working cooperation with the operating divisions at every point 
and the divisions Iiave considerable opportunity to aid In making their 
portion of th© budget as effective, straight-forward, and favorable to 
their work as possible* iliis close and harmonious working relationship 
between tho operating units of the Bureau and th© Budget and Fiscal Di­
vision on tho budgetary function is typical of -the high degree of correla­
tion and cooperation between organizational units characteristic of tho
unnumbered manual Instructions for tho Preparation and Submission 
of Annual Budget Kstimtea, Part 1, Govormaeat-fype Budgets, with "&end- 
mnts, Buroau oF the lhie£got, Wasliingtm, Juno SO, 1948*
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Bureau and its op oration*
In their final fora* and after inmxmor&ble conferences with budget 
specialists at tho two higher levels* the budgetary proposals of the 
Bureau as they go forward to the Department Office of Budget and Finance, 
through tho Agricultural itesearah. Administration, contain throe sots of 
budgetary data. These include the "estimates of appropriations”, other­
wise known as the language sheets; the ”slicedules of obligations,M known 
as the green shoots; and the "statements of explanation and justification"* 
ccaitrionly referred to as the justifications*
The language shoots are designed to show the title of the specific 
appropriation, the general purpose for which it is requested, the estimated 
amount of th© appropriation, the total amount milch had been appropriated 
for the same purpose tho previous year, and the authority under which tho 
proposed funds would bo expended* Those shoots must also show clearly 
any proposed changes la a specific amount or in the language of the 
printed text of the preceding year’s proposal, material to bo omitted be­
ing enclosed in square brackets and that to be added typewritten and under­
scored on the right hand side of th© sheet with a clear indication of just 
whore it is to be inserted in the completed statemeirb*
The groen shoots show in detail tho funds obligated or available for 
obligation for tho fiscal year just past, the current fiscal year and tho 
fiscal year ahead, with a detailed breakdown of such obligations by ac­
tivities (i*o*, for specific linos of work or objectives) and by objects 
(i*o*, for personnel services, travel, transportation of things, communi­
cation services, printing and binding, and so forth)*
The justifications contain a tabular load-off statement of tho ap­
propriation basos for tho throe fiscal years indicated above* Following
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this, they contain a s m m r y  or proposed increases or decreases and a 
detailed estimate of financial obligations by projects or functions, and 
a narrative justification, first, of any proposed increases or decreases 
and then of the program as a -whole. The justification statement for in­
creases or decreases is designed to support the request for funds by ex­
plaining th© purposes of the proposed expenditures, tho importance of 
the problems involved, and the need for solving them, tho manner in which 
the work will be conducted, and the policies involved.
In the Bureau of Animal Industry, tho budget proposals are supported 
and defended before tho Agricultural Research Administration, the Office 
of Budget and Finance, and particularly before the Bureau of the Budget 
and tho Congressional appropriation ccsazaitteos by the Chief of Bureau, 
his assistant chiefs, and an occasional division head, assisted on the 
technical problems of the budgetary process by the Head of the Budget 
and Fiscal Division and the budget officer in charge of the estimates 
and allotments soction of tho division. Since tho Bureau work program 
is functional and highly technical in nature, major reliance in support 
of its budgetary proposals is thus placed in professional experts highly 
skilled in their subjoct-matter fields and who, from experience, have 
also acquired a considerable degree of ability in defending tho pro­
fessional operations of their units successfully in tho periodic budget 
hearings, usually a trying and by no moans pleasant task but a highly 
necessary on© if their life work is to continue to win needed support.
Importance of This Function in Bureau Administrati021
It would bo difficult to over-emphasise tho importance of tho budget 
function in tho orderly and efficient administration, of tho Bureau of
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Animal Industry* It is clearly evident from a study of tho actual per­
formance and operations of the budget unit from day to day and month to 
month, as well as from a review of its assigned duties and functions in 
the Bureau’s overall organization* that great dependence is placed on 
tills unit by the Chief of Bureau, his principal assistants, and tho heads 
of tho operating divisions for constant and invaluable assistance in tho 
planning of program activities in terms of budgetary requirements and for 
continuous coordination and control of working funds in accordance with 
the directives, rules end regulations proscribed by lew and by the Bureau 
of tho Budget* In the main, program planning in toms of specific prob­
lems, lines of work and definite objectives and goals is performed by 
the heads of the functional divisions, with the assistance and coordina­
tion of the assistant chief of Bureau assigned to tho specific area of 
professional activity concerned* Very early in such planning, however, 
and throughout the course, of tho whole process of obtaining and adminis­
tering the Bureau’s working funds, the budget unit maintains a direct 
and fully recognised relationship both with top Bureau administrators 
and with the responsible officials of tho operating divisions* It is 
readily apparent that its activities and influence have a very direct 
and intimate rolatioraship with every segment of the Bureau*
It should always be kept in mind that whether the budget function 
of an organization is handled expertly or ineptly nay determine to a 
considerable degree whether important linos of work are supported ade­
quately or whether they may have to be seriously curtailed or eliminated 
altogether* In a similar manner, whether the Bureau's budget unit en­
joys tho full confidence and support of its clients at tho divisional 
level and with its opposite numbers at the higher levels of authority,
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-whether it enjoys a close, intimate, and harmonious working relationship 
with those in the Bureau wham it servos and with those outside tho Bureau 
who are in position to influence the Bureau* s budgetary proposals for 
good or ill can very directly determine whether its work program goes 
forward or falls bade*
In practice, there appears to bo a cordial, informal, and cooperative 
working relationship between the Bureau’s budgetary officers and the oper­
ating divisions and between them and budgetary officials at the higher 
departmental levels* This situation 1ms undoubtedly gone far toward main­
taining the high degree of effectiveness of this function in Bureau opera­
tion and administration* There appears to bo broad and satisfactory 
awareness and appro ci at ion at the various levels of Bureau administration 
of both the potential and actual helpful role performed by tho budget unit 
in tho effective administration of Bureau programs and operations*
Special Budgetary Problems 
Study of th© actual operation of the budgetary function in th© Bureau 
reveals that it is upon occasion confronted by special or emergency bud­
getary problems that try the resources of this small unit to th© limit* 
Sudden or widespread outbreak of a serious livestock disease in any sec­
tion of the- country, for example, can overnight upset all th© c arefuily 
prepared details of the Bureau's current budget and demand insasdiate 
and effective budgetary planning and revision to meet and control th© 
emergency in the quickest possible time* In such cases, the stress and 
strain of th© emergency or© felt by the Bureau’s budget unit about as 
directly as they are by th© operating division or divisions in whoso 
province tho control of the emergency falls, at least until tho finan­
cial plans, organization and procedures for attacking the emergency are
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carefully worked out by such, operating units and the budget unit working 
In close cooperation.
The outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease in Mexico, which is still 
being fought there in an effort to keep the disease out of this country, 
is a case in point* Planning and putting into operation immediate aid 
in such a control program operating in a foreign country, far :.r - head­
quarters, presented many difficult and pressing budgetary problems* Es­
timates had to bo prepared and emergency funds obtained to got tho work 
started with tho least possible delay* Those estimates had, of necessity, 
to bo reasonably complete and comprehensive* It was difficult, however, 
to predict of a certainty what funds would bo needed and how host they 
could be expended when there was littlo or no first-hand knowledge of the 
exbent or probable progress of the disease at that stage of the campaign* 
The main problems involved wore how to get enough funds and plan 
their use to got tho emergency control Job rolling without delay and to 
determine what kind of an organisation, both at headquarters and through­
out the field would prove most effective in getting the job done, problems 
tho budget officers of the Bureau were called upon to help solve in tho 
pressing, emergency atmosphere that prevailed at that stage of th© cam­
paign* In this initial period ©very decision had to be conditioned by 
a lack of first-hand knowledge of th© local livestock problems of the 
Mexican people and their lack of knowledge and understanding of how dis­
ease control and. eradication programs were operated in this country*
Tho matter of indemnity for destroyed animals well illustrates th© 
typo of difficulties encountered in sotting up effective budgetary pro­
cedures in such an emergency* In this country under similar circum­
stances livestock producers aro accustomed to accept from field operators
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of the Bureau promises to pay for destroyed animals, with the checks 
covering such claims being later mailed to tho individual producers 
from the ireasury, so that no cash transactions are involved* In the 
present eradication campaign in ISoxioo, on tho other hand, many ISaxi- 
omi livestock producers insisted on tho payment of cash indemnities on 
the spot* How to work out satisfactory procedures for paying in cash 
presented an extremely troublesome and burdensome problem to the Bureau*s 
budget and fiscal officials, but it m s  finally worked out satisfactorily.
An emergency of the magnitude and seriousness of th© foot-and-mouth 
eradication campaign still boing waged in 'loxioo after nearly four years 
is, of course, infrequent. But it does well illustrate tho type of 
problem that may confr;..-a - th© budget and fiscal officers of the Bureau 
at a moment’s notice. Such problems demand expert budgetary planning 
and operation and flexibility in 'Bureau administration and operation.
It should be noted, too, in this connection, that th© foot-and-mouth 
outbreak in Ivfexico imposed upon the Bureau’s Personnel .Division on 
equally heavy burden of emergency staffing, as has been noted, and upon 
the Administrative 'Services Division a similar emergency task of pro­
curing huge stocks of jsatorials and supplies and getting them safely to 
tho scenes of action in a foreign country far from base. That the foot- 
and-mouth campaign was successfully inaugurated in such a short time and 
lias fauctioned as smoothly as it 1ms under many burdensome handicaps, 
is evidence of the effectiveness of th© Bureau*s present auxiliary service 
organisation and th© high degree of coordination it is possible to attain 
among these units in attack upon a common problem.
One general problem is a constant concern of Bureau budget officials. 
This is tho ’task of making certain that all the restrictive provisions of
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laws passed by Congress in the past and still generally applicable to 
government procedures are provided for in tho budgetary planning of new 
Bureau work proposals or attach upon special problems, such as was pre­
sented by the foot-and-mouth eradication program. Some of those pro­
visions are easy to overlook in tho planning of a large work program and, 
if not sufficiently covered in budgetary proposals and plans, can rise tip 
later to confound th© orderly and efficient operation of the programs con­
cerned. Such items as any provisions of law which prohibit the us© of 
funds for salaries in >Washington unless specifically authorised in tho ap­
propriation act, Congressional authority for the purchase of necessary 
passenger motor vehicles, and many similar provisions of existing law or 
regulation must bo encompassed in the budgetary plans for any now Bureau 
program* Inadvertent omission of any such items must be carefully guarded 
against by Bureau budgetary officers.
Federal Budgetary Process 'Under Review 
During tho past several years tho entire Federal budgetary process, 
including both fundamental organisation and structure and budgetary pro­
cedures, has been under review by the President*s Commission on Organisa­
tion of th© lisocutiv© Branch of tho Government, better known as tho 
Hoover Commission* ItecomR^ndations of this Commission for improvement
of budget operations in tho Federal government have been presented to 
13tho Congress, as haw also those of -Clio task force which explored the
13budgeting and Accounting: A deport to th© Congress by the Commission
Hi n iwiijiiii ■ '.I •■M r  i .i w i »idhWi ulu w '1 vmnMum1     ,am "w*"1" nwii f  TMffJlu!*
011 0^g^^iss,tion of th© iaceoutxvo Branch of tm  Government, Government i¥int’ 
Tag "Office, l&ahingt on, January, "1943,"-110 pp.
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20fiold for th© Commission, tliilo both reports rooomend tho making of 
certain funtaaental changes in government budgetary operations, there 
seenia to bo relatively little agreement 'between them on what specific 
changes are most -urgently needed to increase the effectiveness of bud­
getary operations* Any of the suggested changes which should eventually 
be adopted could materially affect tine budgetary process at the Bureau 
level, but thus far the reports would seem to have affected Bureau pro­
cedures vory little.
Th© Hoover Commission Report, for examp lo, recommends the adoption 
of a so-called performance budget or on© based specifically upon func­
tions, activities and projects. A budget having some of the character­
istics of a "performance* budget is currently -under consideration of the 
Congress in the appropriation bill now before it. The advantage claimed 
for this type of budget is that the entire cost of th© functional ob­
jectives of an agency would be shown in on© consolidated item, rather than 
so much emphasis being placed upon tho specific cost of personnel and 
equipment and supplies, as in th© pro soot budget. It also ro commends 
that the budget bo broken down to differentiate between current operating 
expenditures and capital outlays to show specific operating costs and 
longtime capital investments, information difficult to obtain in tho 
present budget without considerable digging and resorting of figures 
specifically for this purpose. The Task Force Report goes so far as to 
recommend a complete fundamental reorganisation of the Bureau of tho
■ .if — nr-1—  i t - <riii'ffliiHT—nvinn-in'irimrn"i"m"""r‘'n'~'“nni—
20 Task Force Report on Fiscal, Budgeting, and Acooimting Activities 
(Appendix F), Prepared for'the Commissi on on Organization "of bhe 'Execu­
tive Branch of th© Government, Government Printing Office, Washington, 
January, 1949, 110 pp.
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Budget and actual transfer of the budgeting functions of the Budget 
Bureau from the Ibcecutiv© Office of the President to the Treasury Depart­
ment* Coupled -with this, it reeorameads a complete reorganisation of the 
Treasury Department itself and a strengthening of departmental budget 
offices by loan or porrmnont transfer to thorn of exports of tho present 
Bureau of th© Budget staff* Ostensibly implementing the Hoover Commission
Report, a bill entitled "The Budget and Accounting Act, 1949” was intro-
21duced in tho Senate on Jim© 13, 1949 by Senator McCarthy to give the 
President broad authority to determine the fora of tho national budget and 
of departmental estimates and to modernize and simplify Government account­
ing and auditing methods and procedures. On© of its most significant 
features, so far as budgeting is concerned, is that it proposes to retain 
the Bureau of the Budget (to be known as the Office of the Budget) as an 
agency in tho Executive Office of the Prosident.
So far as tlie form of the budget is concerned, it would seem to bo 
little if any more difficult from a Bureau standpoint to present its bud­
getary proposals on the operational or functional basis recommended by the 
Hoover Commission than in its prosent fora. As has boon pointed out, the 
Bureau is so completely and thoroughly organized and operated on a func­
tional basis that its present budget already partakes of the functional 
characteristics desirod of the suggested now fora to a considerable degree. 
The main change that would be involved in meeting tho now proposals would 
b© that of consolidating tho appropriation items for the same broad pur­
poses, such as for research, for example, now presented under the subject-
21S 2054, 81st Congress, 1st Session*
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matter linos of work into a single item covering all research in tho 
Bureau* As for capital outlays# it should he a relatively simple matter# 
it would seem* to sort such items out of present budget estimates and 
summarize thorn in separate statements* if such a procodttro should be 
adopted. At all events, broadly speaking* it would appoar that most of 
the fimd&memtal changes in budgetary organization and procedures cur­
rently under consideration would more directly affect budgetary operations 
at tho Departmental and Bureau of the Budget levels than at tho Bureau 
level, should they eventually bo fully adopted.
Bureau Budgetary Problem Aroa3
In addition to the broad problems already discussed, there are a four 
problem areas at the ;uroau level which should perhaps bo briefly con­
sidered. Vdillo headache areas in the operation of the Bureau budget func­
tion, they are not exclusively inherent in Bureau of Animal Industry 
operations# but rather in government budgetary operations generally at 
this level.
I!©roly to mention tho heavy voluato of reports required In th© Bureau 
budgetary process should suffice to establish tho matter of incessant 
reporting as a problem area* Reports of reviews and surveys are recog­
nized as essential instruments of both budgetary planning and control, 
but there appears to bo rather widespread agreement among budget person­
nel at the Bureau level* at least, that such reports could be reduced ma­
terially, both in number and in detail* without reducing the effective­
ness of this technique for budgetary planning and control gurgosos*
Reports of one kind or another are a never-ending burden on the budget 
unit of the Bureau# some of thorn with little readily recognized opera-
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tional or utilitarian value• In the normal course of events, this burden 
spreads back to tho operating divisions of the Bureau and cuts into time 
that could perhaps better be spent on operational activities more directly 
pointed toward program accomplishments*
The meticulous and detailed scheduling of personnel and maintenance 
of personnel ceilings presents a constant burden on Bureau budget officials. 
At times it would almost seem to emphasize a greater concern on tho part 
of tho Congress on th© number of people employed according 'bo various 
operational formulas than, upon end purposes to be accomplished* The basis 
for determining limitations on administrative personnel, sot by the Bureau 
of the Budget, for example, does not always moot urgent Bureau needs. Dur­
ing the early stages of tho foot-and-mouth campaign, tho present formula 
of one personnel specialist per 200 Bureau employees would not have fur­
nished sufficient qualified personnel employees to handle tho heavy load 
of emergency staffing entailed in getting the eradication program under 
way. Likewise, the formula of allowing one fiscal employee for each 
3200 vouchers audited or a formula based upon total dollar value of pur­
chases being made in a given period can frequently have little neons: 
as a basis of employment under changing conditions of program operations.
For example, in periods when numerous small orders are required, bub tho 
dollar value of purchases is very low, tho burden of needed accounting and 
auditing functions can be as heavy as under an emergency program where the 
orders for supplies and equipment aro comprehensive and high in dollar 
value, but may actually be fewer in total number of individual purchase 
operations and therefore in total number of vouchers to ho processed.
Tho detailed quarterly reports on personnel ceilings, tho summary distri­
bution of personal services by administrative service activity and the
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detailed reports on staffing requirements for personnel services, for 
fiscal services such as voucher examination, pay roll, leave and retire­
ment, and for staffing and inventory requirements for property manage­
ment activities constitute a heavy and somewhat questionable burden on 
tli© tisao and energies of the relatively snail Bureau budget unit*
Probably no other stops in the Federal budgetary process have 
aroused so much controversy and differences of opinion, particularly 
at tho Bureau and divisional operating levels, as havo the techniques of 
budgetary apportionments and financial reserves as administered by th© 
Bureau of the Budget in recent years* So much storm has centered around 
theso elements of budgetary execution and control that they constitute 
a very real problem area to the Bureau budget unit, charged at once with 
meeting the restrictions imposed by Bureau of the Budget procedures and 
aiding the- operating units of the Bureau in the accompli shraont of thoir 
appointed tasks, a difficult and at times uncomfortable position to oc­
cupy.
The avowed purposes of the use of budgetary apportionments and 
reserves -are to prevent the development of deficiencies in the expendi­
ture of allotod funds and to increase the economical operation of the 
govornxaant ©atablisluaent, laudable enough ends in themselves* These 
techniques aro thus being used as effective instruments for making 
certain that appropriated funds are expend©d economically and as 
authorised and not to oxceod the amounts specifically allocated to th© 
various lines of work* The suspicion lias arisen, however, particularly 
in recent years, that they are also being used upon occasion to curtail 
and limit tho intent of the Congress in various activities and deliber­
ately to return to tho Treasury largo sums of money as a matter of the
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Bureau of tho Budget fs interpretation of government economy, 'which tho 
agencies foel should Ii&vo ’been released for expenditure in conducting the 
lines of work for which they are hold directly responsible. Much of the 
Justification given for th© existence of the Bureau of the Budget in 
recent years has teen based upon the vast amount of money it has caused 
to be returned to the Treasury* There socras to be some justice, at loast, 
in th© viewpoint tliat it 1ms at times been more interested in building 
up such statistics at th© expense of the operating programs of the various 
agencies than it has been in furthering work programs Yd thin th© framework 
of the funds appropriated for such purposes*
From the agency standpoint, there appears to be considerable feeling 
that the enforcement of budgetary apportionments and financial reserves 
upon thorn frota above lias imposed a burdensomo procedure of further peri­
odic justification of funds which ostensibly have already been fully 
justified before the Bureau of the Budget and th© Congressional appropria­
tion commit to is# It is also considered to impose a very restrictive pro­
hibition on the full exorcise of professional and administrative judgment 
and decision in the proper us© of funds for th© purposes for which they 
were appropriated and in probably far too many cases have actually effected 
a cut in the funds* Too often to be instances of sheer coincidence, same 
Bureau administrators feel, th© application of those techniques has 
served notice upon th© agencies of forthcoming cuts in their operating 
resources, particularly in the matter of last quarter reserves# In ef­
fect, it has been about as hard for them to accompli#! the release of 
reserves for purposes they deesued essential to the proper conduct of 
their work as m s  the original justification for purposes of appropria­
tion# Charged with the responsibility of conducting a specific line of
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work effectively, usually with no more resources originally alloted for 
the purpose than deemed barely necessary for successful accomplishment# 
in far too many instances the imposition of apportionments and reserves 
and their subsequent inpoim&raent, have still further reduced tho possi­
bilities of successful &cconplislvaont and have resulted in less progress 
than might liavo been ejected from tho uso of the total resources orig­
inally available. Hie whole procedure tends to reduce th© flexibility 
and effective administration of an agency’s working program. In the per­
formance of its budgetary responsibilities in this difficult situation, 
then, th© Bureau budget unit occupies the unenviable position of having 
to cooperate clearly with th© operating units of tho Bureau in making 
certain that th© apportionments and reserves are geared effectively to 
operating needs rather than being strictly arbitrary, theoretical deter­
minations that look good on paper# At th© same time it must meet tho re­
quired procedures of the Bureau of th© Budget in matters of apportionments 
and reserves, a task which requires considerable judgment and finesse.
Finally, at some levels of government* at least, there sometimes 
appears to bo an occupational hazard inherent in th© budget function 
itself which needs constantly to be guarded against. Budget specialists, 
particularly at higher levels of budgeting authority, seom to have a 
tendency at times to view th© budgetary process as an end in itself 
rather than in its proper perspective as a means to an end. In the ex­
treme manifestation, as Appleby points out
Thor© is a groat tendency on the part of budget people to 
so© all policy as budgetary policy or fiscal policy, all 
admini strati on as budgetary control.^
22Paul It* Apple by, Organizing Around the Head of a Largo Federal 
Donartaent,” Public Administration Review, Vol. VI, lio. 3, Sumner, 1946, 
p. 2X0 .
Fortunately , there seems to be little if any of this tendency apparent 
in the operations of the budget function in tho Bureau of Animal Industry, 
but It is a condition vftiioh constantly should be guarded against* fix© 
relationships of the budget unit of tie Bureau are apparently too direct 
and intimate with the operating, units at every step of the budgetary process 
to permit such misconceptions to develop* The high degree in which func­
tional and operating problems of the various units are understood and appre­
ciated in the Bureau’s budget unit and appreciation on the part of the 
various other units of the helpful, authoritative, competent role played 
by the budget unit in furthering the Bureau's work programs, seems to have 
established th© working relationships involved on a fim and highly satis­
factory foundation of mutual understanding and cooperation, a situation 
essential to the most effective utilization of the budgetary function in 
any organization*
CIUlPTEB VII
TIES FISCAL AOCOUMTIHG FUNCTION 
The prompt, accurate and orderly recording of expenditures and full 
accounting and auditing of its funds is a heavy, but highly essential, 
regular chore of any governmental agency* It is a task to vhich there
is no let-up and on© upon which the efficient administration of an agency
must bo "based* Without the determination and maintenance of accurate
current balances of unexponded or unobligated funds, the administrator is
helpless to make his necessary daily financial ccMcsaitments and without 
on orderly flow of payment for such commitments his supply line will 
vary soon fail him*
The fiscal accounting and auditing aspects of Bureau operations 
ore handled by tbs refining two sections of the Budget and Fiscal Di­
vision* Those are the fund accounting section and the audit and fiscal 
control section, the titles of which indicate the type of function per­
formed by each in making accurate accounting and record of the Bureau*s 
siseabl© funds and in effecting settlement of day-by-day Bureau financial 
obligations* In view of th© heavy burden of detail involved in such 
operations, it is not surprising to find that as of duly 1, 1940, 46 of 
the 49 employees of the budget and fiscal sections of the Bureau were 
assigned to fiscal duties and as of July 1, 1949, 159 of the 172 members 
of th© Budget and Fiscal Division wore engaged in such operations.
In any largo organisation, good business procedures and effective 
administration demand always a careful and orderly accounting of funds 
and an effective machinery for the accurate and prompt settlement of its 
obligations* Those requirements arc intensified in tlx© largo govern­
mental organization by the element of public trust involved in the
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handling and expenditure of public monies. It is essential, therefore* 
that careful procedures for th© exact and fully legal disbur sonant and 
accounting of funds bo developed and established, not only as matters 
of sound business practice and good administrative .management* but also 
to moot all requirements of law and of General Accounting Office and 
Treasury Department rules and regulations, of which there are many# 
Heedless to say* operations in this field are too detailed and highly 
complicated to bo described minutely in this study. Her should that be 
necessary* so long as the basic elements of tho Bureau*s system of fiscal 
operation and accounting control are described sufficiently to give us a 
clear picture of this important phase of Bureau "housekeepingn*
25The Audit and Fiscal Control Section 
merely to spell out the specific functions and responsibilities of 
the fiscal sections of the Budget and Fiscal Division is sufficient to 
indicate clearly the meticulous lengths to which th© Bureau goes to 
nafco and loo op its fiscal operations precis© and inclusive. It is th© 
primary responsibility of the audit and fiscal control sect ion, for ex­
ample , to develop and administer suitable auditing, fiscal control* and 
examination systems and procedures that will fully protect Bureau funds*
Tho material for this and th© following section of this chapter is 
adapted* in some instances verbatim* from tho official organisation chart 
of the Budget and Fiscal Division* Bureau of Animal Industry* as approved 
by the Director of Personnel of th© !i. S. Department of Agriculture,
October 22, 1946* from pertinent official job statements* working directives, 
and similar sources not ordinarily available to th© public* and from dis­
cussions and interviews with, key Bureau personnel*
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both in headquarters operation in hbiahinston and at the numerous field 
stations of the Bureau* This unit examines and certifies for payment 
all Bureau vouchors and other financial documents chargeable to the al­
lotments of appropriated, trust, and working funds, and special deposit 
accounts set up for administrative and work program operations of th© 
Bureau. To it also come all claims of creditors against operating funds 
for examination and certification for payment.
Hiis unit lias tho heavy task of auditing all fiscal activities and 
related records of tho Bureau, whether TJ&shixtgtan or field, to determine 
compliance with required procoduros and Federal fiscal rules and regula­
tions. In this assignment, it prepares periodic reports of it:..- audits 
and fiscal examinations for the administrative use of tho Chief o$foureau 
and other top administrators in planning program operations and adminis­
tration more accurately and effectively. As a result of its audits,< it 
also initiates the necessary action for tho collection of any ovor-pay- 
ments or of any made in error. It oxamines cases involving*loss or 
damage to property or misuse of funds and initiates the appropriate ac­
tion for liquidating indebtedness involved in such occurrences*' \V,x
This unit performs the important service of handling all employee 
accounts, which, as a matter of morale and employe© confidence, must bo 
handled with a vejyhigh degree of accuracy. This task involves the de­
velopment and maintenance of detailed records of employee earning ac­
counts as they are affected by bond purchases, withheld taxes, and re­
tirement deductions* It maintains the records showing salary commitments 
by appropriation or allotment and compiles and propar©a the payrolls 
for all fasliington and cooperatively controlled employees, of which the 
Bureau has a considerable number scattered throughout the field.
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One further fiscal operation important to effective Bureau adrainis- 
tration is perform© d by this unit* Tills is the regular and intensive 
review and interpretation of all laws and regulations pertinent to Bureau 
fiscal activities and th© development of the necessary instructions to 
other Bureau units for their application to current operations,
flic Fund Accounting Section
In view of tbs heavy volume of business ■ involved and the dispersed 
nature of Buroau fund obligations and cQmmitments , accurate and current 
accounting of funds and the constant determination of unexpended or un­
obligated balancos are not only burdensome and involved tasks, but ones 
highly important to administrators of Bureau work programs. At ©very 
point in tho day’s operations, the officials responsible for the conduct 
of the functional programs, involving as these do constant decision on 
th© expenditure or obligations of funds and other financial commitments, 
need to have as accurate an estimate of unobligated and imoxpondod fin­
ancial balancos of their funds as it is possible to obtain, itren under 
the best of circumstances, it is difficult to keep this information 
current and up-to-the-minute with precise accuracy and this task places 
a heavy burden of effort and responsibility on the fund accounting sec­
tion,
Upon this unit is placed the direct responsibility for developing 
and operating -tho necessary accounting systems to furnish tho degree of 
control of appropriated and alloted funds needed for effective Bureau 
administration, It also is responsible for th© maintenance and analysis 
of the general allotment ledgers and subsidiary records needed to furnish 
tho operating units of tho Bureau essential information on the current
14?
status of their working funds from month to month# This unit prepares 
tho necessary billings to effect reimbursement of funds duo th© Buroau 
from outsido agencies and other Federal agencies for services rendered 
on a reimbursable basis in some of tho functional programs, and reviews 
for legality and accuracy all collections, refunds, and reimbursements 
coming into th© Bureau from work program and service operations. It 
also operates a complete system for recording incoming and outgoing 
vouchors and similar financial instruments, scheduling audited and 
certified vouchors and maintaining accurate records of the dates on 
which they aro paid#
From the standpoint of over-all administration of the Bureau work 
programs, an important function of this unit is that of review and an­
alysis of all types of administrative expense obligations* Those are 
reviewed from the standpoint of account affooted, the availability of 
funds, fiscal propriety of the proposed obligation, and it® conformity 
with appropriation limitations and administrative and accounting require­
ments # In this highly essential top administrative control of current 
operation®, proposed obligations that are approved are individually re­
corded as to type of obligation and entered upon lodger account® a® 
specific obligations, thus helping to prevent any possible over-expendi­
ture of available funds.
This unit is responsible for tho review of daily, somi-monthly 
and monthly account summaries and supporting schedules and documents 
of fiscal approval affecting Buroau funds in tho various disbursing 
offices of the Treasury Department* This procedure is followed to make 
certain that all disbursements, collections, adjustments, fund transfers, 
and similar transactions, have boon debited or credited to tho proper
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appropriation, allotment, or fund concerned ©ad involves the initiation 
of corrections where discrepancies or errors are found. Through such 
techniques the unit verifies and reconciles with the Department Office 
of Budget and Finance, the General Accounting Office and the Treasury 
Department the accuracy of current accounts, a service of the utmost 
importance to the maintenance of up-to-date and accurate hooks of account* 
The fund accounting unit also carries a heavy burden of neoossary 
compilation of data and preparation of numerous and detailed accounting 
reports covering the status of Bureau funds constantly required by Bureau 
operating; officials, the Chief of Bureau, th© Agricultural Research Ad- 
ninistrailon. Department fiscal officers, the Treasury Department and the 
General Accounting Office. These reports show th© extent of exp©nditur©s, 
obligations, collections, unexpended balances, and similar details, for 
each fund or allotment during tho period covered by the report. Such 
financial reporting servos to provide top budget, fiscal, and operating 
officials with current and aocurat© financial information as a basis for 
effective financial management and program plaining and operational ac­
tivities, a highly essential service*
In any largo governmental organisation provision must be made under 
modern systems of management for tho preparation and maintenance of a 
wide variety of detailed records and the frequent compilation of reports 
from such data for administrative and operating purposes. In th© Bureau 
as many as possible of those record® are maintained through tho use of 
modem business machines as a matter of economy, efficiency, and speed* 
Tliis soction thus maintains and operates a sizeable machine tabulation 
unit as a service function to provide numerous accounting services used 
in the preparation of fiscal types of report. Operation of the machine
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units materially reduces the number of persomiol nocess&ry to provide 
this type of information, in Bureau operations, as well as speeding up 
the compilation of the basic data needed for such reporting*
This unit also participates in the preparation of technical pro­
cedures and systems needed to insure the accuracy of fund accounting 
and control and issues interpretations and instructions on those matters 
for the guidance of other Bureau units in Washington and in the field*
Background of the Fiscal Function in the Bureau
As was tho case with the budget function, the fiscal function seems
to have been a rather submerged activity throughout most of the history
24of the Buroau* Houck makes first mention of a specialized Office of 
Accounts being established on September 1, 1906, by separation of this 
function from tho Quarantine Division. From his account tho organisa­
tional status of the fiscal function closely paralleled that of tho
25budget function already described* As late as 1927, Powell found tho 
Office of Accounts organized as a small adjunct of the Office of tho 
Chief of Bureau ‘under th© direction of an administrative assistant of 
modest grade and salary and with a staff of but eighteen accountants and 
clerks and one messenger* This unit was charged with the responsibility
24U. G* Houck, The Bureau of Animal industry of the XT# S* Department 
of Agriculture j Its Establishment, Achievements and Current Activities, 
Published by the Author, Washington, 1924, p. xiii.
25Fred Wilbur Powell, The Buroau of Animal Industrys Its History, 
Activities, and Organization, Service Honogranhs of the United States 
Government Ho* 41, Brookings Institute for G-overment Hosoaroh, Th©
Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, 1927, p. 40.
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of keeping the financial records of tho Bureau and performing tho pre­
liminary audit of accounts and pay rolls#
It is obvious that financial accounting, in some form or other, has 
always boon an inoscapable function, in Bureau operation# It is equally 
obvious that through much of tho Bureau's history it lias not been given 
the support and organisational status essential to a thorough and com­
plete Job of fiscal accounting and control# In the period between 
Powell's report and 1946, whom this function and that of budgeting wore 
combined and expanded to divisional status and prestige under present 
Bureau mamgesient, th© fiscai "function continued to operate as a very 
small unit under the direct supervision c.. modest grad© administrative 
assistant and the general supervision first, of th© Bureau administrative 
officer reporting directly to th© Chief of Bureau and more recently to 
the Bureau Business manager operating in th© same relationship*
Even today, as pointed out above, under its considerably expanded 
responsibilities and activities and in a Buroau which has itself grown 
substantially in size and -program, and considering th© burdensome volume 
of details involved in its operations, fewer than 200 people have ever 
boon assigned to tho conduct of the fiscal operations of the Bureau at 
any on© time# It is readily apparent, nonetheless, that fiscal account­
ing and control have been materially sharpened and enhanced in the past 
few years as a means of more effective administration and control of 
Bureau operations and work programs#
Importance to Bureau Administration 
In this area, too, it would be difficult to over-emphasize th© im­
portance of an accurate, timely, and efficient financial accounting and
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control function to effective Buroau adiainis tr ation, Tim need for strict 
legality in the ejxpendituro of public funds, tho absolute necessity of 
accurate knowledge of the current status of funds as a basic and constant 
requirement of administrative decisions in program operations, and the 
heavy odium attached to the over-obligation and ovor-exponditure of pub- 
lic funds place upon this function a heavy rosponsibility for spoody and 
accurate handling of the duties charged to it* In a very direct and 
fundamental manner, this function effects and considerably influences the 
efficient imimgeBaesit and operation of ©very activity in the Bureau* s work 
program* it can make more difficult or less the task of administering 
the functional programs of tho Bureau, as it is efficiently or ineptly 
handled in the Budget and Fiscal Division* It thus occupies a vital po­
sition in effective Bureau administration at every level*
Governmental Accounting Always a Serious Problem 
In view of the vital role played by fiscal accounting and control 
functions in governmental operations, not only as a safeguard of a dis­
tinct public trust, but also as an aid to efficient and successful gov­
ernmental admin! strati on, it is not surprising that this sphere of gov­
ernmental activity is constantly in the spotlight of study and investigation* 
Probably no other sphere of public administration arouses moro violent dis­
agreement or more regular criticism than does governmental accounting*
Bxtrom© critics of th© present accounting system in use in the Federal 
government charge that it is no system at all* Loss violent ones urge 
tho nood of major revision as a means of improving the administration of 
the fiscal affairs of government* In all of this controversy tins General 
Accounting Office is a favorite target of criticism and abuse* Certainly
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it is a frequent source of irritation and difficulty to individual oper­
ating agencies, such as the Bureau of Animal Industry*
It m s  perhaps to he expected, thou, that accounting procedures gen­
erally isould occupy the serious attention of the President *s Commission 
on Organisation of the Itcecutiv© Branch of the Government or so-called 
Hoover Commission and that the reports of this Commission would contain 
specific suggestions for changes in the accounting system of th© Federal 
government« Tho differences of opinion in this sphere of public adminis­
tration are so marked that even tho members of the Commission could not 
agree as to the specific changes needed to be made* Those which were 
generally agreed upon included the proposal that an Accountant General 
be established in the Treasury Department to develop and .maintain a uni­
form system of general accounting methods and procedures uniform for all 
governmental agencies in the executive departments, subject to th© ap­
proval of the Comptroller General (the Accountant General, on a report 
basis, to combine agency accounts into summary accounts of government 
operations as financial reports for the information of the President, 
tho Congress, and the . lie)* The C omission’s report also recommended 
that tho innumerable expenditure vouchers covering govermmirbal trans­
actions be audited in field locations noar their source, rather than all 
being sent to Washington for auditing and that the audit could be mad© 
by spot samplings of representative vouchers rather than by meticulous 
examination of every separate transaction* The recommendation m s  in­
cluded that the whole problem of surety bonding of government employees 
as currently practiced, a matter which will bo mentioned in more detail 
later in this chapter, be reviewed by Congress with a view to simplifying
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prosent involved procedures.
27The Task Force xioport prepared for the use of the Cosraissidn was 
even sore blunt and outspoken in its criticism of the present accounting 
system of the Federal government. Charging that there is now no formal 
accounting plan for the Federal government as a whole and no one respon­
sible for th© task of developing such a plan, the Task Force, among other 
things, recommended that a central accounting office with tho status of 
an independent establishment be organised in the Executive Office .of the 
President* They urged that th© proposed chief accounting officer be 
empowered to establish and maintain an effective governmental accounting 
system organised on the basis of centralisod control and decentralised 
operation, that accounts be kept to show clearly and currently the sources 
of funds and purposes for which thoy were spent, and that multiple mean- 
i°5 be eliminated from accounting terminology, that accounting officers 
of tlio government b© relieved of financial liability for expenditures
made contrary to law in all cases except those resulting from gross
28negligence or fraud, and that the practice of restricting certain typos
23of expenditures by placing limitations thereon in th© appropriation acts
r .nii ii - t- ------  ■ ■ j i liiiin i " i  I'l ■,
26Budget and Accounting. A Report to the Congress, The Commission on 
Organization of the Executive Branch of th© Government, Government Print­
ing Office, Washington, February, 1349, pp. 55-73.
27Task Force Report on Fiscal, Budgeting, end Accounting Activities
(Appendix ?•}’♦ 'Freparod for the Commission on Organization of tH© Hxecu- 
tiv© Branch of tho Government, Government Printing Office, Washington, 
January, 1349, pp. 35-110.
28Under present procedures certifying officers can be held financially 
accountable upon a basis of differing interpretations of the intent of th© 
appropriation language, for example.




At this writing* no specific actions have yet been taken to modify 
the accounting procedures of government in line with these invest igat ions * 
except that Senator UoCarthy of Wisconsin* on June 15* 1949, introduced
a bill in th© Senate entitled HBudget and Accounting Procedures Act*
301949” os a considerable amendment of the Budget and Accounting Aot of 
1921* ostensibly to implement son© of th© changes suggested by the 
Hoover Consuls si on* This bill lias not yet received such, if any, atten­
tion in th© Congress# Prom an accounting standpoint, its most important 
features include the establishment of an Accounting Service in the Treasury 
Department* headed by on Accountant General charged with th© responsibility 
of prescribing general accounting methods* procedures* and practices, in­
cluding property, cost accounts, and expenditure controls applicable to 
all agencies in the executive branch of government and to supervise their 
administration. The Comptroller General would still retain the authority 
for proscribing the forms, system** and procedures for the administra­
tive examination of accounts and claims against the government* Th© Act 
would authorise settlement of claims and accounts on th© basis of spot 
checks and sampling techniques#
Vlhother the proposed bill will over receive favorable action, is purely 
conjectural at this writing# Bo that as it may* it is believed that some 
of tho changes which have been proposed as a result of tho Commission* s 
study* notably the audit of expenditures at field locations and the sam­
pling technique of audit* could materially reduce tho load of those tasks
50S* 2054* 81st Congress* 1st Session#
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from & Bureau standpoint and apeod up the •whole final disposition of 
accounting for individual items of expenditure*
Bureau Problem . breas in t ho Pi seal Function 
Problem areas in tho administration and operation of the fiscal 
function, not peculiar necessarily to the Bureau of Animal Industry, 
but apparent there and generally applicable to governmental operations, 
are numerous and difficult of solution. Hie natter of the detailed and 
confining rules and regulations tinder which fiscal operations must be 
conducted, many of them in addition to the restrictions of law, and the 
fact that they come from thro© different sources of authority, is a 
problem of concern to Buroau fiscal officers. In the first place, fis­
cal operations must b© conducted in full accordance with current fiscal
31rules and regulations of the department of Agriculture.0 They must 
also bo conducted in full compliance with detailed provisions of th© 
General Accounting Office."' To complicate the problem still further,
they must be administered according to th© fiscal requirements of the
33Treasury Department* This situation places upon Bureau fiscal officers
°^Administrative Regulations, united States Department of Agriculture. 
Title VTT. wfiscarr A<tHnFs^ativo RcguIatTons17*̂  as^r^nd^T”
©d, 555 pp.
32* General Regulations Ho. 100, Procedure For Adninis tr at ive Appro­
priation and Fund Accounting and rteporE1j^J':Yroscribed~ by the Oô jjrEroHjBr
Goneral' "of "tho iSited States, General Accounting Office, 7«'ashington,
October 4, 1943, 261 pp.
r? r?
These are a series of Treasury Department Circulars, consecutively 
numbered, titled with descriptive titles applicable to th© fiscal subject- 
matter covered and issued from, time to time as the need arises.
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the burden of wading through a heavy volume ox* detailed procedures and 
instructions from three different authorities in tho same field of ac­
tivity in the regular conduct of their daily business. In -practice, 
application of tho rules and regulations from the three sources in many 
instances practically amounts to serving three roasters and greatly in­
creases tho difficulty and confusion of administering the functions of 
this type of work in the Bureau, as well as actually adding to th© 
volume of an already heavy work load.
The fact that it is virtually impossible to get a definite clear­
ance from the General Accounting Office that operations have boon audited 
and are in tho clear from the Bureau standpoint at any particular date 
or point of time is a very troublesome problem to Bureau fiscal officers. 
In practice, it means that voluminous minute records supporting trans­
actions long since sent to tho General Accounting Of fie® months ago must 
be kept in active Buroau files for long indefinite periods as a matter 
of solf-protoetion even after tho actual transactions have probably been 
cleared by the General Accounting Office. To improve operations, reduce 
the volume of business carried as "current”, and permit the dead storage 
of records that have probably long sine© served their purpose, th© Bureau 
should hav© a more exact system of audit with the General Accounting Of­
fice ©ad certainly more prompt notification of the conclusion of the 
audit by items passed for payment.
A pro a sing problem to which there would appear to bo no ready solu­
tion is the time lag between the actual obligation of an appropriation 
or allotment for an expenditure in th© field and tho appearance of the 
amount as an actual debit on th© lodgor shoot. Complicated as it is 
with tho usual delays in tho transaction and settlement of business, tho
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problem adds up to a real difficulty in obtaining a realistic day-by- 
day status of the balance of funds available for use in a specific 
allotment or appropriation* This in turn adds to the difficulty in 
.•making day-by-day decisions involving tho expenditure of funds and 
the danger of ovor-expending an allotment for a specific line of work#
Th© passage of legislative pay raises without an accompanying 
appropriation of funds to caver the additional funds required to meet 
them is a problem that drives not only fiscal officers, but budget offi­
cers and administrators as well into early graves* then programs aro 
as carefully planned and budgeted as they aro under governmental pro­
cedures today —  and they are so carefully planned and budgeted that 
there are no readily available gold nines hidden in then, as the Congress 
seems to suppose —  it is an irresponsible and destructive procedure, 
comp lot© ly disrupting to the whole orderly and effecti-vo administration 
of ail agency, that adds a further monetary burden to th© work program 
without providing the means for talcing caro of it*
The lateness in tho fiscal year at which tho appropriation act 
for tho succeeding yor r is passed by th© Congress, oven at times being 
delayed into th© new year*® operations and causing tho accumulation of 
deficits at the very start of tho now year1 s activities, makes i' very 
difficult to administer the fiscal ope rations of an agency and the 
orderly planning and us© of funds. Per moot efficient fiscal operations, 
fiscal officers *©<a» to feel generally that fund® for th® new fiscal 
year should b© appropriated by tho Congress at least two full months 
in advance of th© beginning of tho fiscal year to permit an orderly 
establi shmont of fiscal arrangements for the new year.
The pro sent requirement 02? the Federal government that fidelity
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bonds required of certain employ©©* for tho protection of tho government 
must be paid for by the employees thenselvos arouses a bitter and seem­
ingly Justifiable rosentriomt throughout government circles* Coupled 
with this is the equally niggardly situation that tho government will 
not fully protect its employees who are required to drive government 
vehicles in cases of accident* as do most commercial companies* Tho 
Federal government is probably the only large employer in the land who 
refuses to- bond its employees in its own interests or to carry protective 
insurance against motor vehicle accidents* Such an. attitude hits an 
agency like the Budget and Fiscal Division particularly hard when so 
many of the positions involving the handling of funds require bonding 
in the interests of the government* There has been sufficient protest 
raised in the matter in recent years that it has finally come to th© 
attention of the Congress and it seems likely that some relief from the 
individual financial burden will eventually be forthcoming from that 
source*
One other matter which becomes troublesome at times is th© fact 
that an employee of tho government m y  not encourage or support a claim 
against tho goverrment* In raany instances this undoubtedly has a very 
valid basis of protection of the ; iovcrnment’s interests* In practice* 
however* it many times mean® that where the government1 & creditor fails 
to submit a bill for on item purchased or services rendered* these ac­
counts, usually small and known to bo Just claims against th© government, 
must be kept open -and the items carried as encumbrances against th© al­
lotments or appropriations until th© legal expiration of the availability 
of funds for that year (three years). Fiscal officers cannot writo to 
the claimant and ask for th© submission of a bill covering th© trans­
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action, so that it can be settled and tho books cleared of such clutter­
ing items, as would be done in any private business* Heedless to say, 
the carrying of such items for such long periods as obligations against 
available funds is a fiscal officer’s nightmare and a totally unnecessary 
one, if the rules and regulations -more changed to correct this problem*
Fiscal Procedures in Constant Process of Evolution 
As has been inferred in this discussion of the fiscal procedures of 
tho Bureau of Animal Industry, and is actually th© oaso, constant effort 
is bolag mad© to improve the operations of this sphere of Bureau ac­
tivity* The fiscal operations and procedures of the Bureau aro thus in 
a constant process of evolution for the purpose of gearing them more 
precisely to Bureau needs and making them more effective, timely, and 
efficient for purposes of Bureau administration* Such improvement is 
a never-ending task and the constant concern and study of all key per­
sonnel of th© Budget and Fiscal Division*
CHAPTER ¥111
THE ADMX3JXSTftATIVE SERVICE FUHCTIONS
Functional work programs of the sise and scope of those conducted 
by th© Bureau of Animal Industry must, of necessity, be supported by 
an adequate and effective procedure for the procurement of large supplies 
of material and equipment* Many other similar services, essentially of 
a maintenance or administrative management nature, aro needed to support 
day-by-day operations in tlx© numerous Bureau units. Such matters as 
property and supply procurement, the maintenance of adequate property 
records, maintenance of nails and filos, duplication of material, such 
as mimeographing, and maintenance of corm&uni oat ions, for example, aro 
services common to the need of all units of the Bureau, They are char­
acteristic of th© iievor-ending chores involved in orderly and efficient 
governmental housekeeping on a large scale.
It seems entirely logical to find responsibility for such common 
maintenance and support functions assigned to a separate division of th© 
Bureau whore tho full time and undivided, attention of competent spec­
ialists in these matters can be devoted to them. Thus we find the dis­
charge of such Bureau maintenance functions assigned to the Administrative 
Services Division, under the direct supervision of a division head and 
th© general supervision of the Assistant Chief of Bureau in charge of 
Administration. As can well be appreciated, the task is a heavy one 
and in many respects a monotonous one, lacking considerably the stimulus 
of th© professional aura attained in recent years by such functions as 
personnel and budgetary work. It is also fraught with relationship 
problems which make a heavy demand on highly cooperative and under-
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standing administration in all directions if it is to be conducted smoothly 
and efficiently* The sheer size of the Bureau, the dispersed nature of 
its work programs, the heavy volume of its needs for equipment, materials 
and supplies, the shortage of many supplies and materials and their in­
creased cost during the war and post-war years, the rigidity of the rulos 
and regulations under Y/hich such operations must be conducted in the Fed­
eral government, all combine to place upon this unit of th© Bureau a 
difficult, unenviable, and never-ending task of .meeting Bureau needs for 
the services assigned to it as quickly and efficiently as possible, a 
heavy responsibility*
History of Theso Functions in the Bureau 
It Is obvious that ever since the Bureau was founded it has had nood 
for an inescapable minimum of such maintenance functions as the procure­
ment of the property, equipment and supplies essential to its operations 
and that undoubtedly, in same fashion, it has taken care of such needs*
A study of early Bureau organization, however, fails to reveal any very 
elaborate provision for the handling of such functions* In the early 
days they wero apparently carried by a very small section whose organiza­
tional status closely paralleled those of the personnel and budget and
1fiscal sections already described* Houck, in 1924, identifies no special­
ized property office but infers that such miscellaneous work was performed 
in tho very early days of the Buroau by a miscellaneous section of the 
Division of Field Investigations and later by the Hlscellaaoaus Division
"BJ* 0* Houck, Tho Buroau of Animal Industry of the II* S. Department 
of Agricultures Its Establishment* Achievements and Current Activities,
■ II — ■ » 111'—. 1F in«iT-t.<rvrJ*i»iaw»ilnayiilir L* 1 Blit ■* i n *  I n wmrmmmmmm u M W H B f t H M iM W  'i l.’J .tl.illij [ f i[ j. rV 1’-|~iVf‘rif—' W '. ■■Published by the Author, Washington, 1924, pp. xi-xiii.
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as long as It was in existence* It is probable that in those days a
considerable portion of such activities as property and supply purchase
and procurement was performed by each operating division to meet its
own needs, with a small unit of the Bureau designated to tie together
a bare minimum of property procedures,
2By 1927, however, Powell identified in the Bureau an Office of 
Property and Supplies responsible for th© ordering, receipt, storage, 
and Issuance of property and supplies to other Buroau units, It ’.ms 
still a very small, unspecialized unit for an organization the size of 
the Bureau of Animal Industry and occupied a relatively low organiza­
tional status, The size of the property office at this time clearly 
indicates how relatively submerged and undeveloped this fundamental 
function then was in tho Buroau hierarchy. The office was in charge 
of a junior administrative assistant and iiad a staff of five clerks of 
©von more modest grad©, a foreman of laborers, and twelve laborers as­
signed to it. At this time first mention is also mad© of a file room 
for tho handling of mail and files, although this service had also 
undoubtedly been provided in some manner much earlier in th© Bureau’s 
history. Apparently such functions were considered strictly routine 
operations and attracted little attention from historians of oarly 
Bureau activities, so that they are difficult to trace with any dogro© 
of precision. At tho time of Powell’s study the Bureau file room was
Prod Hour Powell, The Buroau of Animal Industry} Its History, 
Activities, and Organigation, Service Monographs of tho United States 
Government Ho. 41, Brookings Institute for Government Research, Th© 
Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, 1927, p. 40.
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tinder the supervision of a principal clerk, -who directed the activities 
of a staff of nine clerks and five nos seniors in handling this service.
As m s  found to be the case with tho personnel end budget and fis­
cal functions# in more recent years such administrative service functions 
as were performed by tho Buroau, such as property procurement, have been 
furnished by a small property section of modest grade employees under 
the supervision of an administrative assistant;, also of modest grade.
The unit operated for some yoars under the general supervision of the 
Administrative Assistant to th© Chief of the Bureau. In 1939 this po­
sition was elevated to that of Business Iknager for the Bureau, under 
whoso general supervision all of the auxiliary units of the Bureau, in­
cluding the property section, operated. During this period, however, 
there was little expansion either in size or in assigned functions*
In 1946 all of tho administrative service functions of the Bureau 
wore considerably expanded and grouped to provide facilities for meeting 
expanded Bureau needs for such services with groator precision. At this 
time tho now unit was raised to divisional status by tho Bureau, with the 
concurrence of the Department Office of Personnel and the Civil Service 
Commission at the time this step was also taken for the personnel and, 
budget and fiscal functions, as m e  shown above. Thus, the Administra­
tive Services Division was set up to handle a wide variety of rmintonance 
or housekeeping functions of the Bureau, an assignment which we shall 
presently examine in considerable detail.
It is interesting in passing to note the comparative size of the
unit handling such functions in the different periods. In 1927, as
3noted above, Powell found a total of 54 Bureau employees assigned to 
5Ibld, p. 40.
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the tasks of general property functions and nail® and files. As of
July 1, 1940, the number of employees assigned to those functions still
totalled but 35 and as of July 1, 1949, a total of 65 employees were
operating tho expanded admini art rat i ve service functions being furnished
4in current Bureau Administration and operation.
5Functions and Duties of the Division 
As organised in 1946 and operated since that time, the Administrative 
Bervices Division is organised and staffed to provide numerous business 
management services common to the need of all units of tho Buroau and 
helpful to their administrative management and the furtherance of their 
work programs.
I latters of property aro still a major concern of this Division and 
procurement and property management a preponderant part of its volume 
of business, mails and files and other communications aro maintained.
In addition to t lie so long-established functions, the scope of the di­
vision’s operations and sphere of influence and responsibility have been 
broadened to include functions not previously handled in the Bureau or 
to such degree and. in such a specialized manner as at present, according 
to the Hoad of Division.
As currently operated, th© Administrative Services Division is or-
From Bureau of Animal Industry official personnel records for those
dates.
5Tho material of this section is adapted, in some instances verbatim, 
from the official organization chart of this division (approval ponding), 
from pertinent official job statements, working directives, and similar 
material not ordinarily available to tho public, and from discussions 
and interviews with key Bureau personnel.
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ganized into an office of tho Hoad of Division and four sections dealing 
with specialized segments of Buroau maintenance or business administra­
tion* Those include a contracting and leasing section* a property and 
space management section, a third dealing with management procedures 
and the last conoernod with the problem of records management* Lie rely 
to list th© broad functions of these sections in this manner is suf­
ficient to indicate clearly th© considerable expansion and specializa­
tion of activities in th© administrative services area of Buroau activities 
which have been offooted in the past four years.
Basically, tho Head of the Bivision and his principal assistants 
have responsibility for collaborating with the Chief of the Buroau and 
other top administrators in th© formulation, of policies, plans, standards, 
and procedures for conducting an efficient program of business management 
in the Bureau and for coordinating such functions with the operating or 
work program activities of all other units of the Bureau* To this degree 
and in this area of operations, the Head of the Division is called up 
frequently to render services and duties of a truly staff nature to the 
Chief of Bureau*
As the administrator of an auxiliary service, the Head of the Di­
vision is held responsible for conducting a comprehensive administrative 
services program useful to the needs of the other divisions of tho Bu­
roau. This includes such tasks as improving the methods and procedures 
and conducting the activities involved in property procurement, account­
ability, and management, adequate management of tho voluminous official 
records of the Buroau, rminienamc© of necessary communications, equipment 
and space management, including leasing of office space and contracts 
for public utilities and construction, and purchase and disposal of
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land and real estate as occasion demands*
Construction, maintenance, and repair of the Buroau*s imny buildings 
and laboratories is a large task. Th© Bead of this Division is charged 
with the task of assisting Bureau and divisional administrators and other 
offices of the Department, such as th© Agricultural Research Administra­
tion and the Office of Budget and Finance, in tho development of build­
ing plans, estimates, and specifications covering the construction or 
repair of buildings, laboratories, and other fixed properties. In ad­
dition, he broadly supervises the construction of new facilities to 
determine that such work meets required specifications* Under this di­
rection preliminary plans and specifications for construction, altera­
tions, and repairs are prepared, subject to the approval of th© divisional 
units concerned, and records of construction and repairs and custody of 
plans and designs are rmintained in hie organisation.
In order that the other units of the Bureau may be kept properly 
informed of matters in this field of activity, th© Head, of this Division 
is hold responsible for the issuance of administrative regulations* 
policy statements, operating procedures, and. instructional material 
for the guidance of all Ifcehington and field offices of the Bureau on 
adiainistrative scrvicos functions* It is a real chore and an exact­
ing one to keep such material current and up-to-date, according to 
tMs official. In this connection, ho is expected also to provide 
technical assistance and. coordinate administrative services activities 
in the many field offices of the Bureau and to provide effective liai­
son with offices of th© Department and other federal agencies, such as 
General Services Administration and Post Office Department, on broad 
administrative services programs and problems of concern to Bureau
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interestsv
'work of th© Contracting and Leasing Section 
Any detailed statement of the duties and responsibilitiea of tho Head 
of this division pretty wo 11 delineates the tasks assigned to the respective 
sections of the division, for th© various sections are so organised and 
operated as to discharge effectively the varying tasks for which he is 
broadly hold responsible*
Tlx© contracting and leasing section, for example, handles the job 
of proeuring tho major bulk of supplies, materials, and equipment for 
th© Bureau work programs• These are obtained upon requisition from large 
pools of governmental supplies maintained by such agencies as th© General 
Services Administration or by direct purchase order to manufacturers or 
other commercial sources. Only a small portion of such materials are 
purchased direct by operating agencies. This service covers th© needs 
of both Washington units of the i3ureau and field offices and in tlx© 
course of a year*s time amounts to very big business indood. Tho section 
also handles all Bureau contracts involved in obtaining regular contractors 
for furnishing equipment and supplies on an annual contract basis rather 
than individual bids, those for utilities, such as telephone, electricity, 
and similar services, and all other non-personal contractual services 
involved in Bureau operations. From the personnel standpoint, it arranges 
the contracts for the shipping of personal effects of Buroau employees 
transferred from a m  post to another, fix© section prepares the bid® and 
instructions covering solicitation and award of service contracts, in­
cluding £>ublic utility contracts, a sizeable chore in an organisation 
the size of th© Bureau of Animal Industry, or reviews and recommends
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award of the service contracts for field units when the amounts involved 
exceed delegated field authority.
This section carries the double-barrelied responsibility for the 
leasing of space and land under delegated authority for Bureau us® and, 
on the other hand, of developing revocable land use permits to State and 
local governments and institutions and to public utilities corporations 
and highway commissions for tho use of government-owned land and facilities 
or for tho construction and maintenance of electric power linos, telephone 
linos, water and sower linos and public highways on and across government- 
owned property.
In an organization tho size of tho Bureau of Animal Industry there 
is constant demand for tho duplication of records, manuscripts, and 
similar material for broad us© and distribution. Quo of the extonsiv© 
chores of this section is that of obtaining the photostating, blueprint­
ing, multilithing, mimeographing, and other types of reproduction services 
needed. Some of this work is performed in this unit and some of it is 
obtained through departmental facilities. The section furnishes tech­
nical guidance to tho other Bureau unit© on all ouch duplicating services* 
It alao handles the distribution to all Bureau units of instructions, 
orders, interpretations, regulations, directories, and other material 
for tho Bureau administrators.
An equally important function of this unit Is the administration of 
the printing and binding funds allocated to the Bur ©an for those purposes. 
In connection with this work, tho section handles the orders for the 
printing and binding needed for the Bureau, the procurement of books, 
periodicals, maps, and nows papor subscriptions needed as working tools 
by the operating divisions and field stations, and, in instances of
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substantiated noed, grants emergency printing and binding authority ; > 
field offices*
To fulfill its broad responsibilities this section develops and 
administers the necessary procedures ana methods for leasing space, 
land, and other facilities needed by the Bureau and for contracting for 
or disposing of supplies, equipment, buildings, and real estate needed 
for or surplus to Bureau programs* Specialists of this section provide 
technical assistance to Bureau administrators and operating units on 
problems relating to contracting, purchasing, and leasing activities.
They also provide effective liaison with offices at the Department level 
on contracting* purchasing, leasing, and duplicating operations of con­
cern to the Bureau*
Tho Property and Space llanagement Section
Under the expanded functions of the Administrative Services Division 
since 1946, a more precis© and effective management of both property and 
space from a top administrative standpoint lias been attempted, the Head 
of the Administrative Services Division points out. This program, which 
is designed to aid Bureau administrators at every level in the efficient 
use of available facilities, is the basic assignment of tho property and 
space management section of tho Division. The discharge of this respon­
sibility involves close attention to three phases of the problem, proper­
ty mamgeaont, space management, and an effective motor equipment program.
From the over-all property standpoint, the section is charged with 
tho task of developing and operating an effective equipment management 
program for the Bureau. It locates and acquires surplus equipment, 
ranging from tho most delicate or highly specialized laboratory instru­
ments and equipment to heavy equipment, such as bulldozers* It has the
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task of developing procedures for the effective conservation of all types 
of property, arranges for tho disposition of surplus or worn-out equip­
ment and property, and conducts periodic proporty examinations and in­
spections both in Washington and at field stations* In addition, this 
section supervises a uniform. Bureau property accountability record sys­
tem, sets up tbs necessary property classifications, and audits the 
annual physical inventories required under Bureau administrative procedures*
In the realm of space management, this section handles Bureau negotia­
tions of obtaining space for Bureau offices in public buildings. It di­
rects the office and equipment moves involved in the rather frequent re­
arrangement of space assignments ishich occur* The section surveys and 
analyses space requirements or requests and see® to it that tho most ef­
ficient use of space is made both in Washington and the field* In the 
Washington offices it arranges for telephone and other miscellaneous 
services furnished with office quarters.
Tao specialised equipment program mint&ined by this section is 
devoted to automotive end heavy equipment of all typos* This includes 
equipment such a® truck-tractors, trailers, trucks, passenger cars, and 
construction and farm-type tractors, and earth-moving equipment, such 
as power shovels, bulldozers, and graders* Such equipment Is used ex­
tensively in the Bureau operating work programs. In this work, the 
section conducts studies on the basic need for such equipment, including 
such natters as types, sizes, purposes, and use of automotive equipment.
It Is responsible for the development of effective equipment maintenance 
programs covering the efficient use and adequate conservation of such 
equipment. In connection with Bureau use of automobiles and trucks, 
this section reviews all motor accident reports and assists with the
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settlement of any claims resulting from such accidents, including the 
preparation in case f o m  of accident reports for the us© of the Depart­
ment Solicitor on their legal aspects*
work of the Ilamgeraent -Procedures Section 
The work of the management procedures section, of this Division is 
also a distinct departure from long-established Bureau administrative 
functions, according to the Head of this Division* Basically, this sec­
tion is designed to serve as a focal point for the review, integration 
and clearance of administrative and program procedures and forms* Tlio 
end purposes of this assignment are to avoid the issuance of conflicting 
or incorrect procedural information and instructions, to assure clarity 
and adequacy of detail in the forms in use in the Bureau, to verify 
such material with the various divisions and obtain all necessary clear­
ances, and to make certain that such material is consistent with estab­
lished policies and procedures*
This section lias responsibility for tho distribution of the manuals, 
administrative regulations and amendments, policy statements, operating 
procedures, and instructional material governing the administrative oper­
ations of the Bureau and for similar material governing certain aspects 
of program operations as well.
In tho course of its work the Bureau utilises forms of many kinds 
and descriptions, ranging all tlio way from research data sheets designed 
for highly specific uses to accounting ©hoots for general use in record­
ing fiscal operations* This section lias the task of broadly overseeing 
the foras In us© in the Bureau to make sure that information collected 
thereon will 'be so cured on a uniform basis no matter where used in tho 
Bureau, The section analyzes existing forms and the instructions covering
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thoir use from the standpoint® of administrative pract icabiXity , con­
formance with instruction®, and tho economy of thoir maintenance and 
use* On tho basis of such studios it recommends thoir continuation, 
revision, consolidation, or elimination.* It performs a similar service 
in connection with new or proposed forms, approves and maintains systems 
for their numbering* classification, control, and maintenance, and ob­
tains the necessary/- clearance of so-called public data forms in accordance 
with law and Bureau of the Budget regulations*
Functions of the Records Ibxtagemeni Section 
Record® of all sorts, many of them highly valuable from both an 
operational and historical standpoint and needing to bo saved indef­
initely, accumulate so rapidly in an agency of any sis© and quickly be­
come so bulky and voluminous that thoir management and storage has always 
boon a major problem* In an effort to cop© with the problem effectively, 
the records managQiaont section m s  established in the Administrative Ser­
vices Division to provide for the management of all records and docu­
mentary material of the Bureau*
Shis section is c liar god with the development and operation of uniform 
record systems and control of records maintained both in Bureau files and 
in tho operating divisions. It provides distribution, maintenance, or­
ganization, servicing, safoguarding, archival study, analysis, and dis­
position services for all official documents* In connection with this 
important work, tho section directs a records retirement and disposal 
program for ti® Bureau and maintains and operates temporary depositories 
for inactive records in an effort to keep the files clear of obsolete 
material# In the past such work has been done piecemeal and spasmodi­
cally in tli© Bureau, so that a huge backlog of stored records existed
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at the time this section vias established. Heedless to say the less than 
four years it lias been in existence lias proven too short a time to dis­
pose of the accumulated mass of old records and keep up with those cur­
rently being accumulated, but encouraging headway has been made.
fhis unit also handles the mails and filos sorvices of the Bureau, 
providing a comprehensive vise? for tho control and coordination of out­
going coirs,iunications to insure conformity vdth ostablished policies and 
procedures and providing messenger service for the V/ashington offices 
of the Bureau. In this phase of Its services, the section develops gen­
eral methods of preparing and handling Bureau correspondence and issues 
instructions thereon for the guidance of the other units of the Bureau.
Operation of These Functions in the Bureau 
Prom what lias been presented of 'the functions and responsibilities 
of the Administrative Services Division, it should not bo supposed that 
tho Division marches off in all directions at once on its own authority 
■without due regard to the specific and often highly specialised needs 
and v&shcs of the various operating divisions or without close coopera­
tion with the administrators of such functional work, programs in the 
precise discharge of the services outlined above. It is, of course, to 
the best interests of both this Division and the operating divisions to 
keep such services geared as closely to program noeds and available 
financial resources as possible. To accomplish this requires that in 
most instances the operating divisions must make known to the Adminis­
trative Services Division as precisely as possible what the specific 
needs are, so that the latter unit can act with greater assurance and 
precisions in mooting thorn.
Tho procurement of property, equipment, and supplies is a case in
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point# It should theoretically be entirely feasible for a central 
property office to make decisions on and see to the procurement of 
certain supplies common t; the needs of the entire agency* such as 
stationery* for example# But the greater proportion of the procurement 
needs of such highly specialised functional divisions as make up the 
.Bureau of Animal Industry are in themselves highly specialised. The 
operating divisions are naturally in the best position to determine 
their exact property needs to keep their work rolling effectively. In 
addition* since they are definitely held responsible not only for the 
furtherance of their work programs but also for tho husbanding of their 
resources end living within thoir incomes, final authorization of di­
rect charges against their working budgets, such as those involved in 
tho purchase of property, equipment, and supplies, must, of necessity, 
be made by the operating divisions and not by tbs Administrative Services 
Division#
Then, too, tho specialist handling property procurement must depend 
upon the operating units for accurate and complete description© or speci­
fications of much of the equipment and supplies required to meet the 
need® of the operating programs in which they are to be used# Ho pro­
curement officer would bo qualified on his own initiative to decide on 
the type, or form, or nature of an intricate piece of research apparatus, 
for example# Nor would he have any desire to do so, without the full 
cooperation of the operating division in furnishing exact specifications 
for the equipment, so that exactly what was needed could bo ordered and 
obtained# Upon such basic information only can this Division proceed 
with tho procurement of the item® requested with any degroo of certainty 
or precision# In this respect, the Division functions in a truly auxiliary
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relationship with tho operating divisions in relieving tho latter of a 
considerable portion of tho routine burden of obtaining essential ma­
terials for tho work programs*
In practice, therefore, as would be expected, practically all of 
the requests for tho procurement of property, equipment, and supplies 
originate in the various operating divisions of the Bureau in the form 
of purchase orders or requests for bids. Such requests include all 
pertinent information known by the oporating division about the item 
being requested, particularly if it is of an unusual nature. Included 
or© such details as quantity and quality desired, description o minimum 
specifications that will bo acceptable for the purpose, estimated cost, 
appropriation to be charged, and possible sources from 'which tho item 
might bo secured, If known. Upon such information and authorization for 
obtaining the item, tho Administrative Services Division then bases its 
action for actual purchase on tbs market, its procurement from contractors 
furnishing such items to the government, or the preparation and issuance 
of competitive bids for obtaining it, if the amount and circumstances 
involved require such action. Thus, in essence, while the Administrative 
Services Division carries the actual business operations involved in the 
procurement of property, equipment, and supplies, the operating divisions 
also carry some of the load of property procurement and in large measure 
effectively determine their own specific needs.
Since tho basic purpose of the Administrative Services Division is 
to furnish essential services that will aid the operating divisions in 
tho efficient conduct of their opo rations, tho situation with respect to 
property is basically true for tho other sorvicos furnished by this 
Division. The operating divisions participate fully and freely in ad-
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ninisirative service matters affecting their interests and welfare and 
originate the greater proportion of the initial requests for the services 
available from the .Division* It should bo pointed out, however, that 
procedures for handling such matters as they are developed in the Di­
vision servo to guide the operating divisions in their activities in 
this sphere and provide orderly and effective moans for keeping such 
matters flowing freely and efficiently.
As was the case with the other auxiliary divisions of the Bureau, 
numerous Bureau circular letters transmitting information on now admin­
istrative service procedures, rules and regulations, interpretations and 
clarifications on those already in existence, and similar material help­
ful to tho operating divisions In this field, are prepared as needed by 
this Division and distributed widely to administrators throughout the 
Bureau, both in Washington and in the field* These are signed by the 
Chief of Bureau or by tho assistant chief in charge of administrative 
management* A few of those selected at random from tho many which have 
boon issued will illustrate tho considerable effort the Division makes
to keep tho operating divisions alerted and informed on administrative
6service matters* In those, specific and well-defined procedures are
G'Bureau Circular Letter Mo* 49-25* "Initiation of Lease Procedure".
(To Officials in charge of stations occupying leased quarters), April 12,
1949*
Bureau Circular Letter Mo* 49-26. "Acquisition and Disposition of 
Surplus Property Through the Areal Agricultural Equipment Coramittoos*M 
(To All Field Stations), April 18, 1949*
Bureau Circular Letter Mo. 270.1. HIJailing List Establishment, Ms®,
and Maintenance.* (To Washington Officials), August 10, 1949*
Bureau Circular Letter Ho* 210*1* "Execution of Requisitions for
Supplies, Equipment, or Services." (To All Field Stations), February 2, 1950*
Bureau Circular Letter Ho. 220.1. "Property Management Policy." (To
All Divisions and Field Stations), April 4, 1950*
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presented for the guidance of a dmini s t rat or s at various Bureau levels for 
the handling of matters relating to leasing quarters, the use of mailing 
lists, the handling of surplus property requisitions, and property manage - 
•pent. It should he noted, too, that a selective use is made of such letters 
of instruction. All letter® are not seat out to all Bureau levels, but are 
directed specifically to those areas actually concerned with the subject 
being discussed.
haportanc© of These functions in Bureau Administration
From what lias boon presented regarding the activities of the Admin­
istrative Services Division, it is clear that the services rendered to 
Bureau and divisional administrators and to the work programs of tho 
various divisions can and do take a heavy burden of maint©nance or house­
keeping chores off tho shoulders of officials already burdened with the 
administration of broad work programs. At the same tine the present ar­
rangements give them ample opportunity to guard thoir expenditures and 
to obtain end results that will precisely servo their purposes in fur­
thering thoir projects. Concentration of such services in one division, 
with specialists devoting thoir full time to the various lines of activity 
involved, effectively reduces the xuimber of employee© that would be needed 
if ©ach division were to conduct such linos of work completely within its 
own organisation* The present arrangement also speeds up the procurement 
of the property, equipment, and supplies needed to support the various 
work programs and provides an effective unit in Bureau organisation for 
riding herd on the many facilities and service© needed in common by all 
units of the Bureau.
VJliile not entirely free of problem areas and obviously requiring a 
close and understanding working relationship between this Division and
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the operating divisions of the Bureau for maximum. utilization, of its 
potential usefulness, it would be difficult to over-estimate the useful­
ness and value of the services of this Division in Bureau administration* 
3y the same token, the fact must bo taken into consideration that present 
organization of those administrative services is relatively new in the 
Bureau* Some of its functions are just as new in Bureau operations or 
at least have never before been attempted with the precision and scop© 
now being done* It seems reasonable to expect that time, experience, 
and understanding will make such services oven more valuable than they 
have thus far proven as useful techniques for tying together many of the 
maintenance functions essential to efficient Bureau administration*
These Functions Governed hy Minute Bulos and Regulations 
To understand the operations of many of tho administrative services 
functions, it must be appreciated that under governmental requirements 
most such activities must be conducted within a rigid framework of de­
tailed and minute rules and regulations or iron-clad procedures from 
which little or no deviation is permitted* In addition to the Bureau’s 
own instructions and procedures, work in this area of administration is 
governed by Department Administrative regulations, directives of the 
Department * s Office of Plant and Operations, and the General Services 
Administration, and even instructions of the General Accounting Office 
to assure that obligations are incurred in an approved manner so that 
they will be settled promptly and without exceptions taken*
Tho natter of property will serve as a good example to illustrate 
tiiis situation* Possibly no segment of government business operations 
is more safeguarded and bound by meticulous and minute rules and regula­
tions and procedures for its operation than is that of property in all
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its aspects, from procurement to management and use* In the first place, 
all property functions must be conducted in strict accordance with the 
Administrative rules and regulations of the Department. Two large sec­
tions of those are devoted to this subject, the one applying mainly to
real property and the other mainly to tho purchase and. procurement of
7other property, equipment, material and supplies.
Those regulations are worth a closer glance to illustrate tho detail 
with which procedures governing government property are spelled out. for 
example, tho regulations governing plant and operation matters covers 
about every conceivable aspect involved in the handling of real property, 
such as land and buildings, from their original acquisition, through their 
management and use of space therein, construction, alterations, and re­
pairs of buildings, to final disposition when they are no longer usoful 
to governmental programs. In addition, in this section of the regula­
tions, detailed and minute procedures and instructions arc spelled out for 
the preparation and handling of leases, for the maintenance and disposition 
of official records, for the conduct of photographic and duplicating ser­
vices and for the distribution of supplies from the central supply service* 
Here, too, aro outlined the detailed procedures for providing such services 
as telephone, telegraph, radio and cable, and the handling of incoming 
and outgoing mail*
In equally exact detail the Procurement Administrative Regulations 
outline the precise procedures which must bo followed in purchasing
7Title 4 — Plant and Oporatxoils Acbsnnxstmt3. ve -̂-ogulaoxons, Go5 pp. , 
with amendments,~and" TitTe 5 - Procurement Adraini's Wat i ve Regulations,
52S- pp., with amendments, Adainistratxve Regulations of the Tj. S. Depart­
ment of Agriculture, June 30, 1947.
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property of all kinds* These gowra such matters as open-market pur­
chases, contracting for materials and supplies, rules governing the 
transportation of government property from place to place, the dispo­
sition of property and property accountability and utilisation. Q m  
really has to read through these regulations fully to appreciate the 
exactness and detailed minuteness with which they govern operations in 
this area of goversaental mint©nan©©.
In addition to the Administrative Hegulations, administrative service 
operations are governed and controlled by directives of the General Ser­
vices Administration established by the Congress last year for the ex- 
pros sod purpose of providing the Government with an economical and efficient 
system for
the procurement and supply of personal property and non-personal 
services, including related functions, such as contracting, In­
spection, storage, issue, specifications, property identifica­
tion and classification, transportation and traffic management, 
management of public utility services, repairing and converting, 
establishment of inventory levels, establishment of forms and 
procedures, and representation before Federal and State regula­
tory bodies* the utilisation of available property* the disposal 
©f surplus property* and records management.8
The minute analysis of the whole property subject presented in this docu­
ment in effect furnishes Bureau property officers with another detailed 
met of regulations to which they must adhere' in their handling of property 
operations. Furthermore, a comprohons 1 ve manual on property procedures 
and regulations is in process of campliation in the General Services Ad­
ministration which, when issued, will he binding on all governmental 
operations• It seems apparent that the General Services Administration
wvw w » V '*wnhu«aiaa8aifea»i rr t t  -r mr
8"Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949, with 
Analysis and Index, ” General Services Administration, Ihshingtm,
October, 19491 Public Law 182, approved June 30, 1949.
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will very soon function in the administr ati w  services area of adminis­
tration as the General Accounting Office does in the fiscal field and 
tho Bureau of the Budget in tho budgetary field* It seems equally ap­
parent that it requires well-trained specialists, devoting full time to 
the task, to keep Bureau operations and activities fully geared to all 
existing rules and regulations and to the various authorities exercising 
supervision and control on such matters* It is certainly no job for an 
amateur* Keeping such operations ”in tho clear1' with all tho rules and 
regulations is a novcr-ending problem of Bureau administrators and one 
which makes a heavy demand on alertness and close attention to detail*
Special -Problems Itust Bo Handled Bffoctively 
In common with most governmental units, tho Administrative Services 
Division is from time to tine faced with the handling of special problems 
of considerable magnitude* Those place substantial strain upon the en­
ergies and capabilities of Division personnel and established procedures 
and methods of operation* These problems usually ariso from emergencies 
occurring in the work programs of the operating divisions or in a material 
expansion of a work program, over a relatively short period of time, both 
calling for a heavily increased work load of property procurement, busi­
ness and facility arrangements, or the development of emergency pro­
cedures to meet a specific situation*
An outstanding example of an emergency situation which has thrown 
a heavy responsibility upon tho Division is that occasioned by the out­
break of foot-and-mouth disease in Koxico* As its share in the attack 
on the outbreak, the Division was called upon to effect the emergency 
purchase of huge supplies of equipment and materials In this country
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for delivery in Mexico end had to sco that they wore delivered promptly 
and according; to specifications in a foreign land# Items that needed 
to he obtained ranged all the way from heavy equipment, such as bull­
dozers, tractors, and trucks to the most delicate veterinary instruments 
and xaedicinals, many of which were already in short supply* Procedures 
for the issuance and orderly operation and management of property and 
equipment under trying field conditions in a foreign country had to be 
formulated and put into operation and key personnel of the Division had 
to be detailed to foreign field service for varying periods and temporary 
personnel trained for handling various segments of the greatly augmented 
work load*
Since foot-and-mouth disease has not yet been eradicated in Mexico, 
although its spread toward the American border has been halted, the 
Division is continuing to collaborate with officials of the Department 
and tiie J&s&can-Uxiited States Commission for the Eradication of Poot- 
and-llouth Disease in the development and administration of major admin­
istrative services policies and procedures affecting the conduct of the 
eradication activities in Mexico* Any similar major outbreak of live­
stock disease in this country would create a similar problem for the 
Administrative Services Division. Such problems ore largely concerned 
with the procurement of a heavy volume of supplies and equipment in a 
big hurry and of carrying a greatly augmented work load with a relatively 
small permanent staff and the minimum number of temporary employees nec­
essary to get the job done#
In like manner, a material expansion of a work program can place a 
similar burden upon tho sorvicos of this Division. A typical example 
of tliis is tho expansion of Bureau research programs which has taken
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place in the past several years under the stimulus of the new research 
and marketing projects being carried by the Bureau* Those have involved 
and are still involving tho purchase of heavy supplies of specialized 
equipment, some of it quite different from any equipment ever before 
purchased by the Bureau, and has placed a cons id or ably augmented burden 
upon the Division’s property officers. Under such circumstances it is 
extremely difficult to plan and maintain normal and orderly work loads 
for Division personnel or to plan Division operations with any very great 
degree of precision very far in advance*
Other Problem 'reas in This Field
Enough has probably been presented to indicate clearly that many 
problems are inherent to the orderly and efficient operation of tho 
administrative service functions in the Bureau. The routine nature and 
detail of the business operations involved in most of them are in them­
selves something of a problem. Perhaps a few others should also be 
montionodc
Tho problem of maintaining 0. complete understanding and close, 
cordial cooperation between the Division and the operating divisions 
on matters of mutual concorn is really a matter of complete apprecia­
tion of the opposite sides of the same coin of affective servicing. 
Involved in this is the constant need for operational officers to road, 
understand, remember, and appreciate at least the highlights of the 
highly specialized rules and regulations under which property opera­
tions, for example, must be conducted in the government and, conversely, 
for administrative services officials to appreciate how greatly some 
small deviation from requirements or specifications for a piece of
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apparatus could adversely affect its usefulness or value in a work 
pr 0{pPCLQ* Each should, strive to understand and appreciate the viewpoint 
of the other and work wholeheartedly together to obtain the desired and 
necessary end results*
Every effort needs to bo made to roduce the length of time it takes 
to obtain equipment and supplies for the work program and in the main 
this is done* A considerable portion of the delay involved is inherent 
in tho business operations involved in any such large scale operations*
Tho situation, could bo materially improved, however, in the instances 
whore delays have caused embarrassment to the work and a straining of 
tempers, by tho operating agencies anticipating thoir needs further in 
advance and placing thoir orders sufficiently in advance of such needs 
to allow sufficient time for procurement and delivery* In some instances, 
at least, it could be improved also by a more prompt servicing of the 
orders and a closer follow-up of them when an undue amount of time 
elapses before delivery. Here, again, is involved a sympathetic and 
mutual understanding appreciation of the other fellow’s problems and 
needs*
finally, there is always tho necessity of appreciating that the 
various administrative services are not ends in thorns elves, but rather 
helpful and essential instruments for the broad and efficient adminis­
tration of Bureau operations and work programs* In this connection, 
it is necessary to remember that tho most idealistic method of property 
management which could possibly bo developed, for oxample, is basically 
justified only as it maintains and furthers Bureau work projects and 
programs. I&thods and procedures developed in tho Administrative Services 
Division for handling the various administrative service functions in tho
Bureau should he f emulated and put into effect with this cardinal 
principle clearly in mind at all times* so that every function and 
activity of the Division will be kept closely geared to actual oper­
ating needs and will fully fulfill the siaxisura degree of assistance 









































































Ae Pesler, who 1ms mdo a considerable study of this area of adminis­
tration, points out
The most pus sling of all problems of field administration is 
how to fuse together the functional organisation at the center 
with the areal organisation in tho field. Organisation by 
field service areas provides a major opportunity to relate 
an agency*© program to the needs of each particular .area*
While tho functional principle in the central organisation 
splits and resplits the program core until it seems not a 
whole but a collection of unrelated strands* the areal prin­
ciple forces a trading together of these strands before the 
program is brought into direct contact with tho public. How­
to reconcile functional specialisation with areal coordina­
tion is a problem that arises with regard both to the inter­
nal working© of individual agencies and to tho government m  
a whole.1
Stone further emphasizes the difficulty and importance of this aspect
of administration when he says
fhe whole purpose of the existence of Federal agencies is to 
perform public services, to benefit or serve individual citi­
zens, and this moans dealing with citizens where they are, 
that is, in the field. She administrative pattern of regions 
and districts and of field operating units must, therefor©, 
b© established in specific relation to the particular Job to 
be done. Unfortunately, this is not always the practice.
Regional boundaries are often drawn without consideration of 
the realities of operating factors but rather on the basis of 
a pattern carved out in somewhat of a vacuum in Washington or 
transplanted from another program of dissimilar character.
One© established, generally in the early stages of a program, 
there seems no oonsciousness that administrative experience 
or change in direction of program with the passage of time 
may necessitate changes in organization or administrative 
procedure.2
After pointing out the considerable advantages to be obtained from 
effective field decentralization of governmental work programs, Gulick
James W . Feeler, Area and Administration, University of Alabama 
Press, 1949, p. 73.
Donald C. Stone, ”?Jashington-Field Relationships11 in Washingtoa- 
Fteld Relationships in the Federal Service, Graduate School,’11, 3. 
Agrict p. 15.
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in his able paper on the theory of organisation goes on to point out some
of the major problems involved in following such a procedure* In this
connection, he says?
the difficulties of primary geographic subdivision are also 
not far to seek* They consist of the increased difficulty 
of maintaining a uniform nation-wide, state-wide, or city- 
wide policy; the danger of too narrow and short-sighted 
management; and the increased difficulty of making full use 
of technical services and the highest specialisation because 
of the division of the work into limited blocks* Decentral­
isation tends to enhance these difficulties by reason of 
physical isolation* It introduces other factors as well, 
such as higher costs for supervisory personnel, the general 
hesitancy of central administrative heads to delegate suf­
ficient real power, the lesser prestige of localised of­
ficials, and the increased tendency of such a system to come 
under tho control of localised logrolling pressure groups.
Political parties under our system of representation are 
based upon geographical areas* An administrative system 
also set up by areas is peculiarly subject to spoliation 
by politicians as long as we have the spoils system*^
4As Feeler has demonstrated, numerous factors will influence tho 
degree of centralisation or decentralisation an agency will adopt for 
its field activities and the type of field organisation it will set up. 
These include the factor of responsibility, which makes the top ad­
ministrator cautious, if not actually reluctant, in going far in the 
direction of a high degree of deoentrali sation of administrative auth­
ority; certain administrative factors, such as the age of the agency 
end the stability of its policies and procedures; the specific func­
tions to be performed or accomplished; and the degree of collaboration
5bother Oullek, Botes cm tho Theory of Organisation** in Papers on 
fh® Scionc© of Admialstratlon, edited by Luther Guliolc and L* S d e E ,  
"Sstitute' Sflfiio A^Jnis’bration, Mow York, 1957, p. 50.
4James W* Fesler, "Field Organisation** in Elements of Fublio Adminis*
t rat ion, edited by Frit* Morsteia Marx, Prentice SHI"; in?., 8Sr"jgE;---
264-293.
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desired or needed with other Federal, State, and local agencies*
One of the major problems involved in the maintenance of effective 
washington-fieId relationship thus appears to be the reluctance of top 
administrators to delegate a very high degree of administrative responsi­
bility to field officials* Stone agrees with Fesler and with Gulick on 
this point when lie states bluntly
Responsible top officials in Washington tend to think it 
impossible to delegate authority to field offices to act 
unless there is a rigid cheok-control from headquarters*
Field officers, no matter how well they are picked, will 
make mistakes —  so do we all —  and they will not always 
perform as the headquarters official would if he were in 
the field* and vice versa* That must be taken for granted*
But this does not mean that a much better job will not be 
done in the field if field directors are given authority 
commensurate with their responsibilities* By keeping trans­
actions out of Washington and approaching the Washington 
relation to the field as one of setting policies and stan­
dards and of giving help on difficult matters, tho policy 
of freedom of action will produce much better results than 
regimented circumscription* 5
It is easy to understand that the complexity of problems in this 
administrative area stem from the immense sise of the government structure 
and the rapid growth of field services within recent years* They stem, 
too, from the complexity of the programs administered and from the vast 
areas they cover, from the long distance between field station establish­
ments and Washington headquarters and the great difficulty of adequate 
and timely communication between them, and from many similar reasons*
It is easy, too, to appreciate the importance of effecting improvement 
in these relationships to the end that field service activities and 
over-all work programs will be more effective and useful* As pointed 
out, by far the greater proportion of tho Bureau’s, as well as tho
Op* cit*, pp* 15-16*
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Government * s, work generally is done in the field* Its representatives 
there are the workers who come in closest contact with the public and 
under the closest scrutiny of the people in their actions and accomplish­
ments * It is relatively easy to see the one side of the picture, In 
other words, but something else to determine ways and means of improvement 
in this important area of x>ublic administration*
2Joans of Improvement in This Area of Administration 
It has boon suggested by various authorities, and it is this writerfs 
personal belief, that much of the needed improvement lies within the reach 
of the various agencies themselves* Far too little effort has as yet been 
made by many agencies to crtudy their field service organization realistic­
ally and with a view to improving it* In view of the varying types of 
work being conducted and the vast differences in tho nature of the field 
work being conducted even within a single agency, such as the Bureau of 
Animal Industry, contemplated improvements need to be goarcd accurately 
and directly to the specific typo of work being conducted*
As a means of broadly improving lashington-f ield relationships,
QIlillett urges more offoctivo integration of field services on a geograph­
ical or regional basis, coupled with a frankly recognized dual supervision 
of field activities on the basis of both specialty or function and hierarchy 
or organizational status In the agency, rathor than solely on that of either 
administrative concept alone* Coupled to this must bo effective ordina­
tion by the administrative head* As he puts it
6John D. Ihllott, "Field Organization and Staff Supervision" in 
Mew Horizons in Public Admini strati on. University of Alabama Press, 
University, Alabama, 1945, pp* 96-118*
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Coordination is a loosely used expression* Its basic weak­
ness is that it refers to a technique, a means, and only 
by association to an objective, or end* The purpose of 
general supervision , * • * is to accomplish the mission 
entrusted to the organization as a whole* In other words, 
the administrative head is expected to see that the parts 
add up to tli© total job to be performed* Bub in truth this 
can be done without the general administrator* Tih&t cannot 
be done is this* The parts, the specialties, must add up 
to a total job with the least possible cost in tho us© of 
our resources, of men and materials* The objective of co­
ordination, of general administration, is the highest possi­
ble degree of efficiency realizable, the maximum of* output 
to input*
The value of this concept in effective field operations is well il­
lustrated by the organization of tho Forest Service, as doscribed broadly
aby Loveridge and Replingor. This service is organised on a broad func­
tional basis overlapping that of a territorial organisation in much the 
manner Fdllett suggests. The line of authority runs from the Chief of 
the Forest Service to the assistant chief in charge of tho functional 
field, to the regional forester, to the forest supervisor, to the dis­
trict ranger, to the ranger on the job at the front. Tho important 
thing to observe here is that tho Washington organization includes a high 
ranking official whose major responsibility is tho coordination of head­
quarters matters and field activities in his subject-matter field. In­
cident ly, it should also be noted that in the Forest Service there has 
been broad delegation of authority for making basic decisions at each of 
these levels, a fact which undoubtedly contributes materially to the high
7 Ibid, p. 113.
8Sari rim Loveridge and Fetor Keplingor, ”hashington-Flold Relationship 
in the Forest Service" in 1% s hingt on-Fio Id Re I at ions hips in the Federal 
Service, Graduate School, U." S*’ Itepartment of'AgHcSmsre, Washington,
194:2, op* «iv>—34:*
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morale and enthusiastic x^rofessional atmosphere apparent throughout this
service, in the field as vrell as in Washington headquarters,
9Stone stresses the importance of developing effective leadership 
both in the field and at headquarters. Ho also urges a more precise and 
effective organisation of field offices for the purposes intended, more 
effective organization of headquarters services to servo field station 
needs, the delegation of more real authority to field administrators and 
less dependence in the chock-eontrol method of administering field ac­
tivities from headquarters, and a 'broader rotation of personnel between 
tii© two areas of administration as possible moans of improving Tiashington- 
field relationships.
The application of such broad concepts of administration to the 
problems apparent in the realm of T/ashington-field relationships today 
seen to offer some hope of improvement in this sphere of governmental 
activities, Thor© appears to bo quite general agreement among authorities 
on governmental organization and management that far too little objective 
organized study lias been devoted to this 'problem by many individual agen­
cies, particularly those which have been long established and thus per­
haps have been operating for year® under an organizational framework which 
may now be considerably outmoded. Change comes hard at times and the 
weight of custom and precedent may delay or preclude organisational re­
visions long overdue, A first step to determine whether this may be the 
case would then seem to bo for each agency having field services, no 
matter how extensive or limited, to make a complete and objective study
9Stone, op, clt,, pp. 13-19,
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of its organizational framework and work program from the standpoint of 
headquarters-fi©ld relationships* Such a procedure would permit oppor­
tunity for exploring fully the problems already present or likely to 
arise in this relationship and for determining every means already avail­
able under existing authority and means for solving them.*
Among the working guides falling into this category, the following 
might well bo considered. It should perhaps go without saying that the 
basic policies of an agency should be so formulated and publicized that 
field personnel can readily identify themselves as an integral part of 
the organization in their support* By the same token, it should bo 
equally apparent that the policies formulated at headquarters should make 
possible the full coordination of diverse field problems.
Adequate lines of corr.ruiai cation are an essential factor in the main­
tenance of effective and harmonious relationships between central head­
quarters and the field installations. Thus, tho methods and procedures 
used in the administration of field activities should bo determined with 
a view to maintaining continuous and close contact between headquarters 
and the field. The central office should bo so organized that it can 
effectively correlate the field stations and their activities and central 
operations should b© simplified as much as possible so that contacts with 
the field can be cleared through a minimum number of offices or author­
ities* In this connection, reporting methods, both from vWashington to 
the field and from the field to Washington, should bo such that they are 
clear, uncomplicated, and useful* It is important, too, that inspections 
and review of top administrators and on-the-spot evaluation of field 
operations and activities periodically supplement written instructions 
to the field. It is possible, too, that communications between head-
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quarters and the field could be expedited by the development and use of 
new methods of eommunication or the adoption of more modernised methods 
than are in use in some agencies*
A basic factor in effective field operations# of course, is that the 
field unit bo carefully and economically planned and established accord­
ing to reasonable criteria of purpose, scope of work, resources, and the 
abilities of the personnel to accomplish its major objectives# Field 
leadership should be encouraged and developed by added authority and 
responsibility for getting a designated job done and added accountability 
for it* In addition, the field or regional administrator might well be 
utilized more fully in all stages of major policy formulation and reform­
ulation in many units. The development and use of more effective recruit­
ment and training programs for field service should also prove very much 
worthwhile.
It would seem that such administrative techniques and procedures 
afford a broad framework against which to evaluate and improve both the 
administrative and the to clinical relationships between Washington head­
quarters units, including the auxiliary divisions, and the field activities 
of a governmental agency*
Tho Plac© of Field Fork in the Bureau
Some of the more important broad basic problems involved in tho ad­
ministration of extensive field activities from a central headquarters 
have been examined in some dotail because, to greater or lessor degree 
and varying from time to time with the different lines of work, different 
locations, and changing situations, they arc problems which constantly 
confront Bureau administrators * As was pointed out by the Assistant 
Chief of Bureau in Charge of Administration in the course of this study,
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they also directly affect the effect I’ve working relationships between 
field activities and the auxiliary services available in the Bureau.
Since the Bureau is so ©amplately organised on a functional basis 
for tii© accomplishment of specific lines of work, as has already been 
shorn# it is natural that the field operations which are . so integral a 
part of its work programs should also be so organised, thus wo find 
that field activities of the Bureau are organised strictly along sub­
ject-matter programs# Sach field station or off ice is thus a definite
10end integral part of a subject-matter division. In this sphere* also* 
integration and coordination of operations at top Bureau level is ac­
complished in the broad fields of research# animal disease control and 
eradication# food inspection* and administrative management through the 
assistant chiefs of Bureau dealing with these professional areas.
So understand clearly the precise relationship of the headquarter* s
staff and auxiliary functions, it should further be noted her© that the
work programs of the Bureau* in the field as well as in Washington, are
conducted in accordance with the precisely outlined Department Project 
11System. this well-organised project system provides a framework of 
work plans and objectives and a record of assignments of specific tasks 
and responsibility which effectively delineates the location* specific 
work assignments* and responsibility for all field operations, and co­
ordinates them directly with the over-all plans for other portions of 
the studies# wherever being conducted, this system provides a means 
whereby established work ©an be kept current and aligned accurately with
*%his relationship is clearly shorn in the official divisional or­
ganisation charts of the Bureau of Animal Industry.
i3jth© apartment Project System as applied in the Agricultural Eesoarch 
Administration*" (uonumbered), Washington* Hsroh, 1946* a® amended December* 
1947# 14 pp.
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progress and changing conditions and whereby proposed now work may be 
considered in relation to proposals from other Bureaus and agencies and 
against the record of existing operating programs. In thus spelling out 
proposed work plans, it also provides an effective base for working out 
the necessary administrative details, such as the specific needs for 
personnel, equipment, materials and supplies, needed to get the work 
underway and maintain it effectively, matters of concern not only to the 
operating division directly concerned, but also to the Personnel, Budget 
and Fiscal, and Administrative Services Divisions of the Bureau#
Working Relationships with Field Activities 
Tho points of adroinistrativo action or number and rang© of adminis­
trative subjects upon which the interests and activities of the Bureau’s 
fiold stations and those of its auxiliary divisions touch are so expen­
sive that it would not be possible to consider thorn all individually in a 
3tudy of this kind# llor would this seem to be desirable, for selected 
examples of items of administrative contact between those two areas of 
Bureau administration should well illustrate the working relationships 
existing between thorn#
It would be expected that working relationships between field units 
of the Bureau and Its headquarters auxiliary units would be conditioned 
by, and the precise channels of communications between thorn considerably 
determined by the field work programs being conducted and the method and 
degree of direction and coordination exorcised from headquarters. Care­
ful study of current Bureau operations shows this to be the case# It 
further shows clearly that a high dogroo of directional control is main­
tained over field station activities by tho subject-matter operating 
divisions and Bureau administrators, including a considerable control
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ovor tho administrative factions and operations of the field stations* 
This is true of the field research installations, for example, ac­
cording to the Assistant Chief of Bureau in charge of Research. Broadly 
speaking, the research programs, including those portions conducted at 
the various field stations, are planned and formulated in divisional 
headquarters a It is true that key field station personnel frequently 
play a considerable part in thoir planning and formulation in areas af­
fecting their interests and activities and arc consulted on proposed 
program revisions affecting them. But it is still basically a fact that 
program planning is conducted mainly at headquarters and the weight of 
final decision and authority is located hero, subject to coordination, 
review, and approval at the Bureau level*
One important factor in all field operations should be kept firmly 
in mind in any consideration of fashingion-field relationships. As the 
Assistant Chief of Bureau in charge of Administration emphasised, it is 
as much the duty and responsibility of field administrators to conduct 
their operations with as much precision with respect to legal require­
ments, existing departmental rules and regulations, and Bureau procedures 
as it is that of the .ashingt on units.
To assist field officials with this task and keep thorn fully in­
formed of rules and regulations currently in effect, an abridged edition 
of the Departments voluminous Administrative Regulations urns recently
compiled and distributed to all field offices by the Bureau auxiliary 
12divisions. This manual, which is kept up-to-date with frequent amend-
Afield SJanual of U. S. D. A. Administrative Regulations, (fulti- 
lithod), Washington, February ~1, T"949,~ cfis:Erl'1birEe<i-lSy^,""T M 9, approx­
imately 400 pp., unnumbered*
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ments, furnishes the salient rules and regulations of neat direct concern 
to field station administrators and inspectors in charge in the areas of 
general field station operation, library procedures, information matters, 
plant and operations, procurement, fiscal operations and accounting, and 
personnel operations and procedures* Examination of this manual shows 
that it goes into minute detail in covering directions for the conduct of 
those operations* As would be expected, this places the administration of 
field station operations within the same rigid framework of minutely spelled- 
out and meticulously binding rules and regulations as are encountered in 
Bureau operations generally, a situation which can be highly restrictive 
to such operations at times, particularly in periods or situations of an 
emergency nature, while broadly providing that they will be conducted 
uniformly at all field locations*
In addition, a constant flow of Bureau Circular Letters covering 
specific administrative and procedural items of broad application or 
particular importance goes out from the Bureau to its field locations 
all over tho country. These are mainly compiled by the auxiliary di­
visions covering instructions in tho personnel, budget and fiscal, or 
administrative services fields, but may at times cover technical instruc­
tions of concern in the functional work programs in which case their go 
out from tho Chief of Bureau or one of his subject-matter assistant 
chiefs. In order that field station administrators and inspectors in 
charge may always know exactly what circular letters of instruction are
still in force at the moment, a monthly summary check list of such instru-
13•nonts issued during the precoding month are sent to each field location*
13Tii© latost issue of this list is "Circular and Division Letters 
Issued During April, 1950", issued under date of Lkty 1, 1950, over the 
signature of the Assistant Chief of Bureau in Charge of Administration.
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This list showy tho identifying number of each circular letter issued 
during each month* tho date issued, the subject covered and the distri­
bution made. In addition, an index-out line of a diaini s tr at ive circular 
letters currently in effect and a similar list of circular letters
covering; regulatory and research instructions are issued to all field
14stations and inspectors in charge every throe months. Field station 
administrators and inspectors in charge are thus furnished a more direct 
and specific fund of guidance and information on administrative methods 
and procedures than over before in the history of the Bureau,
Personnel Relations with Field Stations
The heads of divisions in Hashington and officials in charge of 
field stations and offices initiate tho requests for personnel actions 
covering employees under their jurisdictions. Request® that originate 
in the field are routed first to the Bureau Personnel .Division for re­
cording. They then are sent to the operating division under whose di­
rection tho field station operates for approval of the action requested 
and any necessary administrative clearance with the Office of tho Chief 
of Bureau before being returned to the Personnel Division for final
    m 1 * ■ mini W  tn rt n 'v i'
14For example, Bureau Circular hotter 49-31, ” Index-Out lino of 
Current Circular Letters,” issued June 30, 1949, listed 39 personnel 
circular letters, 89 budget and fiscal circular letters, and 67 cf- 
ministrative services circular letters in effect at that date; Bureau 
Circular hotter ho. 281.4, “Index of Regulatory and Research Instruc­
tions” issued February 21, 1950, listed 45 circular letters relating 
to the work of tho Inspection and Quarantine Division; 15 circular 
letters covering Interstate Inspection Division subjects; 112 cover­
ing Meat Inspection Division subjects; 3 covering Pathological Di­
vision subjects; 65 covering Tuberculosis Eradication Division subjects; 
and 59 covering Virus-Serum Control Division subjects, as being cur­
rently in force on that date* It is obvious that tho administrative 
and disease eradication and control divisions use circular lottors 
extensively and the research divisions little or not at all.
15action* Civil Service registers from -which permanent status field 
employees are appointed are obtained from the Civil Service Regional 
Office of the region in -which tho field station is located. If no 
©ligibles are available from that source they may be obtained by the 
Personnel Division from general registers from the Civil Service Com­
mission in Washington, if available, failing which appointments pending 
certification or temporary appointments may bo utilised to fill the 
field position until suitable registers become available*
This procedure would appear to give field officials considerable 
voice in tho selection of their staff and to a considerable extent this 
is true, particularly of clerical and stenographic and the lower grades 
of technical personnel* In practice, requests for personnel action at 
field locations may also be initiated by the headquarters divisions, 
almost invariably in such cases with the full cognizance and concurrence 
of the field administrator directly concerned, and final selection of 
technical personnel of any considerable rank: is always made at headquarter 
again usually with tho full knowledge and concurrence of the field adminis 
trator*
Likewise, all other personnel actions, such as promotions, retirement 
resignations, disciplinary actions, and similar matters, are effected by
Bureau Circular Letter Ho, 407*1, MEecommendations for Personnel 
Actions,fT issued July 8, 1949* Dvory possible personnel action is cov­
ered by the instructions, including appointment, appointment by transfer 
from another governmental agency, inter-agency transfer in the Depart­
ment of Agriculture, roinstatement, promotion, reduction in grade, re­
assignment, change in headquarters, conversion to competitive status, 
leave without pay, return to duty, military furlough, separation, resig­
nation, retirement for age, optional or disability, and death*
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the Bureau Personnel Division at headquarters with the approval of tho 
operating division concerned. In rare instances, such as in matters of 
disciplinary action, they m y  be administered under a specific delegation 
of authority to the field to cover an individual case or action* To a 
limited extent there appears to be some tendency for granting more direct 
authority to field administrators in certain areas of personnel adminis­
tration. An example of this is tho extension of authority to inspectors 
in charge to grant authority to members of their staff for attendance at
certain types of meetings or conferences without prior Washington approv-
, 16 &. A •
Despite the fact that personnel actions are administered at tho head­
quarters level, ©very effort is made to keep field officials fully in­
formed on the procedures involved in such actions, since so many of the 
actions taken must of necessity bo based on recommendations originating 
with such officials or involve pertinent personnel data wh. they must 
furnish. There appears to be an earnest dosir© on the part of head­
quarters administrators to have a complete understanding and awareness 
on the part of field officials of the policies and procedures in effect 
in personnel administration and the reasons for them, an attitude designed 
to foster a closer and more harmonious relationship between Washington 
headquarters and field officials in this area of administration. Thus, 
frequent Bureau Circular Letters on personnel subjects are issued to the 
field to supplement or interpret existing rules and regulations, most of 
those being prepared by specialists in the Personnel Division for tho
16Bureau Circular Letter Wo. 102.1, "Attendance at Meetings", issued 
October 3, 1949 over the signature of an Acting Chief of Bureau.
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1?signature of the Assistant Chief of Bureau in Charge of Administration*
Budget and Fiscal Relations with Field Stations 
In the Bureau of Animal Industry, all budgeting and budget prepara­
tion, allotment of funds for Held station activities, budget justifica­
tions, and similar .matters of top financial responsibility are done at 
the headquarters level, primarily by divisional administrators as they 
relate to field station activities, with the coordination and approval of 
top Bureau administrators, according to the Assistant Chief of Bureau in 
Charge of Administration# However,' field officials may be and generally 
are called upon to furnish recommendations and proposals covering their 
needs and justifications for such items, material basic to the task of
f*
formulating a comprehensive budget -at the higher levfel off authority^
They also have the privilege of making such needs known at any time they 
see fit for the information and guidance of divisional administrators#
The specific annual allotment of funds to the field stations by the- 
operating divisions, with the review and. concurrence of the Chic£ of
A few of these that have boon issued in the past 18 months, the 
titles of which are descriptive of their contents, include Circular 
Letter ho. 49-10, "Amendments to Leave Regulations," issued February 7,
13493 Circular Letter ho. 409*1, "Personnel Procedure,” (to Mexican
Border Quarantine Project Stations) issued December 2, 1949; Circular 
Letter Ho* 470.1, "Disciplinary Policy and Procedures," issued Septem­
ber 13, 1949; Circular Letter Mo. 49-15, "Efficiency Ratings," issued 
February 24, 1949% Circular Letter Mo. 49-24, "Rating Performance of 
Probationary and Trainee Employees," issued April 11, 1943; Circular 
Letter Mo. 416.1, "Periodic Pay Increases,” issued August 10, 1949; 
Circular Letter Ho, 329.1, "Sick Leave,” issued January 3, 1950; Cir­
cular Letter Mo. 421.1, "Position-Classification,” issued December 13, 
1949; Circular Letter Mo. 415.1, "Reduction in Force,” issued August 1,
1949; and Circular Letter Mo. 49-4, "Fair Eraployrnont Practices," is­
sued January 5, 1949.
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Bureau, is the amount within which the field station administrator must 
conduct his operations for the fiscal year designated, barring unfore­
seen circumstances. In justifiable cases where the original allotment 
proves inadequate it may be supplemented by additional small amounts from 
divisional reserves, but every effort is made both by field administra­
tors and those at headquarters level to avoid the necessity of such action.
Operating funds are mad© available to tho field stations and offices 
under an annual letter of authorisation for the expenditure of specific 
amounts for the purposes outlined in the financial and work programs cover­
ing th© activities for which the field installation is being conducted*
As would be expected, a long and detailed list of rules, regulations, and 
procedures provide for and govern the strict •and minute recording and ac­
counting of expenditures and ©very effort is made, both at headquarters 
and in th© field, to avoid an inadvertent over-expenditure of funds* Com­
plete accounts of fiscal operations for each field activity end line of 
work are maintained at each field location. In addition, each field al­
lotment is given an identifying number in the fiscal section of th© Budget 
and Fiscal Division in Washington and, all fixed obligations which can 
possibly be evaluated in advance, such as personnel, utilities charges, 
feed costs, and similar items, are estimated and obligated against each 
individual station allotment at the beginning of tho year to prevent any 
danger of ovor-expendituro and to establish unobligated balances for cur­
rent oporating expenditures. Here, too, complete accounts of the fiscal 
operations of each field station and office ore maintained and all such 
expenditures recorded as they are cleared for payment. In addition, 
carbon copies of the master lodger sheets maintained at V, ashing ton head­
quarters for each field account are mailed back to field officials as soon
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after th© close of a month*s business as possible to provide them with a 
chock with their own records of th© current status of their accounts and 
available funds*
As with th© personnel function, ©tory effort is mad© by r&shiagton
headquarters to keep field officials fully informed of th© existence of
and changes in fiscal procedures pertinent to their operations* As a
result, a considerable number of Bureau circular letters are prepared by
the Budget and Fiscal Division to supplement the rules and regulations
contained in the Bureau Field Manual of Administrative Regulation® and
seat to th© various field stations and offices. These cover in consider*
18able detail a wide variety of fiscal subjects*
Administrative Service Relations with Field Stations 
In view of tho fact that many of th© actual business operations of 
the Bureau are conducted through th© functions falling within the province 
of th© Administrative Services Division, it is only natural that this 
unit lias a close and continuous contact with th© administration of th© 
various field station® and offices of th© Bureau in th© procurement of 
equipment, materials and supplies and other important services*
18Typical of these and illustrating th# wide range in fiscal subject* 
matter covered, m y  be cited th© following* Bureau Circular Letter lo. 
327*1, "Payrolling and Leave Record Procedure * Transfer of Dnipioyeea 
Within the Continental Limits of th© United States,11 issued September 2, 
19491 Circular Letter Ho* 384*1, 51 Advance of Funds for Sspenses,* is* 
sued Hovssaber 2, 1949f Circular Letter Me* 331*2, "Standardised Govern* 
stout Travel Regulations," issued August 15, 1949s Circular Letter Ilo.
Sill, **Changes in Heading of Schedule® Submitted to Disbursing Officers," 
issued December 1, 1948 ; Circular Letter lo* 3052, MPayroll Documents 
to be Forwarded to th© Bureau,n issued April 20, 1348; Circular Letter lo* 
3040, "Submission of Form T-8 8, Statement of Monthly Obligations and Sx* 
panditures," issued Parch 5, 1948; -and Circular Latter Mo* 5023, "Pay- 
rolling Procedure, Payroll Register," issued December 30, 1947*
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In practice, the field stations and offices are authorised to make
direct purchases without competitive bid. of such items as equipment and
supplies in amounts not to exceed one hundred dollars, an increase of
fifty dollars in expenditure limitation over that permitted in pre-war 
19years. Requests for the purchase of equipment, materials, and supplies 
in excess of this amount must be sent from the field to tho office of the 
head of the operating division in Washington for approval before being 
forwarded to the Administrative Services Division for processing. Here 
requests up to five hundred dollars in amount can be handled by direct 
purchase, beyond which competitive bids become obligatory, a leaway in 
purchasing authority which the Bureau has not yet seen fit to delegate 
to the field. FioId administrators are encouraged to utilise as extensively 
as possible tho facilities of regional governmental supply depots, main­
tained by the General Services Administration, for tho acquisition and
20disposal of th©ir equipment and supplies.
In recent years, field officials have been given authority to execute
contracts covering utilities services, such as water, gas, electricity and
other public utilities services, such as laundry service, if tho total
21costs for a service for tho year doos not exceed $500. All other con-
n-4aifc'!>urvil*w.vwH*?iv'' "m wnwurjiv-iv-'vi
19Bureau Circular Letter Ho. 2743, "Purchases Hot Exceeding $100," 
issued June 1, 1945.
20 Bureau Circular Letter Mo. £13.1, "Procurement from BPS Field 
Supply Centers," issued February 2, 1950; also Circular Lettor Ho, 210.1, 
"Execution of Requisitions for Supplies, IGquipment or Services," issued 
February 2, 1950, and Circular Letter Ho. 49-26, "Acquisition and Dis­
position of Surplus Property Through tho Area Agricultural Equipment 
Committees," issued April 16, 1949.
21Bureau Circular Letter Mo. 3089, "Informal Contracts for mis­
cellaneous Honporsonal Services," issued July 26, 1948.
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tracts and leases for the furnishing of regular services or supplies must
he executed in Washington headquarters, the details upon which they are
based being furnished by the field administrators in their initiating re-
22quest for such services.
In addition, effective procedures for the management of property, 
storage and disposition of records, accident prevention, the handling of 
mail, and the many similar services outlined previously as functions of 
tho Administrative Services Division, are prepared by this unit and dis­
tributed to field stations and offices for the guidance of their operations
in these areas and as supplements to the Field Manual of Administrative 
23Regulations.
Technical Guidance and Assistance to Field Stations 
In addition to th© direct services furnished the field stations such 
as have been outlined above, specialists of each of the auxiliary divisions 
also furnish considerable helpful guidance to field administrators through 
advice and t©clinical assistance on field problems in their respective ad­
ministrative areas, as well as with the regularly established procedures 
in th© various area®. Much of this assistance stems from and is effected 
through inspection visits of the Assistant Chief of Bureau in Charge of 
Administration and his principal specialist assistants to the various
22Bureau Circular Letter Do. 49-25, "Initiation of Leas© Procedure,* 
issued April 12, 1949.
23The following m y  be cited as good examples of this technique s 
Bureau Circular Letter Mo. 220.1, "Property Management Policy,” issued 
April 4, 1950; Circular Letter Ho. 49-12, "Year-End Purchasing,” issued 
February 21, 1949s Circular Letter Mo. 252.2, "Changes in Disposition 
Schedules," issued September 30, 1949; Circular Letter Ho. 49-23, "Ex­
ecution of Requisitions for Supplies, Equipment, or Services," issued 
March 21, 1949; and Circular Letter Mo. 3069, "Treatment of Service* 
Connected Injury or Illness and Compensation Forms Required," issued 
June 21, 1948.
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field stations and offices and the study of operational procedures and 
problems made on such occasions. Such visits# and special surveys and 
studies as required, afford opportunity to determine the auxiliary ser­
vice needs of the field stations with considerable precision, The field 
official has complete freedom, to call for this type of assistance •when­
ever he feels th© need for it.
Furthermore, periodic audit of th© various field stations is per­
formed by travelling auditors of the Bureau to mate© sure that established 
rules and regulations for the conduct of governmental business are being 
faithfully observed. From the standpoint of tho field administrator, 
this technique lias th© advantage of assuring him at least once a year 
that his operations ar© being conducted t^operly or of pointing out his 
possible errors of administration, judgment, and decision before they have 
gone on too long to be corrected without serious result.
Periodic inspections by an experienced safety engineer are also made 
of all field stations. Such inspections have had th© salutory effect of 
removing many hazards to the safety of field station personnel and of 
making all hands more conscious of tho requirements and need for an ef­
fective safety program.
Two other techniques employed by the Bureau to a greatly increased 
extent in recent years have had a very salutory effect on v/ashington­
field relationships. In earlier years, it was a rare occasion, indeed, 
that brought an inspector in charge or a field station director into 
Washington headquarters. During the past several years the practice of 
having key personnel from tho field spend a week or two of the year at 
contra! headquarters lias increased, to the benefit of both headquarters 
and field operations. The opportunity to work directly with key adminis-
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trativ© personnel who come into contact with, his operations, has proven
highly beneficial to field station personnel, while he, in turn, becomes 
a definite personality instead of an abstract name on a piece of paper 
to headquarters personnel* Such visits have immeasurably improved re­
lationships and mutual understanding on both sides*
In addition, the practice has been growing of transferring key per­
sonnel from T/ashington to the field service as opportunities have afforded# 
TJhero utilised, such action has given excellent results* The field sta­
tion operator with a tour of headquarters duty behind him is much better 
trained in Bureau operational procedures and generally 1ms a much broader 
and exact concept of policies and objectives than does the man coming di­
rectly from outside employment to a field station assignment* Conversely, 
because ho is well known and probably well liked among his former head­
quarters associates, he is likely to receive from thorn greater and more 
cordial consideration in their relationships with his field assignment*
Th© procedure of moving key personnel from headquarters to field assign­
ments has proven to be a happy one in maintaining highly effective head­
quarter s-fieId relationships in a number of extensive and very important 
Bureau field programs in recent years#
Some Problems of b'ashingt on- Pie Id Relationships 
As has been soon, most, but by no means all, of the business phases 
of field station operations are conducted with and through tho operating 
divisions directly concerned* This procedure permits the head of di­
visions responsible for operations in a specific subject-matter field to 
tie together the details of his whole program. Without such an arrange­
ment, he would have difficulty, indeed, in riding herd on th© many ramifi­
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cations of his extensive and widely dispersed duties and responsibilities# 
By the some token, however, a close and objective study of Yfeshington­
field relationships by top Bureau acmiinistrators could possibly reveal 
some advantages for the delegation of greater authority from Washington, 
headquarters to field station operators for the conduct of their regular 
business operations0 As long as they stay well within their allotted 
funds —  and theirs is the basic responsibility for doing so —  there 
would seem to b© some advantage, for example, in raising the field station 
purchase limitation from its present one hundred dollars to the five 
hundred limitation enjoyed in Washington, thus affording greater freedom 
of field station operations and reducing the length of time required to 
obtain substantial amounts of needed equipment or supplies#
‘While much improvement has been noted in this respect in recent years, 
it is possible that an even greater use could bo mde of key field person­
nel in th© planning and organisation of broad programs of work than has 
been mad© in th© past. Mon who ar© on the firing line of actual operations 
should have much of real practical worth to contribute to over-all plan­
ning and broad policy formulation* A greater appreciation of the fact 
that all knowledge and ability are not concentrated at headquarters and 
that it takes considerable of both to be an able and efficient field sta­
tion director should bo very helpful to the development and administration 
of extensive programs of work. I:Sore frequent and extended visits of key 
field, station personnel to Washington headquarters are therefor© suggested.
Any improvement in fiscal accounting systems that isould reduce th© 
length of time necessary to get outstanding obligations recorded and ac­
counted for, so that current balances would have a greater validity and 
reality, would bo most helpful to field station operators and divisional
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administrators as well* In this connection there is a possibility that 
field stations could rtore accurately estimate and report outstanding 
committments which have not yet been recorded on the final lodger account­
ing sheets than they do at present* As a matter of fact, the Animal Hus­
bandry Division is currently asking its field stations to attempt this on 
a special monthly accounting form designed for the purpose, so that amounts 
indicated as unexpended balances at any one time can be more accepted and 
trusted as true unexpended balances*
The Future of These Relationships 
In common with other large governmental agencies, the Bureau of Animal 
Industry is not without its problems in the area of Washington-field re­
lationships* It must be said, however, that there seems to be an increas­
ing awareness of such problems at top Bureau levels and that a determined 
attempt is being made to work out and maintain a cordial, effective and 
efficient working relationship between Washington headquarters and the 
Bureau*s extensive and widely dispersed field activities* During the
u four years, since the appreciable expansion of the auxiliary service 
facilities of the Bureau, many functions of the personnel, budget and fis­
cal, and administrative services facilities have been sharpened and ex­
panded to furnish more regular, direct, and precise assistance to field 
station operators in the handling of their administrative problems*
It has been seen that, while the field stations and field operating 
units of th© Bureau enjoy a considerable independence of action and de­
cision in the conduct of their work, a substantial degree of check control 
is also exercised over their operations and administrative management*
As has been shown, however, the past several years have seen a slight
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tendency on th© part of the Bureau to delegate a more complete and precis© 
authority for certain specific administrative activities or actions to th© 
field. It would not ho expected that there would ever be complete dele­
gation of administrative authority to field administrators, nor can the 
advantages of such an action readily bo seen. It seems probable, however, 
that in tho areas of administrative operations in which the best interests 
of both tho Bureau work program and tho efficient and effective operation 
of Bureau field stations and offices will bo served thereby, and where it 
can be done in full conformance with existing law and rules and regula­
tions, th© tendency for greater delegation of administrative authority to 
competent field officials will continue and be accelerated as time goes on.
CliAPfSR X
SUMMKY AMD CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, tho us© of th© staff and auxiliary functions in the 
administration and operation of the Bureau of Animal Industry and its 
extensive w r k  programs has boon examined in con iderahle detail* The 
task has required a study of tho actual operation and use of those func­
tions in current Bureau administration* It has involved a study of the 
present organisational framework of the Bureau and its development over 
the years to its present status* It has required careful examination of 
official administrative documents -and records, including organisational 
charts, working directives, pertinent rules and regulations, administra­
tive relationships, and administrative procedures affecting th© use and 
effectiveness of tho functions under consideration* It lias also required 
numerous interviews and discussions over th© course of the study with key 
officials of tho Bureau charged with the responsibility of administoring 
important segments of its operations or working directly with tho appli­
cation of th© various staff and auxiliary functions to Bureau activities*
In addition, a review of the literature on various aspects of the public 
administration field ha® boon mad© as a framework against which to measure 
th© Bureau’s use of these functions*
So far as this writer has boon able to discover, few, if any, studies 
of this nature have boon conducted on a large governmental unit working 
at the Bureau or functional working level c ■? governmental activity. Most 
./revioua studies, at least, have been concerned with administration at the 
departmental or agency level* from, several standpoints, the Bureau of 
Animal Industry appeared to afford an excellent medium of study for filling
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this apparent gap in the broad field of public administration investiga­
tions* In the first place, this Bureau is large enough that any compli­
cations or problems arising from mere size of organisation or diversity 
of work program should become apparent. In the second place* it is one 
of the oldest Bureaus in point of continuous service in the Federal govern­
ment. It has been serving tho livestock industry and the American econ­
omy for the past 65 years, thus affording opportunity to study the gradual 
development of such an agency over a long period of tine in meeting new 
problems and changing conditions. Finally, and perhaps of most importance 
for purposes of this study, it is a unit of government organized to per­
form specific functional assignments of direct concern to ’the public, 
functions as widely diverse as research and regulatory assignments can 
bo.
At the present time, the Bureau of Animal Industry Is administered 
by a Chief of Bureau and four assistant chiefs of Bureau. Bach of the 
latter are assigned to a specific area of Bureau activity and adminis­
tration. The Bureau is organized into an Office of the Chief of Bureau, 
nine functional subject-matter or operating divisions, an Information 
Division, and three auxiliary or maintenance divisions. In addition, 
the work of the United States-Mexican Commission for the luradic&tion of 
Poot-and-ifouth Disease is coordinated with the Office of tho Chief of 
Bureau at tho present time.
Of tho nine subject-mattor or operating divisions, four are admin­
istered by the Assistant Chief of Bureau in charge of Disease Control 
and Eradication. These include tho Tuberculosis Eradication Division, 
tho Inspection and Quarantine Division, the Interstate Inspection Division, 
and the Virus-Serum Control Division. Throe, including tho Animal Hus-
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bandry Division, th© Pathological Division, and the Zoological Division, 
arc administered by the Assistant Chief of Bureau in charge of Research*
The remaining 'two operating divisions, the -Beat Inspection Division and 
the Animal Foods Inspection Division, aro under the direction of the As­
sistant Chief of Bureau in charge of Food Ins poet ion* Th© Bureau’s In­
formation Division does not fall into any of these categories of functional 
operations and reports directly to the Chief of Bureau* The subject-matter 
assignments and field of professional activity of eacli of thes© divisions 
are discussed in some detail as a basis for evaluating their us© of and 
their needs for the services of th© staff and auxiliary functions as 
instruments for their effective administration and operation*
The Bureau’s three auxiliary divisions ar© grouped under the adminis­
tration of th© Assistant Chief of Bureau in charge of Administration, a 
relatively new post in the Bureau, which was established in 1946* This 
official, in effect, functions as a general business manager for th©
Bureau. The auxiliary or maintenance divisions working under his guidance 
include a Personnel Division, a Budget and Fiscal Division, and an Adminis­
trative Services Division, which serve all units of the Bureau in thoir 
respective fields. Th© functions and service activities of these divisions 
are discussed in considerable detail.
Study of the history and development of the Bureau reveals that through 
most of its years of operation, until very recently, relatively little at­
tention has been paid to th© effective development and precise use of the 
auxiliary services in the Buroau. Prior to 1946, in fact, the units of 
the Bureau which handled such common maintenance needs as personnel, bud­
geting, fiscal accounting, and property procurement, for example, were 
relatively small and almost completely tmspocialisod. During this time
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they were directed and staffed by administrative assistants and clerks of 
modest grad©, considerably lacking of any real authority in Bureau oper­
ations# To moot fully their o m  noeds for such services, much of the 
basic work in these fields was performed by the operating divisions them­
selves, with th© auxiliary units largely handling ./ .1 /• the final process­
ing operations.
In 1946, under a new Chief of Bureau, a drastic reorganization and 
expansion of the auxiliary services was effected. Those functions were 
raised to full divisional status in th© Bureau at that time with the es­
tablishment of the Personnel, Budget and Fiscal, and Administrative Ser­
vices Divisions# Since then those divisions have operated with a high 
degree of specialization of function or service and a divisional authority 
in their respective fields comparable to that of the lino divisions of the 
Bureau. During the past four years tho specialized services of those di­
visions available to other Bureau units have be©n expanded out of all 
recognition of previous operations in these fields of Bureau administra­
tion.
Careful study of its organ.!zaticm shows clearly that the Buroau of 
Animal Industry has no segregated or separate staff unit for providing 
the distinct staff services essential to the administration of such a 
large agency. These are secured in large measure by the Chief of Bureau 
through the services of his four principal assistants and the heads of 
the respective divisions, officials who carry operational responsibilities 
as viell as those of staff officers. In the main, this appears to be an 
effective and economical method of meeting Bureau needs for this function. 
Certainly, if fully utilized, there would appear to be ample provision for 
the exercise of this essential function in the prosent organization of the
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Bureau. Ilvidonce has been presented, however, which indicates that full 
use is not always made of available staff facilities in the considera­
tion of problems important enough to require this. Correction of th© 
circumstances causing this situation, such as some reasonable curtailment 
of the voluminous compilation of reports now required of th© assistant 
chiefs of Bureau and division heads and a more extensive us© of staff 
conferences for planning and discussion of problems would appear to be 
highly desirable as a means of broadly improving Bureau administration.
In this connection, it is also suggested that the inclusion of business 
officials from the operating divisions in at least some of th© staff con­
ferences of th© Assistant Chief of Bureau in charge of Administration and 
those of his "housekeeping" divisions could possibly be an effective means 
of eliminating at their source some of the impractical or inadvisable de­
tails which occasionally slip by in th© devolopment of methods and pro­
cedures or instructions to the operating units because of the lack of such 
basic initial participation in discussion and planning.
Th© conclusion is inescapable that th© prosent organisation of the 
Bureau makes ample provision for th© essential services in th© fields of 
personnel, budgeting, fiscal accounting and control, property procurement 
and management and other business functions necessary to the effective 
administration and operation of th© Buroau and its various subject-mattor 
units* It is equally apparent that these functions ar© being utilized 
extensively and with reasonable effectiveness and harmony throughout 
Bureau administration at ©very level of authority and operation. It 
should not be supposed from this, however, that ©very phase of adminis­
trative activity operates with perfection or that it over will. This has 
been pointed out in the presentation of a number of apparent problem areas
21?
in each field of auxiliary operation, problem areas which could possibly 
bo worthy of further attention by Bureau and governmental administrators 
generally*
From the evidence available, it would appear that the services of 
the Personnel Division are being extensively utilized by the operating 
units of the Bureau and that the relationship between this division and 
the subject-matter operating divisions is cl^se, intimate, considerably 
informal, and, in the main, extremely help! ; It is evident that spec­
ialists of the division are constantly callo r far advice,
and guidance in personnel matters by those in charge of the operating di­
visions and that much helpful service is provided in response. In its 
present status, this division, as well as the Budget and Fiscal, and Ad­
ministrative Services Divisions, has proven that it can handle emergency 
problems effectively and with dispatch. In the broad field of training 
and the development of an effective career program only a very small 
beginning has yet been made. Solution of such fundamental problems as 
these will undoubtedly occupy tho Increased attention of Bureau person­
nel officials in the years ahead and will try tho resources and capabili­
ties of tills unit quite a® much, if not more, than have some of th© prob­
lems thus far effectively overcome.
As lias been pointed out, it would be difficult to over-emphasize th© 
importance of th© budget function in Bureau administration. It is clearly 
evident that groat dependence is placed upon the budget unit of th© Bu­
reau by the Chief of Bureau, his principal assistants, and th© heads of 
the operating divisions for constant and invaluable assistance in th© 
planning of program activities in terns of budgetary requirements and 
for continuous coordination and control of working funds in accordance
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with tho directives and rules and regulations prescribed by law and by 
the Department Office of Budget and Finance and the Bureau of the Budget,
It is readily apparent that its activities and influence have a very di­
rect and intimate relationship with every segment of the Bureau’s activ­
ities* The heavy volume of reports required in the budgetary process, 
usually from higher levels of authority, has been pointed out* There 
appears to be rather widespread agreement that such reports could b© re­
duced materially, both in number and in detail, without reducing the ef­
fectiveness of this technique for budgetary planning and control, in fact 
to the distinct i orovement of budgetary procedures* A complete review and 
a considerable revision of the present procedures for budgetary apportion­
ments and reserves is also suggested,
It has been shown that the fiscal audit and accounting systems of the 
Bureau have been considerably expanded and improved in the past four years* 
Th© need for strict legality in tho expenditure of public funds, that for 
the current determination of unexpended balances, and the danger of over- 
expending available funds make this function vital to responsible Bureau 
administration* There is ample evidence that constant effort is being 
mad© to improve tho operations of this sphere of Bureau activity. Tho 
fiscal operations and procedures of the Bureau were found to be in a 
constant process of ©volution for tho purpose of gearing them more pre­
cisely to Bureau needs and making them more effective, tirosly, and ef­
ficient for purposes of Bureau administration,
la tho realm of the administrative services unit of the Bureau it 
has boon shown that such services have been greatly expanded and sharpened 
in th© past four years* Hot only have such long-established functions 
as property purchase and procurement been improved but new functions,
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such as tliat of property and space management and that of overseeing the 
building and property repair activities of the Bureau are now being 
handled by this unit. In addition* th© unit serves as a focal point for 
th© integration and coordination of administrative and program procedures 
and forms* a distinct departure from long**©stablished Bureau administra­
tive functions.
In connection with th© operations of this unit, while seemingly 
largely beyond Bureau authority and discretion, the minuteness, detail, 
and rigidity with which governmental rules and regulations, methods and 
procedures governing administrative operations, particularly those in­
volving governmental property and equipment, have been developed lias been 
pointed out. While such a situation does enhance th© uniformity with 
which governmental operations are conducted and la the main is conducive 
to the thoroughly legal conduct of th© public business, it does provide a 
highly rigid framework of meticulous rules within which such operations 
must be conducted under a wide variety of conditions and circumstances# 
l*h© possibility is suggested that there is real danger of developing such 
binding; procedures to the point of seriously interfering with the exercise 
of capable administrative judgment and decision, if this point has not 
already been reached, to the distinct disadvantage upon occasion of th© 
work programs being conducted and th© bost interests of th© government#
In this connection, for example, a fertile field for further intensive 
study might possibly be the problem of whether the costs of maintaining 
the present expensive property inventory systems enforced in government 
might not far outweigh the monetary value of the losses which might occur 
under less rigid and costly systems of property accountability, such as 
could be developed#
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It has been shown, that extensive field operations play a vital role 
in the promulgation of tho Bureau work programs* As would be expected, 
it was also found that th© Bureau did not entirely escape many of th© 
trouble some problems so characteristic of the ViTashington-fiold relation­
ship. The intimate and important services performed by the auxiliary 
divisions for the Bureau’s field installations has been rather minutely 
portrayed, as m s  the importance to field activities of th© technical 
guidance and assistance furnished field stations and offices by these 
units. On th© other hand, the high degree of ch©ck-eontro1 exercised by 
th© Bureau over field station administration and operation has been 
pointed out. It has been suggested that the means of still further im­
proving relationships between Bureau headquarters in Washington and its 
field stations and offices lies largely within the available administra­
tive means of the Bureau itself* A greater use of key field station per­
sonnel in initial planning, not only of work programs but of the resources 
to conduct them, should b© a helpful step in this direction, as could also 
be a greater interchange of headquarters and field personnel as occasion 
afforded. A frank recognition of the possibility that all tho wisdom and 
abilities la th© organization are not confined solely to headquarters per­
sonnel should also prove beneficial in improving Rashington-field relation­
ships*
As has boon shown, ample provision has been made for close and in­
tensive liaison between th© Bureau and higher levels of departmental 
authority in the realm of the staff and auxiliary functions. In the 
staff functions, the Chief of Bureau and his principal assistants enjoy 
a close and constant staff relationship to the Administrator of the 
Agricultural Research Administration and the Secretary of Agriculture and
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his immediate staff* Tlere is also an intimate and constant liaison 
between key officials of tho auxiliary divisions and such higher levels 
of authority as the Department Office of Personnel, the Department Office 
of Budget and Finance, the Department Office of Plant and Operations, the 
Civil Service Commission, the Bureau of the Budget, and the General Ser­
vices Administration in their respective fields, a situation highly bene­
ficial to Bureau interests and welfare*
7/ith no desire or intention to detract from the importance and use­
fulness of the auxiliary functions, it has been doomed necessary to voice 
a warning against an inherent occupational hazard encountered with some 
frequency in tho fields of the auxiliary services. This is th© danger of 
beccming so enamoured of tho potentialities of such services as to con­
sider them ends in themselves, rather than in their true perspective as 
effective aids to the working programs and operations for which the agency 
exists* It is this writer’s considered belief that only to the extent 
that the auxiliary functions actually contribute such service and as­
sistance as will effectively further work programs and operations and 
increase th© effectiveness of their administration do they thoroughly 
justify their existence. Budgeting for budgeting’s sake only or person­
nel administration for purely theoretical perfection, for example, no 
matter how professionally stimulating or satisfying to the ©go of spec­
ialists in these fields, would appear to have no useful place in the 
administrative scheme of things unless they also contribute directly to 
the more effective and purposeful administration of an agency’s work 
programs or basic objectives.
By the same token, it should in all fairness be pointed out again 
that the present organization and operation of the auxiliary functions
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in th© Bureau of Animal Industry are but four years old, far too short 
a period reasonably to ezpoct tho development of th© highest possible 
efficiency in the application and operation of every phase of adninis- 
trative function or activity involved* Th© increased precision and special­
isation which lias boon noted in the us© of these functions in this short 
time and the highly useful contributions which they are currently making 
to effective Bureau administration promises well for their future value 
to the Bureau* It seems reasonable to predict that, as time goes on and 
mutual understanding and appreciation grows on th© part of both the oper­
ating and th© auxiliary divisions of th© desirability and effectiveness 
of working in close harmony and enlightened cooperation toward common 
objectives, the precision of Bureau operations and th© Bureau’s functional 
accomplishments as well will be ©von further enhanced.
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